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puaitively refused to make the dightest con- to side, up and down, and in every other which had fallen under. the influence of the

STAR:

cession.

A WrEKLY ReLiarous NEWSPAPER,

FOR THE

is simple

FAMILY. -

L BR. BURLINGAME, Pablisher,

the

‘y

As the

Wermst - $3.00 per year; or if paid strictly IN ADVANCE, $2.00
REMITTANCES must be made in money or
ders, bank' checks, or drafts, if possible. When
neither of these can be procured, send the money in a
registered letter. All Postmasters are obliged to

commodious

premises are for sale or to let.

farious riding allowed on the British Settlement, persons so offending will be arrested.

child - to gchool, you must pay the fees, and

these

By order of the Municipal Council.”

I must require that he go to a Roman Cath-

and what was so recently a dry and dusty
road becomes the bed of a mountain stream
or of a deep roaring river. One ‘of these’
streams, which we had crossed a few days
before when it was only a rod or two wide
and about six inches deep, had not so quickly subsided. It was now fifty or sixty yards

to send niy

olic school, or to a Church of England
school.” * Very well,” the School Board

may reply, ** send him to such a school, and
we will pay the fees out of the public rates.”
‘“.T objectto that on principle,” says the

Nonconformist.

‘‘ Why

should I be called

:
TEMPERANCE !N MAINE,
case the defense of McFarland ina large
The State of Mainé held a temperance measure owed its success.
The Bartletts
convention. last Wednesday at Avgusis. arp well known and successful criminal
There was a good attendance, and me
8 lawyers, and John McKeon has been dis-

But taking a walk in that direction I soon
read the following: — ‘ Caution! ! ! No

cross the hills or wind along a valley, serve

regions, they change their character,

So

there is a Municipal Council here,” thought

I, as T sauntered along the bund. If 1 had
doubted it, yonder stood its representative,
in the shape of a stalwart coolie, dressed
up like a scarecrow policeman.
There
were certain stripes and trimmings that

Totem to Whose zeal and untiring
keenness in working up the details of the

tl
@

I, contains a notice, that these valuable ind

the purpose of roads during” the dry weather; but in the terrible storms that visit

x may say, ‘If you compel me

whom all letters on business, remittances of
&c.,
should be sent.
All communications
designed for publleation shold be addressed to the

- Hvents of the Week.

late damp weather. I saw near by a stake,
with a board nailed across it. This, thought

compulsory ‘than

sive and dependent on the discretion of
the School Board), the purent of any child

Office, 39 Washington 8t., Dover, N, H.

To

possible direction,

We found the roads much nore passable
we supposed they’ ¢ould be, so soon
clausé is'carried out (and it is one defect of after the wecent storm, In this part of the
the law, that it makes compulsion permig- | country are merely paths which, when they
and narrow, and easily intelligible.

law now stands, wherever

18SUED BY THE
ESTABLISHMENT
BAPTIST PRINTING

EEWILL

The, point of dispute

were taken to secure effective legislafion for trict attorney and criminal judge

the cause.

Temperance finds a sturdy cham-

in the .

times when it was ‘evidence of ability to
pion in Governor Perham, who not only hold these positions in New York.
There
| gives his influence and example in favor of will be a desperate attempt to clear the
it, but gave both a practical’turn at the re- prisoner, and it is feared that District-Atcent convention ‘by presiding at the meet torney Garvin will prove an unequal match
ings. There were several effective speeches against the defense, but'it doesn’t ye! apmade, but better than these was the sensible pear that he will associate any more astute
way in which the Convention talked about lawyer with him,
the matter, seeing that laws were of no

ef-

LD).

fect unless they were enforced, and so proWashington Correspondence.
The regular charges for money orders, bank
viding for their enforcement 80 far as possi-|”
on to help instruct a child in doetrines which" wide, and*so deep that the mule litters could a mate, as this was No. 2. Upon his head
de
be
may
orders
I'S oheoks, and Post Office money
WASHINGTON, D. C., Jan, 18, 1872,
I hold to be pernicious and false? or why not cross. It was near night, and the inn hé wore a conical (straw hat, "from the apex ble.
ducted from the amount due, when thus sent. Agents
THE FRANKLIN STATUE.
PUBLIC AFFAIRS.
should I expect others to contribute through| at which we were to stop was some dis- of which hung .a few greyish white sill®
are particularly requested to make their remittances
"as large as possible and thus save expenses.
Phe principal topics connected with public
the public rates to propagate the doctrines tance ahead, There were no boats and we shreds. Closer observation revealed that| A statue to Benj. Franklin, the printerPapers are forwarded until an explicit order is
However,. they had once been red, and faint traces of philosopher, was unveiledin Printing-House affairs, which have been talked of in WashingI hold to be true, if they hold them to be were sorry to encounter delay.
received by the Publisher for their discontinvance,
we
were
not
long
kept
in
suspense,
The this hue could be seen beneath, where the Square, N. Y., last Wednesday. There ton during the past week, are the New York
and until payment of all aireatuges Is made as re- false? . Religious teaching is nota matter
Custom-house Investigation, the Amnesty Bill,
quired by law,
The fact were speeches by Horace Greeley, Rev. Dr. and the Civil Rights Bill. In regard to the first,
for public wig atall.”. *‘ But,” itis rejoin- muleteers soon arranged with some coun- sun's rays had not penetrated.
Each subscriber 18 psbitaluriys requested to note
ed, ‘it is
secular teaching in the de- trymen, who “are accustomed to make a that the Municipal Council of Tientsin Prime and others. In thé evening the the conviction gains ground that the Customthe date on the label for the expiration of his subscription, and to ferwasd what is due for the ensuing
nominational schools that is paid for out of penny out of such circumstances, and the thought f neceguly to give the above event was celebrated by a banquet at .Del- House has been. used as a huge political machine year, without further reminder from this ofiice.
on their shoul- *¢ caution” in German, beneath, the English, monico’s which was attended by the usual in the interest not only of Republicans against
the public rates, not the religious. A con-. litters were carried ac
——
science clause protects the scholar “against/ ders. By the time th&ittors were adjusted shows that the offenders were not likely to gastronomic and oratoric displays, - The Democrats, but of one faction of the Republican
party against another faction of the same party.
NEWSPAPER DECISIONS.
being forced to receive relifious instruction. upon the mules’ backs, and the usual wrang- be confined to the English-reading part of statue is a fitting recognition by present The investigation has brought to light great abus1. Any person who takes a newspaper regu] rly
ing about cash was over, twilight was the ‘ community,” But what mean these | printers of the honor conferred upon the ‘e§, which sadly need reformation. It has
No schalaris compelled to be present when
from the post-oMce—whether directed to his nathe or
apother’s, or whether he has subs¢ribed or not—is
‘deepening.
barriers, placed across the bund? Are they craft by the connection with it of this fa- shown that some military officers;high in General
the
religious
teaching
is
given.”
¢¢
Preciseresponsinle for the payment.
An
hour's
diavel
brought
us
to
the
inn,
Ifa person orders hs faper discontinued, he
to
protect the place against the rebels or mous man. The occgpion was improved by Grant's estimation and intimately in his confi
ly so,” the Nonconformist replies, *“ and I
what ay all arrearages, or the publisher may conwhere
men
running
round
with
lanterns
flood?”
Neither; they are another-evidence the friends of Horace @reeley, the philosoph- dence, are pecuniarily interested in the manageobject
to
be
taxed
to
support
a
school
in
tinue to send it until paymentis made, and aollect the
whole amount, whether the paper is taken from the
half revealed a strange mixtures of men
of
the€existence
and activity of the Muni- ical printer of to-day fin gathering subscrib- ment of the customs business in NewAYork, |
which
the
Catechisin
of
the
Church
of
Engeflice or not.
and mules, donkeys and mule litters, and cipal Council; and being placed at short in- ed funds to the arfighint of $7,000 for a stat- and in the continuance of the present system Tn
3. The courts have decided that refusingto take | land #5 taught, or the creed of the Roman
newspapers aud perjodicals from the post-ofiice, or
This seems odd, as no- vogue there, which has given rise to ‘the greater *
Catholic Church, unless advantage is taker the clatter of voices and braying of don- tervals are sure to secure attention to the we to his memoryg
removing and leaving them uncalled for, is prima
part of-the corruption recently revealed.
There
keys
made
it
anything
but
an
inviting
place
Jacie. evidence of intentional fraud.
body
has
thought®f
forgetting
him yet.
above rule, for our German friend could
Lof a clumsy expedient whereby.that jeachis no evidence showing
that General Grant bad
A CHANME
FOR CRIMINALS.
en
any interest in the business; which brought so
ing may
ed. The fee goes to sup- for one seeking rest and sleep. Thewe was not get up steam before he would find himLoar When Agents rlerve premiums, no percentage
st be admitted that there is quite a great profits to his friends, and the general beon moneys sent tor the Star is allowed in addition.
port the school, andthe school exists as a no room in the compound at this ho ir, and self unhorged and, as likely as not, astride
a We send no -books ont to be sold on commisthe shen-ts, with some ok our party sleeping one of hoe crochety forked things. Tien- sensational feature on the report just coming liefis that he was entirely ignorant of the fact
denominational propadanda. Furthermore,
sion, or otherwise, with the privilege of returning
in them, were left in the middle of the tsin would enjoy more prosperity if, some
them.
from New York concerning the. legality of that his name and influence were used to. further
the school is chosen in
the cdse in point,
the ends of any purties, whose names have befor its denominationalism, and for nothing street, exposed to a-showér of rain that time when, a little more flooded, they could its Oyer and Terminer court. The state- come conspicuous in consequence of this investicame
on
in
the
night.
You
enter
the
inn
ment
is,
that
legislati
1870\
brought
inget the foreign parteafloat, and, hitching on
else; and the management of the school is
gation. Of course, no one denies that, in his
1816 which pryvides that appointments, he regarded the wishes of Murexclusively in the hands of a seet and a through a large doorway, with rooms on that smart litt'e ** tug,” tow the whole con- to effect a law of
. | party, and the public have no control over each side, and find yourself in an open cern up stream three 1miles, to the large and the Supreme Coyit judge with two associ- phy, the Collector, and of Senator Conkling, in
ates must preside at the sessions of the Oyer opposition to the preferences of Senator Fenton
;
Tora.
It is wrong in princinle to court, with donkeys ‘and mules on all sides, busy native city.
WEDNESDAY, JJANU ARY 24, 1872. it whatever.
and
Terminer court.
Since but one judge| and Horace Greeley, and never forgot “that he
sating,
braying
or
kicking,
as
appetite
or
Tientsin,
China,
Sept.,
1871.
Support out of the public rates schools over
has previously presided it is declared that was a candidate for renomination; but thit was
which the public has no control. Nor is fancy dictates. Per Pacem ad Lucem.
the proceedings of that Court were illegal. the extent of his offense, if offense it can be conOn the inner side of the court were three
Seribner’s Monthly.
any weight to be assigned to the scruples of
sidered by politicians. Now that these abuses
If this position is sustained it will bring a have become known, he expresses his, determithat parent who would rather his child rooms. The middle one contained a table,
0
send out thy ig and tiiy truth; let them lead
Mg. Eprror :—Allow me to say a few good many murderers out of prison who nation that they shall not be repeated so far as it
a chair and some stools.
Here we spread
me. "Psalms 43"
grew up in ignorance, than receive instruewords to my fellow-readers of the hp! in have been sentenced” by it, and stay pro- )ies in his powerto prevent the repetition, and
out
the
bountiful
supply
of
food
which
kind
I do not usk, O Lord, that li fe may be
tion in reading, writing, and arithmetic,
commendation of Seribner’s Mont
It is ceedings in the cases now before it. It is I, for one, believe in his sincerity. His taking
A pleasant road;
—
unless also religious teaching were com- friends had provided, and took our supper
I do not ask that Thou wouldst tuke from me
not particularly my purpose t
A
the doubtful if New York allow such results to part in the fight between the Conkling and Fenwith
a
good
relish.
The
other
two
rooms
bined with it, which home influence or Sunton wings of the party was a mistake, inasmuch,
Aught of its load »
day school training could readily supply.” are bedrooms, and provided with the bed- magazine,—though I like to help on a good follow, and it will likely either find or make as it was simply a battle for the spoils of office;
I do not ask that flowers should always spring
work,—but
to
assist
any
who
may
be
interIt is called a kong,
laws to prevent it.
but it was partly owing to his ignorance of poliThe determined attitude of Nonconformists stead of the North.
Beneath my feet;
ested in finding sorfething good to read.
A LIVELY DEBATE IN THE HOUSE.
ties, and he is getting wiser in this branch of
I know too ‘well the poison and the sting
on this matter, coupled with the fact that and consists of a brick and mortar struétIn these days, when we read so much for
The House had the liveliest debate ofthe knowledge every day.” Such a mistake is not
Of things too sweet.
John Bright will be in Parliament next ure, usually eight or fen feet square and
For one thing only, Lord, dear Lord, I plead,
session Tuesday on the proposition to fix likely to be made again. In the recent ridicunearly three feet high.
The flue of the recreation as well as for improvement, and
year, assures us that the government must
+» Lead me aright—
when
a
large
portion
of
our
literafure
is
the salary of the consul at Tien-tsin, China. lous contest between the two factions of the Re‘chimney
from
the
cooking
range
passes
change their policy or their place.
Tho’ “strength should falter, and though heart
trashy
and
immoral,
and
a
considerable
porthrough
it,
which
heats
it
sufficiently(!)’
for
Messrs. Dawes, Kelley, Brooks and Butler publican Party in New Orleans—the WarmothSome personal items are of special inites and the Carterites—General Grant refrained
should bleed—
tion
of
skeptical
tendency,
the
question,
participated, and the debate was extremely from interfering in behalf of either side, and thus
terest.
Professor Jowett, of Oxford, has the hot weather; but in winter, fire is apThrough peace to light.
What shall we read ? becomes of the highest
discursive. General Butler paid his point- showed his good sense, and won the approval
been preaching in the chapel at Glasgow plied in addition, and more directly beneath
I fo pot ask, O Lord, that Thou shouldst shed
importance.
the
sleeper.
Upon
this
kong,
in‘a
smoky},
ed
respects to the civil service board, de- of the best Republican statesmen and politicians
University, and has greatly shocked the
i
Full radiance. here;
I wish, however, to recommend Secribclaring that he knew better than any in Congress. The New York frauds, whether
Episcopalians of Scotland, who have no musty atmosphere, in close’ proximity to
‘Give but a ray of peace, that I may tread
t
broken-down schoolmasters in Washington | committed by Tweed and his followers or Murdealings with the Presbyterlans and Con- the kicking, braying, stamping donkeys, ner’s, not so much for its literary merit,
Without a fear.
phy and his followers, are teaching a - lesson
though
that
is
now
of
a
high
order,
nor
for
who were the fittest men in his district for that will not sooirbe lost on Congress, the PresI do vot ask my cross to understand
‘gregationalists. The Dean of Westminster the remainder of our party, ‘¢ half eaten up
its
abundant,
useful
information
so
“clearly
a
My way to see;
political
appointments.
-The
debate
also
by mosquitoes,” slept(?). We called the
ident, and the people.
(Stanley) is expected to follow Professor
Better in darkness just to feel Thy hand
The prospect of passing a bill granting amnesJowett's example very shortly after the muleteers before daylight, and after a hasty and forcibly conveyed by its excellent illus- included a phase ofthe tariff question, and
And follow Thee.
breakfast started out with every prospeet of trations, but for its high moral tope and its seemed to indicate: more the desire of the ty to all who took part in the rebellion is not so
opening
of
the
New
Year.
Mr.
Spurgeon
Joy is like restless day, but peace divine
got *“ a small sprinkling”
—a sort’ distinct and avowed support of the prinei- members to make political capital than to good as it was a month ago. There is a dispohas been in Rome:
The little David of
Like quiet night ;
ples of the Chistian religion. Its strong legislate for reform ofthe swensular service, gition to make exceptions, especially in the
h
mist,”
for
an
hour
or
so,
but it
Lead me, O Lord, till perfect day shall shine
Baptists has been near enough the giant of.
House, and Mr. Sumner’s persistency, in depleas
in behalf of temperance and other 'so- which was ably advocated by Mr. Shella- manding
wased, and the cloudy sky kindly
Through p&ce to light.
that his bill giving further rights or
Papacy to smite him in the forehead with,
The friends of civil service re- privileges to the colored people be tacked upon
—Adelaide A. Proctor.
led us from the sun.
Before reaching ciql and domestic virtues, the wise words of barger.
[| sling and stone. .With such boldness and
its editor on the Sabbath-school and its
form can get no manner of encouragement it, endangers the passage of the méasure “in the
power has he preached in the Eternal City Chefoo there is a river, which is crossed in
'| Senate.
work, and its able and conscientious treat- from those proceedings in the House.
The Amnesty Bill requires a two-thirds
boats
when’
too
high
to
be
forded,
as
it
althat
it
is
asked,
‘Is
this
mgn
an
actor
or
a.
English Correspondence.
A NEW RAILROAD SCHEME.
: vote in its favor, while the Civil Rights’ Bill—as
ment
of
the
great
and
religious
questions
ways
iy
for
sometime
after
heavy
rains,
servant of God?" So little of sincerity
A railroad bill has just.been brought into Mr. Sumner’s ig ¢allpd—only requires a majority
does Italy know, that all earnestness seems There were here about fifty mules and don- | of the day,should gain for it the hearty supDERBY, ENGLAND, Dec. 27, 18717
to become a law. Tle fact is, Mr. Sumner is
port
of
those
interested
in
the
welfare
of!
Congress
the importance of which, should
Not surely with grgater keys waiting on both sides, to get ferried
not heartily in favor of amnesty, while he is
The wii
my last letter have to” it artificial.
it become a law, can be best indicated by very much in favor of giving the colored people
When our turn came, each shen-(s their country and the elevation of the race.
thundered at over.
been verified. Th®
Prince of Wales i re- force can Savouarola have
stating
its
provisions.
The
road
is
to
be
an
The
remarkable
words
“of
Mr.
Scribner,
in
a
equal privileges in hotels, theaters, schools,
covering. The national Christmas’ festival Florence, or Luther- have declaimed at was carried upon men’s shoulders right into letter to his partners, written from Switzer"
dif Tige from the scuthern extremity of Lake churches, railroad cars, and everything else,
the water, and placed acrogs a boat.
Each
Willenberg,
than
Charles
Haddon
Spurgeon
is ¢heerful and glad. Peace has returned
boat carried two shen-ts and was pushed by land just befire his d:loath, in which he ex- Michigan to its eastern terminus near the with the whites. A great many Republicans,
to Europe, prosperity blesses England, and has recently discoursed at Rome, The
is’
5 the great influence of city of New York. The length of the rdute ‘both in the Senate an=wHouse, oppose Mr. Sumthe
mén wading in water up to the waist.
the year shows gains rather than losses to great preacher will come back to his work,
their publishing bu. :iness may be “ conse- is not to exceed 750 miles, and the company ner’s bill, and that is the principal rexson. why
The
road
from
Tungchow
to
Chefoo
lies
he is so anxious to have it become a law as part
the kingdom of God. Two. things
make in London with new zeal, and will doubtalong the sea-shore, never leaving’ it long,| ©crated to the servi:s of our Saviour,” are is authorized to construct three tracks,— of the act granting ufliversal-ammesty.
He
the year memorable :—the termination of less be the fuller of apostolic fervor now
—to knows that the great majority in Congress is
It winds about among sufficient evidence of the intention of its two for freight and one for passengers,
the Franco-Prussian war on the Continent, that, like Paul, he has ¢‘ seen Rome also.” [or for many miles.
be laid of steel-headed rails,the whole to be in favor of amuesty in some form, either with
the hills, sometimes taking you over their founder ; and the well-known character and
and the beginning in England of the Educa- Cook, the excursionist, who is a General
ability
of
its
publishers
and
editor
are
a
completed
within eight years.
Permission or without exce®ptions, and he hopes that the matops.
The
scenery
is
interesting
at
every
tion conflict. If a thiwd must be added, it Baptist, strongly urges that General Bap- step, and often exceedingly beautiful. The guarantee that those intentions will be faith- is also given to double the passenger track jority, in order to secur: amnesty, will vole for
tists start a mission in Rome.
1t is far
his bill.
is the Washington Treaty.
:
G. W.S.
over a part or the whole of its lengths The
In my opinion, he is mistaken.
The Amnesty
morelikely
+that
Mr.
Spurgeon
will un- valleys are rich and well cultivated; just fully carried out.
By far the most important home question
company is authorized to issue first mort- Bill will pass, but the Civil Rights Bill will not.
now covered with valuable crops of grain,
Pp
is the qubstion the Education Act has raised: dertake the task.
| gage convertible bonds bearing seven per Last Monday, he made an earnest speech m fa
which have not been injured to any extent
Happy Every Day.
THOMAS GOADBY.
in almost
plainly denoted his office, and he must have

PS

register letters whenever requested to do so.

he Rorning $ tar.

Te

td

every town and village in the
There can be no final settlement f

kingdom.

on any other basis than the admission of the
Bible and the exclusion of denominationalii.
Part of every child's elementary

education must be a knowledge of Scripture history, and yet if the state qr rate-

payers support fle
schools, dogmatic
relgious teachif?” can not be admissible.
Nonconformists will never assent to the
principle that rates may be levied, the use
of which shall be to assist in placing a large

part of the cducation of the people in the
hands of the’ clergy of the Established
Church, The Conference of Nonconformists
that was to be held a fortnight ago at Manchester, and was postponed because of the
illness

of the Prince of Wales, will be held

on the last week in January.

It is expect-

ed that a firm and decided position

7

will be

tere

Chinese

Correspondence.
9

Tunecaow

er

10 CHEFOO

AND

TIENTSIN.

My last left me in Tungchow in the midst
of a terrible rain-storm.

However, the wa-

ter runs off so rapidly, that the muleteers
announced their readiness to start the next
day.
The streets, washed with the falling

by the great rains,
We spent a few days at Chefoo.

The

| hotel at the end of thé Iohg beach is beautifully situated, and the beach in front presents a fine promenade or gallop, while
there ¢an be no better place for sea-bathing
or fishing. Chefoo i$ deservedly becoming
more popular every year as a wateringplace.

\

To Tientsin we » took passage in the fine
rain’ and swept by the floods that pouredy
“stenmer
Shgntung. Capt. Hawes is kind
‘through them the day before, were a8 clean
and
‘gentlemanly,
and the servants atten‘as the sidewalk and doorsteps in the city
of Brotherly love. - The pavements are tive and obliging. = All the way up the
composed of old mill-stones laid in a row, -Peiho we saw evidences of the devastation.

or, in the main streets, in three rows, along

caused

the middle of the street.
The space between and around them is filled with stones

are

of various colors, among which were often
to be seen pieces of beautiful svhite marble,

by

the

floods.

The

villages

and

houses which have not been, swept away
suyropnded

by water,

and

of

course

reached only by boats. Many whole villages habe been destroyed, and nearly all,

and, in some cases, all,the inhabitants have
many feet.
taken, and the resolution unanimously ac- polished by
We left this picturesque old city about perished. Those who have escaped are re- cepted to withhold all support from the
Gladstotie government, unless sotie altera- noon, -our cortege consisting of five mule duced to poverty. All their. property is
tion be made in the Education Act of last litters, called by the natives sken-ts, and a ruined or under water, ‘and all means of a
livelihood cut oft.” Starvation stares them
‘year. . Nothing of gain to Liberalism could pack load of trunks.
be expected from a return of the Conserva- ' The shen-ts is a rude structure, carried by ‘insthe face.
that the
It may be said, to their er
tives tospower. But the Liberal majority means of a couple of poles on the backs of
would hid the Conservatives doing any two mules, one in front and the other in the city authorities'in Tientsin hav been very
- serious 1 Schief, and the keen and bracing rear. ~The poles are Attached to a ponder-! ‘active, sending boats into the country, in’

, air

of” the

opposition

benches

would

act

like er
fliigi on’ Mr. Gladstone and” his
friends, afd" in no very long time lLring
them round to the Nonconformist position,
. It is to be hoped matters will not. be pushed to extremities, and that the: government

will yield'to pressure. But no sign is shown
at present that Mr. Forster will yield. On

the contrary, at a recent interview betwebn
Mr,

Forster

and half a dozen N onconform-

ists, the quondam Quaker, and now zealous

Church

ry

of England
>

man,

distinctly: and

ous

saddle,

like

the

shafts of a carriage.

‘every

direction, ‘to

save and bring off the

;
The covering is arched, and though coarsgr,, perishing.
The foreich settlement at Tientsin is about
resembles the top of a.sanpan, Two cross:
bars keep the ‘poles in place, and a network three miles below the city. The steamof ropes, covered with old matting, hangs ers and gunboats; dnd in fact all the forbetween them, forming a receptacle for light eign shipping ¢ tie up” to the bund. There
baggage,
Upon this you spread a mattrass is a fine row of: trees along the riv er bank,
and may recline or sit. Ordinarily, and and several handsome buildings. Shall I
‘with mules that travel. sell together, the tell you how I' came by one important item
motion is easy and agreeable. But in ‘going «of information? I saw a vacant lot with
down hill .or over rough places, you may saddled ponies feeding upon it. Upon the
find yourshen-ts violently Jerked from side | corner were the ruins of a mud structure,

Sidney Smith cut the llowiog dom a
newspaper, and preserved it for himself:
When yourise in the morning, form a resolution to make the day a happy one to a fel
low-creature., It is easily done; a left-off
garment to the man who needs it, a kind
word to the sorrowful, an encouraging expressionjto the striving—trifles in themselves
light as air—will do it at least for the
|’ twenty-four hours. And if you are young,
depend upon it it will tell when you are old ;
and if you are old, rest assured it will send
you gently and happily down the stream . of
time to eternity. By the most simple arithmetical sum, look at thewesult. Uf you send
one person, only one, “B&ppily through each
day, that is three hundred and sixty-five in
‘the course of the year. Aid supposing you
live forty years only after you commence
that course of medicine, you have made 14,-

I

600 beings happy; at all events for a time.

“Is God

she looked up anxiously into the face of the
backslidden father—who had ceased to pray
in his family—and said, ‘‘ Pa, is God dead ?"
** No, my child. Why do you ask me such
a question as that P" © “ Why, pa, Jou never
talk to him as you wsed to do.” These
words haunted him till. he was reclaimed.
He related the incident to one recently
traveling that circuit.
.

.

oy

0°

not subject to interference from State legislatures, either in relation to its fares, charg.
es, time, speed of trains, or other matters
connected “with its operations, and the

United States courts have jurisdiction
matters pertaining to the company.
act also requires that they shall vun at
one train daily each way between

of all
The
least
New

York and Chicagas, in not more than eighteen hours, and carrying at least six tons of
mail matter.

The company

are

permitted

to charge three cents per mile for fare, and
one-half cent per mile additional for palace
and sleeping cars, two cents per mile for
products of the soil,

forest

or

and

mines,

not more than three cents per mile for other

freight which

¢an

Branches

loaded.

be

may be built to Cleveland,
ARRAIGNMENT

One evening, when all was gilent,

.

to be sold less

than par, and whose holders
to have
the rights of stockholders in the corporation. The road is to be a public highway,

or any

Toledo,

city within fifty miles of the waiy line.

Dead?”

In
Mariposa, Californias there lived a
lnrge-eyed, beautiful little. prattler—Mary
Cannon,

cent. interest, which are not

%

- We may judge of men by their conversa:
tion toward God, but never hy Gods. dispensations toward them.
bo

5

The point of the Sun's report, alluded to
above, was rather blunted the day following
its appearance by the arraignment of Stokes

before thie Oyer and Terminer court.
bravado

spirit

seemed

partially

His

to desert

The House of Representatives desires free coal
and salt. The Finance Committee of the Senate
has introduced a bill reducing the duties on coal,
salt and tea, while it increases the duty on coffee from five to ten ceuts-a pound.
The: indications are that this bill will
Yecome
law, in. a
modified form, and that we shall
ot have free
coal, salt or sugar for somg years to come.
The
Senate Committee are in
fivor of a general revision of the tariff, but not of any material reduction of the duties on articles whieh are in
the most general use, "They still stick to the idea,
now almost obsolete, that tea and coffee aré luxe
uries, instead of necessaries of life.

EMERSON /
Washingtonians had a new sensation lust Tuesday evening, in the form of a lecture by Ralph
His subject was *‘ Homes,”Waldo Emerson.
and he gave many
interesting
and striking

thoughts,

such as Emerson

He

old,

looks

alone

could

utter.

and pale, and thin, afid his voice

is riot strong; but he has looked

and talked

so

for. ten years at least.
He is now. sixty-nine
years old, / A few days before, he gave a familiar

lecture on books to the law-students

of Harvard

him as he was * brought into court, and he University in this city. His hearers were colors
listened to the charge of willful murder in ed youths, and men of intelligence and culture,
silence with bowed head.
His. trial - is set who listened to him as to an oracle, which, ne
There was deed he is.
24th.
the
Wednesday
for
down
LE
1
TRIAL.
THE WHARTON
vo
an imposing array of talent on the side of | As this famous. cause draws to an ends the
the prisoner—John Graham, Elbridge T. opinion becomes more general that the accused

and

Gerry, the Bartletts

McKeon.

John

Graham has already won great notoriety for
his part in the defense of Sickles, Mcl'arland and others who have escaped from the
clutches of the law. Elbridge T. Gerry is
I.

‘

OF STOKES.

vor of his favorite measure, which was listened
to by an immensé audience.
The colored people were out in full force, and when he came into the Senate Chamber, a few moments before *
the Senate was called to order, he was greeted
by hearty applause from his dusky brothers and
sisters, who, during his speech, ‘showed their
‘approbationby a plentiful display of eyes and
teeth.
THE TARIFF.
3

:

Vo
pd

will not be convicted,
Here in Washington,
where she is well known, very few can be found
who express a positive opinion that she is guilty.

h {rari

are i doubt.

and will give Mrs,
doubt.

The jury will be, also,

Wharton

the benefit of the
"PRESCOTT.

r

Pe

a

=a

THE

Communications,
A Biblical
[3

—

.

once

said,

*‘ Nothing

eh
mn
te
v

i

firm that any amount

of specific training

can atone for the lack” of experience.
All
* we contend for is the best possible previous

training for the profession_of the ministry,
and the experience can be secured afterward. But to thrust the young man into
the ministry without this specific training
is a disastrous policy.
We have done it,

[]

hs

with

the

following

results: —1.

The

best

young men that we, or any people, ever
raised up, are resting in untimely graves.
The work to be done, the terrible pressure
arising from ignorance of methods, mauner and matter broke them down,—slew
them. 2. Many cthers, of equal ability but
less conscience, went on their way slaughtering churches instead of themselves,—the
greater pity. 3. Many leave the ministry
in disgust, and turn to other pursuits. 4,
Some few succéed.
:
We think the time has at length arrived
when something definite must be done.
The Education Society should at once proceed to raise a.sum of not less than ene hundred thousand dollars, to pay the salanigs

/

yi
”~

His
#4
:

&

ob

3

ad*w
hE

of men, both east and west, who shall teach

young men the knowledge of the Bible, and
the best modes of preaching it.
;
It should be distinctly stated,—so distinctly,that no one could ever be mistaken,—that
this fund is, and ever shall be, the property
of the denomination ; that- it is not to be,
when raised, or at any future time, the
property, or under the control of any col-

pe

A
ot
§

lege, or other institution of learning; that
the: Education Society shall say, these two
things shall be taught, who shall teach
them, and where the place of instruction
shall be.
:
*So long as Bates College was able to furnish buildings and pay professors, there

8

vi
1]

iH

and Hillsdale provide buildings, we that are
emeless should thank

i

them,

and

be

con-

tens but should our fortune improve,noth-

a.

img eould be better or more desirable than
a home of our own.
And .we should so
behave ourselves that we cam honorably depart whenever we choese.
:

y

i

1

L

:

NOROMBEGA.

Important Acknowledgment.
an
sw

+&ov. Washburn, of Mass., said, in“his ré-

4 a

EN

ecnt message to the legislature: ‘‘ I have
. no.hesitancy in saying that, in my judgwent, the prohibitory law repealed four

EE
|

Sal

ELH
hy

ye

i

ga
Bi

sale

ing their disinterestedness.

church, nor

:

hundreds

worse

than

Moloch

of thousands

youth

the

are

heathen

by

of

made

of intemperance, ' It is time that

ble earnestness, and made their

in terri-

mighty

in-

fluence felt in every relation of life ;—time
that they made this a matter of paramount
importance wherever they are called to act
or exert an influence.
of our children, with

What is to become
the land all dotted

over with three or four times the number,of

grog shops that it has of churches?

life

and

final

salvation

of

Every

our

¢

AD,

‘prompt?

~ It is sadly true that not all can thus be
influenced ; but there is nothing the young
like better than to be reasoned with and to
know the reasons

to-

books,

foot

ter the s
=
I have often felt uncomfortable ie ig
amount of a'minister’s salary is annexed to%

in

influ-

would

enced by pecunary considerations, in their

But I submit, that

the constant

mention

the

their

to sustain themselves with their slender sal

permanent

elevation

and

improve-

the

state,

which

the

resorted to

in the

choose Christ to be mine, as if I was

And the

the year, 14,861 criminals.

Heré we have

And

he, that reads

the

‘Hints

for the
ll

dissension.

reduce it.

If you

make it,

not

have

port ot the Board of state charities, fourAifthg, or 52,000 of them, beeame so through

= Youn may

° HOW T0 INCREASE LOVE TO JESUS.
8. Pray of*en, directly to him.
. 4. Behold him in_ all events, great and

~ 6. Ask the Holy Spirit

rons would not consent to live, for the sake

A nobler company of men

i

:

to reveal

him to

you, and fire your heart with his love,
|

to Christ

than

anti-slavery _cause,

"
I

Bro.

Robinson.

strongly

defended

it,

and lived to rejoice over the downfall of
the system of slavery. The last 12 or 14]
years of his life were spent in Minn,
But most of this time, . especially the last
years of his life, he was able to preach but

good, his

counsel was judicious, and his warnings
faithful. He is sadly missed at the Quarterly gatherings and other meetings where
his presence was a spurce of joy.
His disease (consumption) was of such “a
nature that he had been long waiting for
his change. Some two years previous to his
decease, he made. arrangements for his funeral, selected the

text,—2

chose Bro. W. Hayden

Tim. 4: 7, and

to

death was such as follows

truly triumphant.
children to mourn

preach.

His

a life like

his,

He leaves a wife and six
their loss,
JAMES Ay

Rev, John Clark died
do

Co.,

Me.,

#xample,

8th,

7. Make the best use

ence received.

of all divine influ-

hr

enjoyed

through

was converted, and

aged

78

faithful sery-

before been of Sa-

He was baptized by Eld. Simon Emeand

united

matter with childish wonder.

said,

He

1st F.

with

the

F. Bap-

was licensed in

1832, and ordained as an evangelist to
preach the gospel in 1838.
He labored
hard through the week to support a large
family,and traveled to his appointment and
preached on the Sabbath. He preached what
he believed, very plainly and pointedly, that
sinners must be converted in orderto be

saved. He preached the gospel about 40
years, and traveled in that time about forty
thousand miles, at

least

tance and time ‘on foot.

one

the

The Rev. Gar-

church

died

about

fifteen

years

ago,

whose dying words were that heaven would

not. be heaven’ to her unless she found her

son there,

He

had

been a member

of the ~

Sunday-school, and when he went out into
the world, was surrounded by the great
hurry and confusion of business life, and

for a time seemed

to be the last man that

could be converted.
An earnest pastor
succeeded in getting him to go to the Sunday-school,
fhe pastor on that occasion
referred to the fact that there were many
who had

gone to heaven, many pious moth-

ers w
had, while on garth, prayed long
and earnestly for the conversion of a wayward son. He went-home, and was asked,
Was there anything interesting in the service? He said there was not. Next morning he went to Tis work, and on his way
was made a child of God. When he reached his

place of business, one of the firm re-

marked how happy he looked! *‘ Oh! how
happy you look, Charley.” . ** Why not?”
he replied, ** 1 have met Jesuson the way.”
The prayers of a pious mother had saved.
him.

A Pray TrutH.
Rev. J. H. Vincent,
of the Sunday-School Journal, tells a little
plain tiuth in this paragraph:
Most of the articles we have sent lately
‘on Sunday-school defects and failures seem
entirely to overlook the work of reform
that has been silently and steadily going
forward for the past ten years or more.
They come to their *‘ sowing” with great
boldness, not yet knowing thatthe words
they now write (words they never Shough _
of writing ten

years ago) are

really

of the reform that
was progressing through
the years of their slumber. We are gladto
have the help of these brethrenin the Sunday-school on the higher
platform of today. They ought
to haw
been here long
before. It is not our fault that they have
not earlier understood the magnitude of
this divine movement.
But will they not
excuse us if we exhibit no surprise at their
graphic descriptions of the inefficiency,
failure,

One of them

like to see anybody

etc.,

ete.,

of ‘the Sunday-school?

that

school leaders,” ete., betray a sad ignorance

dead.”

of’ the theory upon which

httle boy had been encourag-

suggested by Death.

Such

at least is often

the case.

.

Why should not children be very early
instructed
concerning
that mysterious

change, which,
meet?
It may

even

grandparents

of but a few

dark

sooner or later, all must
be that while parents and

and

remain, their little one

years

is called to stem those

bitter waves which part us from

the unseen land.

3

the truly

repre-

senative Sunday-school
men of America
have been operating for several years.

than to cherish the noble and holy thoughts

BE DoN'T KNow.

“If I am asked”

says

M. Arago, ** what produces the tail of a
comet, 1 would reply, I don’t know.”
A

lady of the French Court once asked Marian, “What are the belts
of Jupiter? * |
don’t know,” replied the Secretary of the
Academy of Sciences.
‘ Then,” replied
the lady, ‘‘is Saturn the only planet sur-.
rounded.

with

‘a ring?

“Idon’t

know,”

e lady, growing imThere are many avenues of approach to again said Marian.
most solemn truths, some of which are far patient, demanded, with
a certain degree
more judicious than others for young minds; -of rudeness, ‘‘ What purpose then does it
they would only tire and fright the tender | serve, sir, to be an academician®™
‘It
sensibilities, and perhaps cause a sad aver- serves the purpose, madam, to reply—I do
sion for the lesson they intended to teach. not know.”
.
Every honest teacher, who
the
But leaving these, how many
are to be
conceit-knowlédge without the reality, will
ound, both easy and pleasant
A child is admiring a brilliant sunset. often have occasion for the answer, I do"
But while he gazes westward the gold and not know. On one occasion, whea we
crimson hues grow faint, and soon disap- gave this answer, a student flippantly expear. How fit the occasion to teach him «claimed, ** Why, Professor, when I came
that thus life's light shall fade. But the sun to the University, I thought you would tell
rises again in the morning ; and they who us'all we do not knew.” ‘I am sorry, my
|“ sleep¥in Jesus’). shall rise from the dead young friend,” said I, ‘that you labored
under so great a mistake.
I can engage mn
in the glory of immortality.
what I know, which is ve
The oy plants alittle garden. After a tell you only
few weeks he beholds some bright and fra- little ; but if I should undertake to toll all
grant flowers where he deposited only dull that you do not know, I am afraid the story.
y
and colorless seeds. Let him learn to see would be a very long one.”

half the

dis-

He baptized 125

Mother,

tell

your

child

of the in-

fang of Bethlehem, whose sign was a star
in the East. But utter that: story with a
voice of earnestness and a heart of prayer,
for you announce a matter whose import
gouceris the eternal welfare of your daring.
hildren ave early prone to transgression.
They are quick to understand the difference
between right and wrong, yet often choose
the latter. They are, then, sinners; and
how dangerous to postpone care for their
soul's salvation! Too often are their forms
adorned
that

united

* I don’t

Perhaps

church in Monroe. From thence he moved to

and

A MOTHER'S PRAYERS.

diner Spring Plumley,of Metychen, told a
story of the happiness of meeting Jesus on
the way in the almost miraculous conversion of a young man. A pious mother of

ed to shudder at the King of Terrors rather

hearts

tists in that place.

the

repay,them

And if we do not give them credit for havEARLY RELIGIOUS TEACHINGS.
A group ing inaugurated a grand reform, they may
of children were talking in the street. It attribute our hesitation to the fact that their
seemed that a young companion had just words have come too late; and that their
died, and they were revolving the solemn allusionsto ** Sunday-school men,” Sunday-

Baptist

Prospect

with

than

Quackery.

It is evening, ‘and the star of night comes

section, he

became a

ant of Christ as he had

more

.

Sunday-school

forth.

1871,

that

it'would

for the lossof the wine. One of
them said,
“1 will sign; Mr, =
y for your sake.”
A
v
e
. re
.
“And I will too,” said the other.. A pledge.
Every art has its empirical stage. In paper was procured, and the names duly
Bh
the art ofrhealing, there was a time when entered.
Ten years after, the writer had occasion
physicians knew nothing of the construction of the human body, or of the laws of to pass a Sunday y in the Jace « +1 felt apxhealth, They saw, or thought they saw, ious to ascertainif the shoemaker ‘continthat certain roots and certain mixtures were ued firm to the pledge, and wended m
beneficial.
Of course their errors ‘were way to the door of the once miserable dweliWhat a change!
countless, and their superstitions without ing.
The room was:
number. © Gradually dissection, chemistry, well furpished, and everything bore the
electricity; microscopy, botany,” and com- marks of comfort, - The father had been
parative physiology brought reason into with three of his children to the house of
use, and that which was quackery before God. His children also not only regularly
attended the Sunday-school,
but also a
became a noble art—the noblest of arts.
Our Sunday-school teaching has hardly week-day school, for which the father was
gone in gny considerable degree beyond the well able to pay. Before I'left, I readan
to God
region of the merest empiricism.
There appropriate psalm of thanksgiving
knelt around
hive been improvements, but they have for His mercies, and we then
been made on ‘empirical principles ; that is the family altar. When we parted, tears
to say, they have been accepted in a hap- of
gratitude prevented many words being
hazard manner as immediate and tempora- Spoken, but I felt thankful that a’ whole
on the
ry remedies for discovered defects.
There family, who were once apparently
has been no science of Sunday-school teach- way to ruin, were now with their faces
ing, and there most always be a scientific Zion-ward.
yo.

in flower and sun * a typeof resurrection.”

in Prospect, Wal-

August

are

with

vain

solicitude,

uncultured.

epemy

who

soweth

while their

But. all the

while

tares while men

To MEMORIZE, AND SOMETHING MOR.
A writer in the 8. S. 7T¥mes—with which

paper, by the way, the S.-§. Workman has
been united, a combination which may be
expected to prove an advantage to the read-

ers of either paper—contends against the
notion that Sunday-school instruction should
be confined to storing truth in the memory.
Within our observation it has seemed to us .

that teachers were going into the opposite

extreme.

But there is undoubtedly truth

ly

memory,

i
di
%
in this statement:.
Facts and truths, so long as they lie merein

the

are

almost

valueless,

sleep is watching those hearts with greed
eyes. He is aiming to pervert even their
lovely docility to his own cruel purposes
and to supplant every. excellence pi ged
tue. And he will succeed unlégs ghecked

The pupil needs to .be trained in the use of
facts and truths which ‘have been stored in
his memory.
oe

which

occupied upon their proof and their application—thus Craving out the principles and

Facts and truths thus become knowledge.

More than this, it should not be forgotten
that facts and truths, as a rule, can not

and thwarted while there is hope.’
long be retained, even in the memory, unRejoice that there is also an Eye of Love {less the understanding and the reason are
looks on the young, and a voice Di-

vine saying,

unto me,

Workman.

‘‘ Suffer little children to coihie

"ind forbid them not I"—g8. 8.
* '

y

;

Ba

*

I Wi,
wr You
WiLL.
Two youn g
ladies, in their visits among the absentees
of their Sunday-school class, had to eall at

laws .which underlie all facts
‘truths.
In a word, the understanding and the rea-

‘| son must, act backward upon the material
hoarded in the memory, or no practical ef-

| fects of any real consequence can follow.

persons, attended 100 funerals, and joined a shoemaker’s. It was Monday afternoon,
dt is said of Rey. Mr. Cowan, a
pa r
in marriage 64 couples.
He preached till add asad scene presented itself. The man ‘in Germantown, Penn., -that soon
he
from the public house, entered upon his charge, he asked for a col| within a few days of the tithe of his death, ‘had just returned
where
he
had
been
drinking
with
his
comlection
in
his congregation for the SundayHis sickness was short, and he died

glorious hope

yond the grave,
;

with a panions ever since the Saturday
of a: blessed inoaly be- money was now all gone, his

Wi.

’

Morb,

&

Look upon every day as the whole of life,

not merely
present,

as a section; and enjoy’ the

without

wi hing,

througn

to spring on to another- sectipn
‘before you,
Py
pi

Tn
f

oi

die this year, and if you die impenitent, you
perish without remedy.
'
:

many-a

The report of the Muss. state alliance and women this_eauth gan scarcely produce
gives the total expense. of rum crime ‘and than may be gathéred from the Home Mis“

made a will,

haa,
Christ, living as a vast majority of hig pat- | 5." Do things expressly to pleage him,
of doing good.

-

not

:

with God the very first thing.

ex-

souls

As a Christian minister our dear brother
was always firm in the doctrines of the
Christian religion. “He early espoused the

ry,

Year.

If you have too much business,

these were made
so hy the ram and beer Home Missionary has not well-nigh literalshopsof Mass.; and according to the re- ly forsaken all of an earthly natuve for small,

i

New

1. Put your worldly affairs into jsuch a
state, that your
death, if sudden, may
not occasion
perplexity,
injustice, or

as required,

EN

:

el
@- Oe

67,000, and’ the. governor says, one half of

whether

ning

val was

a pauper and criminal population of over

judge

some 12 or 15 came im-aediately forward for
prayers. It is not too much to say, that but
few men have been more successful in win-

I know it never will.”

cerpts of missionary reports, published By | 1. Think more of him.
© 2, Sing hymns ‘to him.
the officers to whom those reports are sent,
may

to be withstoogl, he commanded them in the
name of his Master to yield to God, and

He married and moved to Monroe, in early
manhood, and in 1824, when a great revi-

‘ whom

ad

servants of Christ

On one occasion, while

pleading with sinners te come to Christ, his
soul filled with the Spirit and in tones not

tan.

but also:a patrimonial inheritance to the
cause they loved. My impression is, that
Adonirdm Judson gave a large amount in
this manner.

his instrumentality.

bade me ‘labor and suffer for his sake,’
and his promised strength has never - failed.

He

state, And

had in confinement during

revival

Rev. John Clark.

This confidence will always be justified.
Ly
{
GRACE.

in order

I believe, have

yntil five

religiouf

not having seen,’ I love,

need,

duct from spch slender salary to ajd the
‘cause of benevolence. But to some extent
many a parishioner may or might know
how it is with his own minister. And if all
who know should testify, it might appear,
as I trust it will appear in the great day,

“Some” missionaries,

a

years. He was born in Newcastle, of poor
parentage ; his education was very limited.

ary, nor the‘smount which they joyfully de- Lo

that multitudes of these

during

little, yet his interest remained

Jesus Only. :

8. If you are a Christian, renew your
consecration, and take a higher stand.
4. Ifyou are impenitent,make your peace

000, besides some 25,000 vagrants, who. are

By

e of independent activity.
G. W.S.-

2. Settle all difficulties,—if you have any,
with your fellow-men, forthwith.
2

aided largely by public and private charity.

»

en-

so

governor

partially relieved and fully supported, 28;-

A

those about to

heart,’ has comié from him in every time of

there was:in the state, in 1868, of paupers,-| only given their earnest personal services,

Ld

cer-

The sweet rest and peace that filled my soul
recompensed me richly, fully. 1 found all
things in him.—* Strength to my fainting

commonwealth.

Christ's ministers have

crime and pauperism

i4

we

removal to a new field. It has a very mercenary look. And, as men judge others by * Jesus said to Peter, * Come.” Through
themselves, and mankind are extensively darkness and storm, hearing the voice of
lovers of greed, it tends to give the impres- the Master, he felt that he could safely go.
sion, that ministers are goverened by mer- J esus, our Master, says, ‘‘ Be not afraid,”
cenary motives. That some may be is to those who would see him.: Even *‘through
quite probable.” It would be marvelous if the waters” it is his own right hand that
there Were none such. Doubtless, many cheers and upholds his chosen ones. A
afe not as disinterested as they ought to be. friend said to me lately ,—
:
They are but men. But that evangelical
“1 felt when I was deciding whether I

are unsurpassed by an equal number of
truthfully describes. Here is an evil that men in any walk of life, for a just econothe governor admits causes one half of the - my or for beneficence.
wo.

|

~

a notice of his ordination, or his call, or his

and rigidly enforced over

of soil

convention never even referred to this great

16

things; and

employed,at least with

ple, and a most important step taken toward

evil in

Bi
Boi
a

of

tainly think that a system which gives
strength
of character and leads to a
feeling of direct responsibility should be

and the Ministry.

ministers, as a body, are supremely

after,

is

‘ Venture on him, venture wholly,
Let no other trust intrude.

and . Christian ‘influence of the state; and
yet when this governor was nominate, the
v

years

should not be admitted or intimated without proof.

istrate of the great commonwealth of Masd.,
just
triumphantly elected “by a great party
embracingin its ranks much of the moral

i|

did not give his heart to the Lord

of the Young.

now, and let us reason together,” frequent-

chil-

in" peace

WELD,

ly find that, where once obedience came
slowly and grudgingly, now it is ready and

dren, and of ourselves even.
Self-protection calls for an unceasing and exterminating war upon them all. Christianity
and
grog shops should never live
gether.

=.

abiding respect for alithority depend upon
the conviction that its mandates afe reasonable? Do not teachers who say,—* Come

dram shop in the land is an “open gate to
perdition ; a thoroughfare to hell ; a recruiting office to fill the ranks of the encmies to
God and religion ; and‘every grog shop endangers the happiness, prosperity, usefulness,

ministers of Jesus Christ.

Meorimichi, where they remained\until he
was about 10 yeurs of age. In 1880, they
moved to Sebec, Me., where he recdived his
first deep religious impressions. f But he

:
ay
¢
wine
occasionally, They, however, reflected: that if this poor drunkard should be
reseued,by God's blessing, 4hrough their

ministers in protracted efforts; at which
times his labors seemed blessed of the Lord.
In 1831, he commenced holding meetings
by his own appointment, having for some
time felt very deeply impressed on tne sub- basis for every true art. Until we have a
take.
iin,
Piviosophical foundation’ carefully sought
Absolute authority must be the main re: ject of she gospel ministry. He received and
adjusted, we can not build with cerlicense
from
the
Sebec
Q.
M.
liance in early childhood ; but as the child
tainty. For our popular conventions it
Aftera few months’ labor in this direction’ may answer to teach only the methods, but
becomes a reasonable and reasoning creat<’
ure, the method: of government should in his own Q. M., in the fall of 183L he the Sunday-school= worker who will he at
to Lower Ganada, where he labored all thorough must seek to find the principles
change, and advice and argument should went
upon which these methods are founded. An
be the forces employed ;—in other words, and preached until March, 1833. During empiric may know sufficiently well that
this
time
the
Lord
crowned
his
labor
children should be governed as intelligent
acetate of potash is a valuable remedy in
moral beings dnd not as brutes, Adde with the conyersion of many. souls. After sgout. ‘But the true physician will know
from the more elevating influence of such coming home in March, he labored in the the Piflosophy of its action, and by knowgdvernment, there are other weighty rea- Sebec Q: M. until the June term, when he ing this will understand its true use and its
limitation.
3
sons for its employment.
‘Laws were was publicly set apart to the work of the
The -trouble with us is the Jack of any
madé- for “rogues,” says the proverb, and Ministry by the following council, chosen
careful thought in the matter. The Sundayschool public has been over-rur with emthereby asserts the important, truth, that by the Q. M: Revs. N. Harvey, F. Bartlett
this time he pirics. The empirical method is fixed upgood society is formed, not of men govern- and A. Burnham.’ From
on us.
Even our ablest workers are, many
ed by authority and restrained by fear of preached within the limits of the Prospect of them, given to this shallow mode of
Q.
M.,
and
along
the
sea-shore,
until
Jan.
the penalties of the law, but of those whose
thinking.
In truth, ability his not been,
conduct is controlled by a proper regard 7, 1834, when he went again-to Canada, until lately, very abundant among Sundaye
[It has been customary to
for the good opinions of their fellows and preaching most of the time in Barnstead, school men.
that a very low order of talent was
by their own developed sense of right and Hatley, Ascot, Brompton, Melbourne Ih
minently suited to teaching children. Rev.
wrong, —their love for God and for their Durham, until Aug., 1835, when he cake Ahal Shallow, who got through his studies
home
on
a
visit.
He
went
back
to
Cana
fellow-men.
;
i
by the skin of his teeth, having failed to
‘Bat, if this disposition be necessary to in Oct., and remained until Jan., 1836, meet the intellegtual wants of his congregood citizens, should not the training of when he returned home. In Oct., 1837, he gation in Scratthard Valley, and having
children and youth be such as to prepare was married to Mjss Clara Moore, of, Corin- found no congregation with less intellectability, it was gravely voted that Broththem for submission to.other authouffy" be-. na, and settled in Corinth as pastor of the ual
er
Shallow
would do exceedingly well for
:
sides that which is personal and dbsolute ? church in that place.
children. Good for nothing else, it was
In
June,
1840,
he
moved
to
Montville,
Surely, parents and teachers should not re- presumed that no one was made in vain,
ly too much upon their own commands, but Me., spending a part of his time with and be must be good for the children. Poor
should aim to develop in"children the pfin- the church at ll place, the remainder in little fools, they were just the people for
him!
And under this mistaken notion, that
ciples necessary to self-government. The mission work. In April, 1841, he moved to an idiot could teach idiots, and a shallow
Lincolnville,
devoting
a
part
of
his
time
to
time must soon come when. the child will
brain teach children, Rev. Nabal Shallow,
be away from the sight and care of these this church and traveling the rest. He la- a most amiable man withal; was duly recommended for an appointment as Sundaywatchful ones, and free from their authori- bored about six years in this part of Maine
school
missionary. And as he would work
as
an
evangalist
and,
pastor.
He
then
ty; and if he has not been taught to concheap, and combine the labors of a colporsider carefully the nature and tendency of moved to Corinna, where he lived about ten ter with those of a missionary, he was
years. During these years, on account of employed.
acts, and to choose for himself accordingly,
We are not saying that there
he knows not what to do. Often only too poor health and pecuniary needs, he was have not been able men among Sundayschool missionaries. We do not forget Paxhappy in freedom from restraint, he cares not able to do as much in the ministry as in son,
McCullough, and half-a-dozen others
past years.
.
not what he does.
we could name. But the Sunday-school
Bro.
Robinson
was
not
an
educated
man,
Does not this explain the common and
work has indeed suffered immeasurably
vet he lived so near the Lord that he was a from the low order of intelligence
too true statement, that the children most
of many
strictly governed at home are the wildest power for good in the circle in which he Sunday-school missionaries; and the societhat have been afflicted with the false
and worst when not under the parent's eye ? moved. So telling were his appeals to the ties
economy that doled out a pittance to a
unconverted,
that
they
seemed
unable
to
Have not such parents depended too much
cheap man,
withistand the spirit with which he spake, sible,—8. 8. are, in a large degree, responupon unexplained commands, and too little
Teacher.
:
upon persuasion and reason? Does not an and scores were brought to Christ through

this mighty

Christian men took up this subject

think

poral punishment as possible, but at all
events secured. But we also believe that
many teachers and many parents, in’ governing by law alone, make a serious mis-

of our

annually

Rev. N. J. Robinson died at Mipneapo-

in the place. In Dec., 1825, he united with
more important for a child than that it the F. Baptist church in Sebec,” From
should be tauglit obedience, the submission the day of his professing religion, he was a
ofits will to rightful authority, .This we a very zealous, active worker for Christ;
think should be secured with as little cor- frequently accompanying and laboring with

ed to evangelize the heathen in foreign
and

For neither the

can afford to

It is our firm conviction that nothing

thousand sent to untimely graves and a
fearful eternity annually, an# but comparatively little is being doneto stay its terrible progress in the land. Is it not time that
the entire church awoke to this monstrous
evil that is being wrought in this land?
Missionary and Bible societies are organiz-

precious

world

- (vovernment
;
;

vice, thousands of our young men and even
boys ruined,” and more than one hundred

own

the

unjustly of good

intoxicatiig liquors ure openly, knowingly
and persistently violated. The people are
loaded with’ tgxes, the poor-houses filled
with inmates, the prisons filled with criminals, our villages and cities reeking with

lands,

neither, eulogy nor

choice of the profession, or of their Tocation,

ment.”
i
Herve is an admission by the chief mag-

\

§

to the

need

if were’ 10" be wished that

lis, Minn,, Sept, 20, 1871, aged 61.yéams,
Christian editors would forbearto publish. +The subject of this notice was born in Freditems which, from their juxtaposition, may erickton, N. B., Aug. 7, 1810. When
countenance an erroneous impression touch- quite young his parents moved with him to

of a minister's salary in close connection
with the notice of his ordination or change
Let this be dome, and crime and pauperism of place, especially if in this. latter case
will be reduced fifty per cent., a great but" there is. an increase of salary, is adapted to
den of taxation would he removed from all exhibit the ministry in an unfavorable light
classes of citizens, a new impetus would be before the world as to their leading motives,
given to every branch of legitimate indus- and to do them injustice. I have at hand
try, a heavy weight would be lifted from no suitable data for a fair ‘exhibition'of the
the hearts gnd hands of ‘our ‘laboring peo- various modes of self-denial which many of

{ §
4

|

forced, the Jaws in relation

But

and most: effective

every

i

of New England

defense,

| $8. Department.

ministry

. we have ever had forthe suppression of
the liquor traffic. I would like to see it re4
stored in all its power and integrity to our

statute

Ld

much’by nearly $33,

The evangelical

leaving every thing behind me. But I just
held out my hands to him. I wanted

¢ years ago, was the best
1

80

known to civil government are rigidly en-

should have. been no serious objections to |
the arrangement ; but if she can not do this,
the denomination mus*.
So long as: Bates Money
|

ii

.

inereasé

but

"ndt khow what liberty is, bathe will have So that the governor may well say,—** A
it.” Some thirty or more years ago, we | heavy weight would be lifted from the
became profoundly convinced that our min- hearts and hands of our laboring people.”
isters mustbe trained for their work, We And all this is not something that the govwere also profoundly corvinced that, whaternor has found out since the assembling of
ever else they did or did not know, they that convention.
These facts. have long
should understand the Bible and thestest beén before the men who composed that|,
modes of presenting it to the people,
The convention, and yet they were entirely igBiplical school arose to meet the demand ; nored by the convention, notwithstanding
d, ‘considering the
circumstances ,~es- they were repeatedly admonished to recpecially the circumstance ofits penury, it— {ognize and act upon them. What other
has done well,
| interest of the state is of more importance
But it is scarcely in existence when it is than that of suppressing the dram shops ?
thrown jute the shade by other institutions The governor says he would like to see the
of learning.. We are all the time saying, old law restored and enforced. The party
we must have a place where young men can | that elected him fan restore it and place its
prepare for the ministry, then proceed to | execution in his hands; and they will ‘do
found a college, a seminary, or an acade- so if they honestly desire its enforcement.
my,—institutions which do no more to fit a But the same party that elected him is
man to preach the gospel, than to practice now deluging the state with intemperance,
medicine, or law,or. be a member
of Con- pauperism and crime through tHeir ** beer
gress ;—everything is general, and nothing law.”
is specific; in the nature of the, case it must
But these evils are not confined to Mass:
be so. At best, literary institutions can About the same state of things exists
only prepare men to enter upon the speeific throughout the country. Recently in N.
study of a profession. But, strange to say; H., the same party met in state convention
many of our peopie think those who have
and made thety nominations, put forth their
studied at the academy or college are pre- | platform of principles, but said not a solipared to enter the ministry.
What is worse, | tary wold about this greatest cof pl quesmany of the young men themselves imbibe tions, even in a pecuniary point of view.
the same notion.
Nothing in the country so taxes the people,
We do not doubt that men have succeed- | or so paralyzes.all the industrial interests
ed in the practice of medicine, law, in poli- | of the country, or engenders so:much of
ties, in arms, and in every trade and pro- pauperism, crimé, vice and immorality as
“ :fession;who received
no specific training be- the system of intemperance ; and yet, while
:
fore they began work. Nor yet do we af- the laws against almost every other crime

41
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nqt

and privilege.

(000300. as during
the previous year wlhitn
liberty will satisfy the Frenchman; he does | prohibition" was pretty strictly enforced.
A Frenchman

i,

‘| did’

y

W—

sionaries.of ‘our country, toiling amidst em8. Fervently give thanks for all sweet afbarrasments and privations unknown doubt- fections toward Jésus,
T
less and unappreciated by many professed
digeiples in the high places of competence-~~
Rev. N. J. Robinson.’

to the enormous sum of $3,000,000. ‘And
whe books of the secretafy of state show
that, during the same year, when they had
| free rum, that the valuation of the state

©
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nauperism “during that year as amounting

School,

STAR,

MORNING

Aad

haste,

now lying
fot,

night,

head

His school. . The

aching,

and conscience tormenting him. The youn
ladies kindly remonstrated. with him, pi
at last he said that he knew he was doin
wrong.
One of the ladies then advise
him to sign the temperance pledge. He

replied, ‘‘ I will if you will,”

dik

:- Now hoitherof the Sunday-school teacherg. expected to have this said to them,
They were in the habit of taking alittle
7

~-

amounted

collection

to eighteen

was

dollars!

made and
The next

Sunday he got up and said, * I havean apology to make to the congregation, The
collection “for the Sunday soon] last Bunday amaqunted to eighteen dollars. Had I
been better : cquainted among you I would
have owittc d th) collection, and would have

asked the Suunday-school to take one up for,
the church I” "Atter that he got money when
he asked for it.

=

—_—_—

“THE MORNING
STAR, JANUARY

Selections.

ha

.

of Christianity.

He never knows how | restied.
will, till he has been made to yield;

his

hum-

been

pride, till it has

Set me a task. and it is notidone;
I've tried and tried since the early morning,

5. Masses and

And now to westward sinketh the sun!

Noble the task that was kindly given
The one so little and weak as I;

« Is. nof

days and years went by.

also

a

And that kind

But
I tell you

what

it is,

of

believe in.

Mary, when

a

man prays ‘Examine me, O Lord, and prove

Filled were their hands
Proud were their hearts and glad and gay.

8.
he
heurt,”
my
rein
; try my
my of which he rareand
.| aMoj
prayer,
full meaning
UY theiY reins
ly realizes. If he did, he would often hesitate to use it,"— Christian Weekly.

with harvest
spoils they entered
Laden the
n
of their rost;
Laid their sheaves at the feet of the Master,
Found their places among the blest.

“Unanimous

: who strove to help me
'
of their aid;
ie he in
He
Fain would their love have borne me with them,

.

.

|

Calls.”

——

Ever since the time when Paul fought

'-

for masses at burials, baptisms, ete. The
priest's salary shall be sufficient to éna-

fees,
ul
. on
7. Inequalities between. the burials of
that the church, and the life it requires of rich and of poor must cease. There shall
its members, are of use. The vague pur be no
pomp or extra ceremony. One priest
se to lead a virtuous life is made to de- only shall officiate on such occasions,
ne itself in a formal confession of Christ
8, Auricular confessians must cease.
9. Pilgrimages, processions, and begging
before the world ; the avowal of separation
from merely natural ambitions and pleas- missions must cease.
!
ures ; #he subjection of the life {o' teachin
10. The worship of pictures, statues and
and disci line; participation in prayer an
‘images must cease.
praise;
the acceptance of responsibility for
11. The traffic in relics must be disconthe right ordering and prosperous on-going Hrd, and be proceeded against by the
of the kingdom of Christ among
men, intate.
‘
fa
cluding pro
ndism and philanthropy ;
When all this is accomplished, it will no
these | ngs, with exceptions, not being longer be the Roman Catholic church, but
ends in
themselves, but affording helps, ‘“a new creature.” Such a regeneration is
training,

exorcisms, defenses,

idol-break-

nol,tobe expected.

-.-

ing, atmospheres, and many other things
by which the. aspirant gets nearer the at
speak every man truth with his neighbor,” tainment of true holiness,
;
Bereans.
there have been found Christians who have,
Thee fact that church people often slide
.
————
laid themselves open to this rebuke, And back into vague
With empty
hands I shall rise to meet him,
purposes, argues only the
The
Chicago
Advance
tells
the
following
And
he looks for the fruit of years,
not only individual
Christians, but whole need that the church should be taught to
:
+ Nothing
have I to lay before
him churches need a word or two on this point; know its vocgtion, and ceasing to offer a suggestive Incident ==
But broken efforts and bitter tears.
for it is by no means an unusual thing for pleasant songto drowsy believers, become
*¢ Berean”. Christians are not as numerthem in this age, to have at least the ap- what it was designed to be, and may be, an ous as they should be; those who, when
Yet when he calls I fain would hasten—
- Mine eyew.are dim, and their light gous;
pearance of intentional deceit. I refer to ‘awakening, task-giving, disciplinary, and they hear a discourse from the vulpit,
And I am as weary as though I carri
their manner of giving a minister a *‘ call.” therefore sanctifying power.
the "Scriptures daily, whether
ith all its «« Search
A burthen of beautiful work well done,
The old way of settling a minister for shortcomings, it is, and evger has been, and tlese things are so,” even when it is an
life has been gradually changed into settling ever will
be, the stimulator and keeper of apostle who has preached. Indeed, testing
I will fold my empty hands on my bosom,
Meekly thus in the shape of his cross;
him until ls church is tiredjof him. To holiness in the world, and in proportion as sermons by the Bible has so far
gone out
And the Lord who made them so frail and feeble be sure, there are instances whe
j
a
it has demgnded of men and enkindled in of fashion, that in many churfjes Go
Maybe will pity their strife and loss.
have a ‘‘ louder call,” and gg go
them definite
and tangible purposes for Bible is now to be found in al the pews!
The Month.
quarters ; but the cases are “far
We were not a litsle pleased, therefore, the
their every-day life.—Interior, - . :
‘merous where the minister is half crowded
a certain
ert
Pree.
: other evening, at the exercises of
Now I know my task will never be finished,
. And when the Master calleth my name,
The Voice will find me still-at
my labor,
.
Weeping beside it fn weary shame,

=

The. Trial of your Faith.

the heathen vice of lying with such words
as these: ‘ Wherefore putting away, ying,

out of his place, becguse of the

dissatisfac-

The Strange Prayer.

tion of some of his people.
:
Ministerial
8 are frequent. The
1 found in de market a horse which suited me, exactly.
She—was strong, broad in average length of a pastorate in this Woodthe chest, a handsome neck and head,“a en Nutmeg state is not far from five years.
there must be frequent calls; which
good traveler on the road, though nothing
a

on the race course,

p—_—

via

and whenever 1 drove

her required a busy rein and an idle whip.
She pulled rather too strongly for my wife,
and I should hardly eave to trest my children with her; though Harry thinks he can
drive anything I ean. She had but one
fault—she switched
her tail.
:
‘“ Take eare of that horse,” said a friend
I took ont with me on a trial trip, * she
switches her tail.”
:
;
“ What of that ?” said I. “It does bother

%

The worst man in the village
was Jack
Ranney. He had a comfortable home, but
it was not a happy‘one. As soom as the big
would be well enough, only they are too
gute opened,
his two child
Milly and
apt to be unanimous. This is the way it is
b, ram into the house, exciaiming, '* Faoften done,
ther78 coming,” and into a corner they
After a minister has preadhed two or crouched, and there they staved until they
three Sundays, and thus consciously or un- were ordered to bed. There was no clapconsciouly exhibited himself, the church
of hands, no ruby lips turned up te
have a meeting to consider the propriety of ping
father’s kiss, in Jack's house.
No,
giving him a call. Now it is notorious receive
his children stood dn awe ‘of him: for often
that, in some cases, not one half of the votthe day's work was over, did he go
ing members are
presemt; in rare cases, after
home drunk, amd then he was cross, and
less tham

one-fourth

have

ussembled

and

decided the question.
Of course, some
can't come ; sickness and old age are good
nothing serious.”
“It isn’t that,” said he. **If a horse excuses. But some are indifferent; they
switches her tail; look out for her heels. It's pgrier to have no responsibility resting eon
Pretending
like the toss of a head with a young girl; them, ore way or the other.
iL means an obstinate wil and an ugly tem- to be satisfied with whet will satisfv others,
they cover up a kind of'cowardice ; and perner.
So, as I am po adept in horses, I rode haps they intend to be able to say, after a
ves tomy frleud, Mr. Clift, who is dealing year or two, ‘ Well, I did n’t vote tor him.”
me with the lines a little,

/

in them
about

nll

¥

admit,

bat it's

the time, to ask his jadgment

Katie.

4

u think of her?
much.

But

she

said I
switches

T

here are yet a\few who are openly

oppos-

ed to the india. Sometimes they stay
away, with a resofveto form a tiuelens for
future dissatisfaction. ; sometimes they ‘go
and vote. But being outnumbered, a .motion is made by seme well meaning Chris
tian to ‘make itamnamimous.™ Dome, and

I don't

e try her,” said Mr. Clift.
that he got in beside me and téok
sins, The first thing he did was to
take the whip out ef the socket—her own-

the call is sent.
:
Thus it often happens that a minister is
led to think that the people are united on

would

strike the first ene who camein his

way,
3 One day he was
the harness

driving

broke, and

the

his

cart,

horses

when
backed

God to ‘* damn his soul.”
7
A little boy hal been rolling his koop up
and down the pavement, but when he heard
the awful words, he caught his hoop in his
hand, and stopped. ‘Ssepping up to Jack,
while his beautiful eyes were full of tears,
he said, in.a trembling voice,—

+4 Q sir, jsithat the way you pray?"
Jack tured, in perfect astonishment, but
said nothing,
.
“ Oh I" wentinued the little fellow, lower-

more I look at Him, the more
like

I shall be

Him.— Presbyterian.
o

of

ls

oh

Christianity in the Heart.
4

—

—

~

o

- The outworking of Christianity in the
heart where the love of Christ is in the soul,
can scarcely be measured. - It includes all
od morals. If includes all refinement,
11 taste, all gocial life, and all secular life;.
so that if you
trace Christianity from its ty,
source outward, there is no end to it. Jt can some of whom can do a great’

fleal ; al
do something,
A
’
runs as furas the race: It includes what‘ever human thotight, or human feelings,’
rightly develops. Everything belongs to |: “A Reason for Hope.
it. But the central spirit is not philanthropy, nor good’'morals, The central feelin
S urgeou delightsts. in the story of the
- i
of true Christian life is love to God, and, nine EE
of a servant ! rl. When
springing. {rom it, and invigorated by it, she was asked, on joining the church,—
unaffected lover to’ men—sympathy with
‘“ Are you converted?” , ,
them—brotherhood.
It breathes and in-|
“1 hope so, sir.”
spires continuous activity,
* «What makes you think you are really a
child ¥ Ba n
i
“
Well, sir, there is a_
great change in me
Going to Churels,
from what there AT
De”
v

“ What is that chimps m

RI.

frue'rank, above the dicta of haman authori

ty and human applause, and the church
meeting had proved a happy balance - to
the pulpit. We commend afresh the Berexn example.

How to Find Peace.
nl

SO

Our real misery is that we do not kwow
either ourselves or God. Of ourselves we
have good thoughts ; of Him hard thoughts.

Christ's life-andl death meet this; they bring

proof that there is no hope for man in kimself—every (hope for him in God hisSaviour.

God, hewever, as He is the true God,

I don’t know, sir ;

Prepare your toilet for church with €xtreme care. Wear your very gayest. It
is more importantto do so at church than
at operas and balls, because there are
more poor people at the former than at the
latter,
people less accustomed to seein
splendid garments, and who will appreciate such a display.«
,
By all means annoint your head with oil.
Did not thé ancients do so? Any grease i

better than none; if very rancid and pun¥%t

gent, so much the better: it will make some
weak woman sick, and perhaps she’ will
faint, and that will inure to the glory of the
elergyman, and the reporter will put in the
¢ conference meeting” in ong of our city papers that he preached so entrancingly
| churches.
A popular preacher from a dis- | that.a lady fainted, etc.
:
tance, on the preceding Sunday, had deliv
Use perfumes, Some people like them,
ered certain novel views to a crowded au- some do not. The former will be gratified,
dience, and the sentiments uttered had been the latter will have something by which to
favorably reoeived by not a few, But th
remember the service. ~~ :
‘“ Bereans” had been at work with their
N. B.=Gentlemen should always smoke
Bibles, during the three intervening days, after dressing, just before going to church.
and the prayer-meeting might brought out The reason is obvious,
the result.
One’of the brethrem opemed a
Shoes that * creak” are the things to
battery of heavy artillery on the
preacher's wear.* They announce your coming, like
. position from the Word of God; several a chamberlain at a grand reception. The
othérs wnlimbered similar guns,and brought pastor then knows that his congregation is
them te bear; and soon a cannonade along increasing.
the whole line swept away the last vestige
Take the seft at the end of a pew, and
of the alleged erroneous
#mpressien of
the fasten the door. When it becomes necespopular sermeonizer. The truth was vindi- sary for another to enter, you will rise,
cated, Christiandliberty kad asserted itself fumable at the latch of the pew, drop your
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branched out into the great serwice that he,
rendered to the Church.
It bore that
fruit that has been feeding hungry souls ail
these centuries,
but
better'with age.

growing

sweeter,
cd

and

As Paul passed along the street’ he saw

even though it has only a single voice to the inscription, ** To the unknown

God.”
Here was an. opportunity. Here was an’
evidence of superstition as well as of sin.

speak it and a single arm to defend it, and
the worthlessness and deceit of mere numA Special. Premium.
| bers. Yet they bewail and resent a defec- He would n't have been true to himself if he
| tion in ways not less emphatic than others, had n't improved the opportunity.
It must
To every new subscriber for the Morning and no orthodox zéalot makes more of an
: somebody else than Paul who would pass
Star who shall remit $2.50, and teu eents { accession in the form of a deserter from a
by that superstition and sin without seeking

in addition to pay postage, &c., We will send
a new and beautiful ¢hremo entitled ** The
Wreathed Cross.”

This is one of the

most

elegant works of its kind that has been
produced, and is worth the price of the pa-

per. This offer holds good until Apr.1,
1872.
id
N.B.
Itwillbe understood that no percentage is allowed in those cases where the

other religious party than do some of thes
same critics of the

man nature is quite
found.
.

popular

temper.

Hu-

is sent,—that the subscription

But one hardly looked for such a general
outery from the Unitarian press and pulpit
as has followed Mr, Hepworth’s departure.
True, he may vot have proceéded in as
modest, humble, “reticent, and self-forgetful a way as some other men would have

done.

He mayhave

presumed

too much

and

freely bestowed.

Many of his eld friends

have all at

become

once

strangers,

while

not a few whose acquaintance .was a thing
of yesterday hail him out of the true fellowship of the heart. = Th& Liberalism which
he has praised for its true charity knits its
forehead and ‘passes by on the other side,
while the Orthodoxy which he has condemned as pharisaic and acrid smiles on
him till his heart surrenders and his eyes
moisten with grateful tears.
Mr. Hepworth is a man of popular gifts
and effective public address. Less scholarly, critical and profound than many other
men in the body

which

he

leaves, few of

them excel him in the pulpit power which
sways the masses and makes an immediate
impression. His character has commanded

unqualified respect and unquestioned confidence.
He has preserved a devout and
fervidepirit- through all the years ofhis
ministry in Boston

and

New

has been wont t3 plead

York.

He

for less pulpit pro-

priety and more “zeal of. heart.
He has
urged the claims of piety as above those of
sacred rhetoric, and protested against a

a

x
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mere bald rationalism asa burlesque upon
the gospel of Christ, an impeachment of the

* pulpit. which puts it in the placeof a vital
.Christiaz message, and a erime against the
hearers’ souls.

During

the last four years,

he has been seekingto induce the Unitarian

body to plant Heelies a finite
eonfession, and cast

that was putting denial in the
sertion and furnishing

Chrisian

but the radical element

place of as-

recruits to the ranks

of Free Religion.
:
"He never disguised either his convictions
‘or his aims. His exaltation of Christ took
place most freely and frequently among the
members of his own denomination. Into
their ears he poured his griefs when ¢ the
left wing ” gained a triumph, an
"he freely told his joy and hope
Christ

he

reverenced

and

loved

see

winning fresh honor as the Divine Master
whose words voiced the infinite and etérnal

and perfect thought of God.

He has been

so near the evangelical position that he has
been constantly feeling and welcoming the
special forces that inhere in the orthodox
Sajthvy
All this his brethren’ well knew.
And
knowing it, many of them freely confessed
and half boasted over it.
They 'seemed
gratified and proud over the fact that such
-devoutness, fervor and zeul for a spiritual
religion could manifest itself in the Unita- rian circle.
It was a_part of their argument in proof of thé adaptation of Unitarianism to natures that were full of earnestness and that put emphasis upon a deep
Christian experience.
Mr. Hepworth, it
was said, showed that the liberal faith could
develop a ministry that represented the
flaming fire, no less than one that set forth

Ey...

pos

philosophic breadth, and generous culture,
and dignified manhood, and practical charity, and the philanthrdpic spirit. He was
their apostle of fervor, and they honored
him ; the interprefer of their faith to the
masses,
and they pointed at him in reply to
the critics who called them exclusive; their’

living testimony to the fact that -Unitarianism could ‘call men to salvation with even a
Methodistic unction, and they sent him to

the pulpit which Dr.

Osgood had vacated

_ in New York,so that his voiee

might have

The‘ladder

by which he was climbing up to the summit
human, wherever it is of the perfect faith and life in Christ ‘would
have been incomplete with that round left

upon his ability to carry his society with
“postage are to be paid in advance,—and that him; he may have resented in too decided
a tone the peculiars management of some
those who wish the Chromo will need to
leading men who took hold of his case; he
signify that wish in connection with their may have shown some natural indignation
rentiftance.
over the hint that he was quite ready to des
f
| mand a year's salary for a single Sunday's
1% The first edition of
the Chromo | service.
But this hardly led us to expect
Cross has béen exhausted. As a conse- such a general opening of fire from the batquence, we havé on hand a large number of teries as has signalized his start toward the
‘orders for it which we are unable to fill at orthodoxy which had conquered his intelpresent. ‘These orders shall be promptly lect and opened the way of peace to his
filled upon the receipt of the pictures from heart.” That some small and envious and
tite publishers, which will be in about ten disappointed men should indulge spite, and
days.
;
summon
accusation, and seek to smut his
ee
.
character, was a thing to be expected. But
what shall be said of such language as the
How a Protest is Borne. :
following, taken from the leading editorial
The 3 Lire of Mx. Hepworth from the in'the Liberal Christian, over whose colUnitarian ranks makes a rea Sensation. umns Dr. Bellows presides ? A man wonld
Both the secular and religious press aid in seem to be under the sway of a bad temgiving it prominence.
The reportérs in- per, or plagued with the consciousness of
‘terview the man.
The New York corre- r| having a weak or desperate cause to defend,
spondents put him and his doings into their who thinks it needful to pelt an old friend
letfers. His movements are discussed in and freely praised do-laborer with such ver;
the office and parlor. = Letters full of con- bal missiles as these :
We
are
not
among
those
who
regret
Mr.
gratulation or of censure pour in upon him.
With his popular
Harsh criticism and officious counsel are Hepworth’s desertion.
‘gifts and his external attractions he h¥fl
Chromo

to enlighten and rebuke them.

been steadily demoralizing
“the standard of

eitheran object qf esteem
no law attempts

this-in

nor

man,

white

make

and loves
any

direct

And
way:

But it can forbid a discriminating injustice
based®on

the color of the skin,

the denial of equal rights on
civil crime punishable

‘and make

that ground a

by -the

magistrate.

Thisis just’ what Mr. Summer's

bill pro-

poses.

!

the principle.

And facts abundantly prove

an attempt to make the Congressional Tem-

the need of this supplementary legislation,
If those amendments were right and need-

equal rights at the ballot box ‘and in the

‘and spirit, and go off from the cirele in. elsewhere, the politicians that sneered yeswhich be has,so long and prominently terday plead and promise to-day. Yaithful,

court room all over thé union, can. secure
them to him in the public conveyance, the
hotel, the schol and the church.
Of course
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leaving tried.
a

his desk.

fenders, ** the young folks,” have not yet
been formally called ‘to ‘account, and have

volunteered no apology. It isa case not
easy'to deal with. To pass it over silently
invitation to other offenses

in his message, makes an impression.

united “and resolute effort will boar fruit.

Pp

off the hours to others, it will sing the sacred Psalm of Life to us ina prolonged
strain and with a hole ehorus of sympathetic voices.—This is a choive gift from
the Bible” Class with whose interested and

earnest ‘members we have sat each/Sun day

for years, and as often as it is seen, it calls”
of a similar sort. Severe discipline-appears up the sacred “experiences which have
ungrateful, and if it were begun, there. is mayked sour common efforts to find and
some danger that it would fail for lack of gather and use the life-giving fruits which
pluck and. sternness to carry it through, hang on the boughs of Scripture, and which
‘the permanent enslavement of the negro Threats
and half-way measures are apt to alone cure the deepest hunger of the heart.
may well he joined with the. final act of jus- work badly,
and break down one's reputa- —Those are costly and precious tokens pf a
tice which makes the negro the - civil” peer tion for positiveness
and managing power. confidence und esteem,—too little deserved,
of his old oppressor.

This

coupling of the

two measures may not be quite politicaily

country : but there is a higher beauty stiil

And

without

pretty skillful story-telling’
back at
Those somewhat impersonal of-

nalized by some

f and some rather large liberties,” is

To wait-is'to -weaken

the protest

of their

University accept the $250,000 which

had

béen offered it on copdition that it would

over the skill that gave

it liberty

to

lifting *‘the woman question” out of-dirt into
aid in , finding for

it a_ true

and practical solition at ro distant day.

‘ed and worshiped during the last five years,

and which will never fail to remind us of

the. living

that we

salvation

of

waters

have found springing up for the refreshment of fhe soul, and of the new wine of
fellowship in which we have pledged fide)ity to each other and fealty to the common
Master.—And

varied

these

beauntHu}

and

offerings of personal friendship,—~every on
of them has a heart-history which" it wi
help to keep fresh, ‘and a sacred meaning

hidden from others, will be

though

which,

casual

to our most

given up in answer

glance. Because they are many, there is
no danger that any one of these gifts will

drop into forgetfulness, or cease to recall
the occasion which it helped to hallow, or
the generous kindness from which it sprang.
We have now taken our revenge, at least
over

part,

in

For

defeat.

our. confessed

haven't we ourselves told the last and longest story. about the Silver Wedding, after
.
all?

DeiuitingNews ad Nos,
Educational Convention.
BC

The Faculty of Bates College; in both the
Literary and Theological Departments, feeling the imperative demand of doing something effectual for sustaining and carrying forward the important work committed to
the Institution,

propose to the friends of ed-

ucation in our
New

denomination,

throughout

England, to meet in conventign in the

College Chapel in Lewiston, for the purpose
of considering the condition and needs, of
the College, and to take measures to supply
these needs and secure ity highest usefulness.
is

It is desirable that there be a large attendance of the minjstry and laity, as a promise
of greater success in securing unity of feeling, coGperation and efficiency of action
with regard to all our educational interests
in New England. Delegates outside of

New

England

who may he disposed

H
er

to

attend, shall be cordially received.
All approving this‘ proposal, ministers
and-laymen;..are

requested

to

send

their

names to any of the undersigned, to. be appended to a call for such Convention, making such suggestions as they please in reference to the'sime.J -We suggest that the Convention, if held,

be held on Tuesday evening the last day of
April next, and close on

Thursday evening,

the second day of May.

Jo That all F. Baptist ministers in New Eng:land be members of the convention.
That all F. Baptist churches in New England choose delegates from the laity,—that
dis, that every church be entitled to one del-

5

egate,every church of one hundred members
to two delegates, and an additional delegate

for every fifty members,
That the exercises for

Tuesday

evening

be the organization of the Convention,an address from the President, and a report from

the Treasurer of the college.
That efforts be madeto secure half fare on
the railroads.
¥

_ That all delegates forward their names to
a committee of arrangements at least two
weeks before the time of holding the Convention, that they may be notified of places
for entertainment.
i

‘That the proceedings of the Convention
be reported for the papers.
That a full report be prepared, embracing
the names of the delegates and officers, the

same to be published in pamphlet form for
distribution among our churches.

(Signed,)

O. B. CHENEY, JOHN

i

Futiovron, J.J.

BUTLER, J. Y. STANTON,B. F. HavEs, R.C.
STANLEY, T. L. ANGELL, ARTHUR GIVEN,
A. L. HouGHTON.
Lewiston, Jan. 18, 1872.

A SECOND TO THE CALL.
The action of the Facuity of Bates College,

suggesting a New. England

Educational

Convention, was taken on Friday evening,
the 12th of January inst.
On the following

Monday evening, January 15th, a méeting
of the friends of Education in Lewiston and
Auburn was held in the vestry of the Main

St. church. Rev. J. 8. Burgess was called
to the chair, and L. G. Jordan, Principal of
the

Latin School,

was

chosen

Secretary.

Prayer was offered by Rev. Dexter
man, who was providentially

marks

were made by Rev'ds

Water-

present.

Re-

Waterman,

Burgess, Fernald, Libby, A. M. Jones, Esq.,
and others, The meeting theg
voted upan-

imously to concur with the
Edculty in their
action. A committeeof arrangements was
also appointed, consisting of one men®er
from the Main St. church, one from the Court, St., and one from the Pine St. Thus

our friends may understand, that, if it shall

Printing ‘Establishment, and through it be deemed advisable to call a convention, it
serve. the dencmination and the world, will not only be cordially welcomed to LewHandle it carefully ;—a testimonial from iston, but entertained to the best of our abilthat quarter

is.no

meaningless thing,

It

supports one’s weakness and steadies one’s
faltering steps.—There is a thing of high

ity. With this second to our suggestions,
what ‘shall the response to them be P

0. B.C.

use and éxquisite beauty,at once a moni-

ment of generosity and good taste, from
those associated as employés in the’ Star
office; and you can hardly think how forci-

Such discussions as this will do godd, by bly it spéaksof their little daily courtesies

dignity, and

and congregatiwith
on

the cliyrch

~—from

consciences, and lessen the moral value of whom we have planned and prayed, weork~

expedient. It may possibly prevent the any reproof or punishrhent. And, to tell
passage ofthe amnesty bill at this session the truth, such pleasant memories and
out. So he stopped right there to put it in. of Congress, and so cost the administration thoughts spring up at every mention of the
The God whom the Athenians were igno- some sympathy in the south.
But Mr. “ Silver Wedding,” that steruness is almost
rantly worshiping, Him he declared unto Sumner seems decided in his purpose to put, sure to give way to gratitude, in spite of
them.
55
eit
the twothings together in the Senate and everything, What is to be done? For is
There is to-day scarcely any better minid before,the country.
We hope his policy not our official dignity at stake, and our autry than “this. “With all its getting, —its may preve practicable as well as just.
thority put in peril? And will not our sitemples, its membership, its missions, its
The speech in which he argued the ques- lence’be taken as proofthat our ‘skill is bafpowerful preachers, its wonderful resources tion and urged the measure was every way fled, or our courage scared from the conboth intellectual and material,—the Church
worthy of his record and his fame,—full of flict? !
has stillno better way than Paul's method facts, precedents, quoted authorifges, logic,
There4@pms but one thing left us. And
of preaching Christ as he went along. He moral majesty and stately eloquence. ‘It re- that is to confess frankly that we have, in
kept open eyes and active sympathies. He called the historic days when he arraigned this matter, been fairly managed and flanksaw in every sin a misfortune, a calamity,
the great slave system in the exhibition of ed, outgencthled and outwitted? by the
and there was his work until he bad done
its false principles, as he now arraigned its plotters: and reporters. We meant the
his best to bring relief. But above all, he relicsin the exhibition of its. petty spites quietest - gathering of a few friends as
kept to the purpose that nothing should and mean indignities, Iis argument is ex- guestsin our own parlor ; we wefe carried,—
separate him fig the love of God. That haustive and unanswerable ; his manly and
with our own consent somehow gained, too,’
was, after all, the fountain’ from: which he majestic plea for the weak dnd wronged ex- —to the church vestries, to find a numerous
drank,—the source of his faith, and sympa- alts his statesmanship anew and puts fresh company who insisted on making guests of
thy, and zeal.
° honor upon his massive manhood.
Here us. We meant that expensive "gitt-making
A great proportion of those who are to- are the fitting and forcible words which should have no place in the programme;
day wishing to be Christians but are not, closed his main plea»
the beautiful and procious things spread out.
are waiting for just this wayside work, If
I make this appeal for the sake ofthe Sen- before us made us dumb with surprise and
we could realize how many of them are ate, which will rejoice to be relieved from ‘started grateful tears. We meant it to be
amazed at. the “Indifference with Svhich a painful discussion; for the sake of fel- a season for the exchange of pleasant words
Christians seem to pass them by; -if we low-citizens whorn I can not forget; and which the quietest tone would bear across
for the sake of the Republic now dishonored the
could know the almost bitter feelings that through a denial of justice.
narrow circle of gathered friends; we
I make it in
spring up when they see us look on their the name of the great Declaration, and also sat and listened to generous utterances and
sin without rebuking it; if we could know of that equality before the law which is the ( most Christian good wishes, some of which
someof the contempt—is that too hard a supreme rule of conduct, to the end es- had traveled a thousand miles to bring
word ?—with which they hear us bemoan pecially that fellow-citizens may be vindi- their blessing. We meant that the expericated in the ‘ pursuit of happiness,” actheir wretchedness in prayer-meeting where, cording to the immortal ‘promise, and that ence should abide as a quiet possession
they have no special foes to fight, having the angel Education may not be driven among the few who had directly shared it;
previously waited in vain for a helping from Bir doors. There is beauty in art, in *‘ the young folks” have told the story to the
in science, and in every triumph public with an exultation that clapped its
word on the street where the real contest is literatute,
waged ;—if we could know all these things of intelligence, all of which I covet for my. hands

Washington with not a few noble helpers,in

Even you ean hear it speak, for
it has a musical tongue; but whileit may
only ‘suggest a single thought as it tells

whose absence from the Star office was sig-

+scems liké an

provide for educating young women as it
ful, then this biil is right and needfil. It has provided for educating young men,
is ;meant to perform just what they He found the success attending the co-edupromise. It-is¥olves.no stretch of federal cationof the sexes at Oberlin such as to siauthority beyond what they authorize;it. lence criticism and almost annihilate objec~
notto be expedted that he could openly dew. “many of the ablest and purest public men involves no interference with state pre- tions. And wherever the plan has been
clare his belief in the orthodox -view of in the commonweaith,is a cheering token. rogatives which they do not sanction. The fairly tried, he had found the. strongest
Christ, express his “Séttled dissatisfaction Gov. Washbarn’s emphatic testimony,borne, same authority - which secures the negro testimony in its favor, -. + . °°

moved and wiBught,

og |
The ¢ Chiat? and eave,

the Unitarian ministry and preaching by a we might see new significance in Paul's in relieving the poor, in elevating the traverse the continent and cross the sea.
sensational, unscholarly style of self-exhibi- choosing his pulpit wherever heé found an downtrodden, and being a succor to the op- There's fio use in denying it. We were
tion, an appeal toa wishy-washy sentiment- altar to sin,
Humbly do I pray that the Re- beaten,—beaten in the very summer prime
pressed.
ality and to vulgar prejudices, abusinga
Since human nature is made up in the public may not lose this. great prize or post- of life,—beaten at the very hour
apd)on
culture he did not possess, speaking lightly
pone its enjoyment.
the very occasion which Ed
of theological- science, any knowledge of way itis, we mustn't condemn it too
for some of the attentions it seems to
which he honestly disclaimed, and using strongly
power and the” large resources of experipopular Orthodox phrases in a delusive and claim. One thing, it does n't like to beg,—
ence,—beaten on our own ground and in
The inconfusing way. There was a great boy act- although it does in too many instances. ——TuaE EpucaTioN oF 'WoMEN.
our own castle,—beaten too by ** the young
ing in the pulpit which the modest and But it is the case with the greater part of terest taken by the broadest minded amd
folks,” who “thys-openly pit their quick saclassic Lunt, the dignified and thoughtful
most experienced educators in the question gacity against our governing
strength and
Dewey, the decorous and scholarly Osgood those whom the Church is so often remindhad filled. Sober and religious Unitarians ing of their sinfulness, that they wait for | of training young women in the schools, is our acknowledged dignity.
forebodeéd no good of this comet which has the Church to help them
to be better. a cheering and hopeful sign. It is quite
It may be supposed that it costs somenow gone into disastrous eclipse. But hap- They say, “If am in as much danger too important a matter to be left to egotis- thing to confess
such a defeat as this. And it
pily for our cause, which he employed the as you repregent, show me how to escape tic empiries and superficial and noisy platdoes cost. Our readers may yet learn somelast hours of his brief ministry in disparag- |.
If Tam sinking as fast and as hope- form orators. And so the meeting held in thing more than they know at present of
ing, he has left us.
If not divine in its it
origin and life, it could not long survive the lesslyas you say I am, catch hold of me Boston last week to considenthe subjeet is ‘* the young folks” who carry off’ this victoinfluence of many ministries like his. He lest I get below your reach.”
: significant. Pres’t Elliot and Prof. Casild of ry. The phrase is probably a new but modHarvard, Pres't White of Cornell, Drs.
and those like him have been its main disNow,we would all like much better to hear
** we,”
touragement for the few last years.
But
Hedge
and Ellis, and Sup’t Philbrick are est substitute for the editorial
nobody ‘knows.
better than this ‘‘ rule or from them the earnest cry, ‘“ What must | men whose words are sure to command at- which, so far, there is a hittle hesitation in
ruin gentleman that. the cause, that has do tobe saved ?” “But we know how it is tention and deserve respect.
And they assuming, and a substitute also for the
foolishly and blindly nursed hk into a ourselves. The world over, if a man procame
together,
and,
in
the
presence
ofa | plain and frank ¢ 1,” whose use would have
popular importance which his intelligence, claims that he is actuated by any charitapoetry and zest out of
the seeming
‘take
n
acquirements or dignity of character did ble, loving and. disinterested motive, we’ thougbtful and critical audience, discussed
the
plot.
The
brain
that is capable of this.
not justify, and whieh his ministerial breththe following questions, as well as some
thing will be likely to make other and maren have never conceded him, was never as want to see him prove it. We can hardly
others having a more direct bearing upon
turer products noticeable some day. If ong
flourishing in its real and wide-spread influ- help it. We are hardlyto blame for it.
the industrial interests of the country :
ence as now.
Only it refuses to attach im- And so there are thousands w¥Ho, having
is to be whipped, it is really some relief to
1 Shall the highest education of women
portance to such ill-furnished and unbal- got the impression yesterday that Christians
remember that it was done by,a clever
be
attempted
in
men’s
colleges
?
lasted men as he,and has now to thank him
consider them in an evil and dangerous
antagonist.
It takes just a bit of the sting
.2. Shall endowed institutions for women
for drawing a new attention to its founda:
out of the confession.
tion truths. It owes him few other thanks. way, see us pass them to-day as though we be separately provided
3. Shall there be endowed institutions
We regard Mr. Hepworth’s secession, with- had forgotten all about it, and they perhaps
And, since the case stands as it does,
out a shadow of ill-will or exaggeration, as sit and wonder and wonder if we really for the high and equal training of both sex- since one should make the best of
what
the greatest service the Unitarian body has meant what we said. They want to feel es, separate in some departments and unit- can’t be helped,
and
try¥to
look
at
the
bright
ever received from him.
the strength of our bands helping them ed 4.in others?
What changes, if any, are necessary side of every experience, shall we add, that
1t is possible that he may find a ‘more
along,
and the sympathy of our voices to make the colleges already existing suit- we really find a good many things that
congenial home in some denomination that
able for women?
is not afflicted with refined taste, sensibility cheering them towards the throne,
make this defeat more than endurable? We
5. Are there any departments of the uni- can bear being whipped in that way
to inaccuracy of statement, gross ignorance
This means no less than faithful, everypretty
or self-seeking and egotistic displays.
day work, out-doors and in the house. versities to which they could now be admit- well. Even the publicity, tough as it is in
ted without’ impropriety, as the scientific,
Language like that will not “harm. Mr. And it especially’ means that the work technical and agricultural, and even the itself, is so bound up with what is now “saHepworth,
Its chief effect will be seen in should be done where the material is. If schoolsof law, medicine and theology, sup- credly pleasant and precious in the retro?
the recoil of the guns from which such there was no satire, there may have been a posing a suitable preparation for those spect,that we can’t scold over that. As to the
bombs are fired. Wiser and manlier words rebuke in Paul's statement, that “God dwells schools could be obtained ?
occasion itself,—the sympathetic and friendthan these do indeed follow him to his new" not in temples made with hands.” That | One of the most noticeable features in the ly faces, the kind wishes, and the beautheological position.
Dr. J. F. Clarke, of was only to emphasize the force of his ex- utterances was their modest docility, and tiful and substantial tokens of good will,
Boston, speaks his good-bye witha calm ample, that of presenting Christ and his the absence of everything like ‘dogmatic —words are weak when one would tell of
avery which has some suppressed sad- truth and salvation to. the people as he pass- positiveness. Thee was no flippant or these. The golden silence is bettagthan the
ness
in it, but no word of vindictive satire. ed along. We can all find multitudes of self-assured word uttered... These men silver speach. They are very choice things
Dr. Bartol finds in the event a new occa- these needy wayfarers. The streets jn the were eager inquirers rather than confident in themselves ;—they are far more choice in
sion for the use of his optimistic philosophy. city, the roads in the® country, our neigh- teachers. They confessgd to the magni- view of what. they symbolize, and of what
The voices that speak are many. .. The borhoods, the world, is full of them, and if tude and importance of the subject, and they will long stand for in our thought.
tones are nearly all emphatic” Some have not reaching out their hands, they are at deprecated partial theories and hasty conWe ‘look over the gifts often. At first
a sonorous confidence that seems a little ar- least inwardly yearning for helping “words. clusions. Facts based on’experience were their beauty makes
the eye kindle, then
tificial ; others betray a disappointment: or On their faces, in their lives, is written by called for. The general opinion seemed to their voiceless = eloquence
moistens and
of ¥ice and crime, ‘To the un- be wholly favoralifs to the idea of giving
a bitterness which will not be wholly con- the finger
makes it dim. We can hardly tell which of
cealed.
Everything indicates that the known God;” and out of the great uncer- the highest and broadest and most thorough them touches the
heart most deeply and
event is-a-blow and a shock, though it is tainty that envelops them, there comes the training to women so far as they would ac- gratefully.— This
article stands for old
notlikely to produce any immediate and appeal to passing Christians to declare unto cept it. But the obvious mental differences friendships which have Become
a part of
‘important effect upon the body which he them the Saviour of sinners. “*
involved in sex and prospective functions life itself; that speaks of new friendships
mati
4 Mt
nniancone ep a——
leaves.
suggested reasons for a specidl training that come like roses-in the late
summer,
Fei himself, we trust he has really taken :
somewhat different from that provided for seeming richer and sweeter because
Current Topics.
we
| young men. For the same reasbn, the co- not counted upon théir coming.—Th had
int brain and ‘heart the great vital truth
is is
, which enables him to look up and say with ~———SENATOR SUMNER AND EQUAL N..
education of the sexes throughout
the entire full of a special meaning
and value because
the spirit of the once doubting but now Myr. Sumner has again‘ reminded us of his course was adjudged a doubtful policy. It it was the gift of an
organized bddy; that
convinced disciple, ‘“ My Lord and my long faithful and effective advocacy of jus-. was suggested that they might properly re- speaks straight to the
soul because it came
God I” May the welcome given him by his tice to the negro.
His Civil Rights bill,— cite together up to the average age of 14, from the heart of ‘a tried and
new: fellow believers be a wise one, and his whichhe has attached to the bill granting then receive special training in separate in- “friend.—This is very suggestivetrue personal’
because it
future work show that his present step a general amriesty to the men who suffer stitutions, and afterwards come together in was brought by the
hands that are pressed
opens the way to a more quickening faith from disabilities 1mposed as a punishment the lecture room to get the final training in the daily intercourse
of present life; that
for himself and to a richer work for his’ Mas- for their rebe!lion and as a shield to the re- for the professional work of life.
speaks with a voice of rare impressiveness
ter and his fellow-men.
But Pres’t White was hardly ready to ap-- because it traversed the breadth of states
public,—is one which cothmends itself to
the approval of &1l1 right-minded men. The prove separate training at all. He had that it might tell of the generous esteem
ENCOURAGING SympToMS.
In spite of ‘all principle involved in its precisely the same been examining the institutions where the which defies distance and bridges the years.
the sadness and fears that oppress the as that ‘embodied in the 14th and 15th two sexes ‘have been ‘educated together ~—Here is something from the noble and
friends of temperance, there are some amendments to the constitution, and those throughout their course, and the testimony faithful men with whom it has long been a
things that are adapted to cheer and amend:nents specifically “authorized *¢ ap- furnished was adapted to allay “tears, and sacred duty and a high privilegeto labor
awaken hope. Mr. Wilson is at work in propriate legislation ” in enforcement of predisposed him to recommend that Cornell in trying to promote the interests of the

the widest possible range and his words be perance Society a real and growing and felt
‘taken up and echoed with the fullest pow- power at the capital. And he is greatly
encouraged by the promise before him, A
er.
gi
:
Such was Mr. Hepworth, and such were Stdte Convention, just held in Maine, presihis relations toéhis denomination.
It was ded over by the Governor, and calling out

with and utter distrast of the Unitaridi*fiith

vi

ee
AN Ep1roriaL CONFESSION.

and cheerful

The

first edition of the Chromo Cross

has been exhausted.

As a consequence,
we

have on hand a large number of orders for
it which we are unable to fill at present.

cooperation which bring sup- These orders shall by promptly filled upon
shine into the sanctum, even on cloudy the receipt of the pictures from the publishdays, and lighten the heasisst loads of toil’ ers, which will be in about ten days.
NN
.
i
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i

-

~
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For the first seven years the struggle was

Still Another Response:

responses in many directions. Although
two already, yet the fol
we have published

"lowing is so good, and brought. such cheer far and wide, and new churches were orto this office, thatwe think it ‘will cheer our ganized. More interest was manifested in
as well as us, and be the ‘means of

“70.0. Lisby,

the

|

Jos P Wight, E
“ed

Qtisfield, Me.

3

D Lothrop & Co, Boston, Mass,

Jus C Brown, Carvers Harbor, Me,
v

Home

unpopular at that day,

.

~

:

Sid have a
Do
A
6 is. a love
churé¢h 17 months old.
child—she is not rich in this world’s goods,

More than fifty. ministers, ordained and
in the

raised up

been

have

unordained,

over the neglects of the past. As we
to our

various

charges

with

5.00
00
xs
Bd
9.90
1450

occu-

morning.” The meeting closed with five souls
anxiously seeking salvatior, and others weeping

Grand Prairie oh, **
.
i
John Weld, Ridgewhy, NY, towards his L'M, per 8
athrick.
/Van Baven
MM, To,
r 8 Wheatly,
Candia ch, H, per I P Godfrey,

returned

thankfulness fo

good

“My

Wife

|

litfle girl, who, by

goodne-s,, knew

winter,

In the

the midst of falling leaves and

Mission,

What is the reason that the Literary,
Religious and Domestic Weekly, started
two years ago, namely.
:

'

Cabin,

where

to

The Christian Union,

wv

find

same way

less

| perfect peoble, blessed by the generous fairies of
memory and imagination, may sit, as I do now. in

E H Colburné, No 1 Walls Block, ToWelk Mass.

s

Tom's.

NCOE‘there was a very

strawberries inthe

EXPIESS,

y

STOWE,
:

reason of her

call back the green grasses

should have so suddenly achieved a, success that makes all newspaper men ‘won-

whistling winds, and

and the

summersun.

¢

‘| 8ee yonder in the glen the davhng of our house, that
gold

der?

gleam in her broyn hair, a chain of daisels in

thinking slyly of another spring. ' Thrown

Ist. HENRY WARD BEECHER

back up-

on the velvet grass, she is not resting, only pausing; |
from her bright glances

to the

gers she {8 wide awake.

tips of her tiny
‘

5

¢

iv Reasons : Why r g

her hand, and in her eyes the roguish meditation of a
kitten, weary for an instant only’ of its play, and
-_—

12, 1872,
:
"

(

N/R Howard, Rear 90 8 Halstead St, Chicago, IU,
Chas E Baker, Littleton, N H.

[

Union

WM. y RISINGER, : Clerk.

vs. Kettle, Johnson, and Mitchell

HARRIET BEEOHER

of *Unele

and 1,” ete.,

wdanies
M Novels, Platteville, Wis, (2)
¢

THE

.

Henry D Miner,
Washington Harbor, Wis,'
Nancy V Rough, Enfield, N H,

the Shelby church, closing with marked interest.
On Sabbath evening we
held a * Watch Meet-

Ep

BY

Author

Enoch Tews, Sandwich! N 1. per O H Kimball,
Wyatt Cook,
Oblo, per A, K,Moultoss,
Island iy) >
3
the desk during the hurried moments of BixEE
the land of slavery, always took a decided BY
oi: ove
hy"
;
he
Russingyear,
Dark
shadows
seemed
to
be
very
Tareaoh
rem
wo
:
was
which
stand against oppression,
overhanging at first, but ** Joy comes in the Marion ch,
“
"
;

——

Jan,

with

Frost, Jonesville, Vt,

Otis © Howe, N Dixmont,
Me.
EC Flanders, Irasburgly, Vi,
M G Pett, Stoughton, Wis.

MONROE Q. M.—Held its Dee. session with

aside of

located

Y. Ms, though

The

ete.

Foreign Mission office, Jan, 15, 1872. [ots

PROVIDENCE,
Bro. LisBY :

CTF

oy

;

the moral reforms of the day—-Sabbathschools, temperance, missions, education,

a similar . thing.

term

FACES, ON

£58

to do.

ext

—

'W Mitchell, care Rev J Head, Attalissa, Iowa,
E Root, Paw Paw, Mich,
L B Starr, Dale, N ¥.
BK Gullford, Littleton, N H,

The meeting was Rrotructed and fiye were addéd.

to the: éhurch.
church,
:

A

'*

souls throughout the whole extentof the Q. M.
Next session at Huntington,the last Saturday

os were small, and the prospect of gain Was
in I'eb, next.
"ot
He J SMITH.
anything but flattering. But there wasmo
struggle, and victory r + CORRECTION, In my report of the Ripley
flinching in the
Q.
came at last. From 1840 to 1850; the M., I said that it was held with Union elnreh
Zion. Jt should have been, with a branch
churches were greatly blessed, and a new now
of the Union church, now Zion, which was
received
as an independent church dt that time.
Quarterly Meeting formed. Revivals spread

The plan adopted by vote of General
sonference, for raising funds for Foreign
Missions, meets with Jhesrty and prompt

friends
provoking others

SE

I

ing the commencement of his labors be but as the
fist fruits" of an: abundant harvest of precious

The additionsto the chuych~

one.

a severe

—

fin-"

is its Editor,

of whom

the Chicago

“Probably no man on this continent sways
so many

3s

to shape religions
tho
But now the merry play is over, and our pet nee-. minds,or is doing s0 much
God. Rev. L. Johnson remainedto protract the
Freeduien's Mission,
Y.M. Several other ministers have, from meeting.
for the next half century.” His vigorous pen
in Edtles yonder on the sofa-oushion, tired at last in earnHighly
appreciating the presence and Rev H Thompson, Lebanon.111, per J § Manning,
5.00 est. Slowly the lids fall, and the lingering smile dies | itorials and Star Papers and Mr. Elinwoot’s famed
'W, Schoonover, Cor, Mes., Col at Toxapin Ridge,IR,
time to time, moved to its ‘limits, and labors of Rev. 8,
bid
x
748
the Rochester Q. M., appointed Rev. AZ, A Frond of Mission in Pleasant Valley, Bartlet, 300 out; but the flush in cheek and/lips remains, like the verbatim reports of his helpful ZLeoture.Rpom Talks:
have done much to, promote its general in- frou
Mitchell, Cor. Mess, to their next session.
in Plymouth Church, are an attraction to thousands
Mrs O Butler, Biddeford, Me.
1,00 glow after sunset. The g#fbered buttercups and of readers, who always want to know what he
I terests. Yet, owing to the death and reA. Z. MITCHELL, Clerk.
daietes areloosely held by tife fair little hand;no
Miss M J Butler. Boston, Mass,
2,00

church debt on her
and now has a heavy
shoulders. But she loves évery noble cause
modand ‘wants to do her part. You very

sty ask 20 dollars for Foreign Missions.

them
rontlated envelopes, and on opening
1 find the first offering, made to Foreign
Missions by the Greenwich St. Free Bap¢

. Truly yours,

tist church, is $40.00.

J. MARINER.

dained ministers, 5 licentiates, and 2,492
communicants.

" SELAH HiBBARD BARRETT,

:

It may be a matter of interest to those who

poor

making some returns for the bounty.
Three years since, Mrs. R. Deering and
. Mrs. A. N. Watson of Portland, Maine, aid.
by some others, provided about $75. 00 per
year for these young ladies. These girls
could not have attended the school but for

all faithful Chris-

They are now

this aid.

alleged against Geo.

Ministers and Churches.

are

of them

several

students to know that

;

Rutland, O., Jan., 1872.

of our

A friend, Joma,

by

Not one of the entire number aided
or Wn

new

ones to the sixteen students who are already
doing good service as teachers.

All the rooms in our new hall are engaged,

:

=

Rev.

pe

'

\

Tr

O. H. True is pastor of the Nekimi

church; Wisgonsin, and also supplies
boring church of Rosendale.

the

neigh?

present,
8, That we send

W. Va.

Ferry,

This

organization

was

Rev. J. Keene and

wife gratefully

Feb. 28—26th,

BIRDSALL ST. CHURCH. We wish to acknowledge the payment of the following pledges
Birdsall

Norwich, N. Y., to assist

St.

"94th, 1883, in Raccoon, Gallia Co., Ohio,

twelve miles from the Ohio River. It consisted of twd small Quarterly Meetings,—
Meigs and Little §cioto.
The Meigs Q.M.,
organized ‘in 1832, consisted of 7 churches,

-) ministers,

and. 187 members; the Little

Scioto, organized

in 1833, consistedof 4

churches, .2 ministers, and 86 members,
making the total number of churches,11—
ministers, 7—members, 223; enough, if put
together, to make one good prosperous
church. Several of these churches, small

-

as they were{
x

are still in existence; bat all

of the minfsters and

most

ship are reaping the

reward of the faithful

in the “better

of the member-

others, denomi-

ndted

Meeting.

Ohio

Yearly

The

churches that composed this Y. M. were,
in the year 1819, persuaded to _join the
‘Christian denomination,”

with the hope of

_ securing greater permanency; but like a
ship in a storm; trusting its fortunes to
‘another, all

was lost.

Instead of

securing

the promised aid from the ministers of that
body,

the churches were left to look, as best

they could, after their own interests. The
consequenge was, that the flock, without a
shepherd, became scattered and lost.

Under these untoward circumstances, the
LS

Bro.

JAMES

COTTON.

We learn

this’

aged brother, who has given his best years to the

F. B. ministry, is now lying ilt at his home in
Troy Center, Me. He has twice attempled
within a year to perform a jqurney ‘to Florida,
hoping that the climate there might have

ble effects upon his asthmatic difficulties. But
the fatigues of the journey seemed to be more

than he could endure, and he is now Waiting at
to the house not made with hands.
is partly to tell his

and partly to assure

them

Land,

his.

faith

fails

not.
in Nottingham,

The church in this town was
ago.
since
dred,
liskied

68 years

The
population all through the years
has ranged from eleven to thirteen hun.
and this has usually been the only estabmeeting.
Yet the congregation has never

operations.

Several

to the

central

Great . improvements
made,so that it is now

months

place

ago

been
suffi-

ciently beautiful place for wh
was re-dedicated. Somehow buf

for, to human view, ultimate success seemed

were present, but the services were very appropriate, The sermon was by Rev. A. L. Gerrish,

many

divisions

and

There were so

sub-divisions,

and so

of Pittsfield, Me.

. . Dee. 2, itfew ministers

Prayer of dedication by Rev.

great a variety of sentiment upon pots of
doctrine, that union and harmony seemed

8. Bowker, of Raymond, (Congregationalist.)
Rev. E. G. Knowles, the pastor, took part. May
the church
be eminently
successful in doing

to be out of the question.

great good.

So, indeed, it did

appear. Under none of these disadvantages did the churches of the first Y. M. la.
bor. They grew with.the growth and settlement of the country, under the gospel la~
bors of men of talent, apparently devoted
to the higher interests

of religion.

There

wete few or no prejudices against which to

contend, and the universal inquiry was
«What shall we do to be saved?” Revivals
followed

revivals,

until the wilderness be-

gan to blossom as the rose.

:

But how changed was the present state-of

things!

In addition to the obstacles already

named, there were

to be overcome.

deep-rooted

Rev. C. E. Blake was

9.

Ordedhf

exercises as follows:

Rev. BE.

ure,

Rev. J. D. Waldron,

Inv.cation,—

Edmunds, of Boston; Reading of Seript-

and prayer,—Rev. Mr. Burrill, of WinchesA. P. Tracy,of Boston;

Address

with
and

church, that

8. 8. Nickerson,

difficult

to

ed with the labors

of

We

Rev. W.

from

were

with

a

few feeble,

and

who

preached the word with power, and i demons
stration of. the spirit, Fhe sandy foundations

Revs, J. Brick and C. K. Bawyer as Cor, Mess.
the Wheelock Q. M. Our beloved Pastor,
churches, which. were ‘‘endeavoring to keep Lto'
Rev. J. Brick, closed his labors with us the
last
year, to tuke charge of the ‘Eaton and Newthe unity of the Spirit in the bond of
pont church. May the Lord direct and send us
peace.”
V.

weré formed and maturedto supply the needy

churches with itinerant preaching ; for none
of them were ableto sustain pastors. Revs.
James M. Shurtleff, Harry Branch,and John
B. Wallis were selected as the evangelists.

They were in the vigor of manhood,
a

and

seeing’the great work before them, entered
upon

it

with

energy,

although

with

little encouragement in a pecuniary point
of view..But they went
for
proclaim«ing the unsearchable riches. gf Christ, dnd

meeting the trials incident to their profes
sion,”

And these were not few. Their circuits

were ldoorious, the churches bein; far apa rt,”

requiring ‘much

extra travel,

Those wore

days.of sacrifice, on the part of ths ministry,
which few are now called to make.
5

he right man.

Next
church.

session

:

or less revival interest. At Starksboro’ where
the last previous session was held, the meeting
converted.

laboring

After

Trains leave Dover for Wolfboro’
10.10

:
evidences

in

M,

will

advertised in another column,

Feb.

14,

15

Ministers’

#5

hopefully

at this

place,

the

Q.

M.

|

with the opening of the meetings

worship at

this session,

and

several

a desire tosseek the Saviour, and

of

manifeste

work
white

already to harvest, and new interests are répeuting the Macedonian cry. 1t seeins that the lon: ol
felt need of am Evangelist, in this Q. M. wus met’!
none tosoon,

May the

glorious

results

will speedily

distroy

PHYSICIAN,”

9%

for Thirty Diseases, which eac’ parson can prepare.
Send your direction to Dr. 3. 8S. FITCH & SON,
714 Broadway, New yok.
*
1y18
To

have

a Good

Shoe

made

upon

the

right

A Fine Premium.

Lisi CONCORDANCE OF THE NEW
TrsTAMENT,” a work of the highest
value to all careful students.

The reg-.

ular price of the work, here and "elsewhere

is $2.50.

atin

VincentG Wheeler
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Mrs G M Woods—J
ie
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.

In

N.

Berwick,
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1, by

Charles E. Fall, of N. B., and
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a

ew
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John
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difficult.
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ATTRACTIONS FOR 1872
GIVEN

)

Mr:

M.

Gray,

the residence

of the

W.

Smithfield,

aud Mrs.

Bulingame,

and

Miss

Oriza

Mr.John

Betse

P.

Pierce, both of

H.

Mowreys of

Cahoon,

m. A.

-of

Pratt and

North

Miss

‘Wide Awake & Fast Asleep,’

who

the pictures;

tional.

un-

The subjects are Life-Size.

every member of the household, young and old. For
the yéar 1872, Mrs. HARRIKT BEECHER STOWE will.
write exclusively for the CHRISTIAN UNION.

Tt has something for every member of. the household

have

are

and

gener

MOSAIC.
THE PRESS SAYS:

Two very good Chromos are “Wide Awake”. and
“Fast Asleep,” [1] which have few rivals in the market for attractiveness [2]—tresh. sweet
and blooming
child-faces, [3] executed with true
nch skill
[4].

We have rarely seen anything

prettier than the

iwo pictures, which Bi both in color and sentiment,
are really beautiful |[6]—worthy of a place in costly
homes Ji]. Unlike nine pictures out of ten that cost
a good deal more, one can look at them day after day
and not tire of them (5]. We have often stopped amid
the bustle of Broadway to look at them, and never
They

can not

fail to please all who love art or children [8].
{11 Independent, N.Y.
[2] Evening Mail, N.Y.
8]
ldine, N. Y.
[4] Sp!
field Republican. [5]
Advance, Chicago. [7] Harpér's Weel y,N.Y. [7] IIlustrated Christian
Weekly, N.Y. [8] Christian at
Work, N. Y.
:

A subscriber writes to the Publishers:
‘The

thing

shromos far surpass in beauty and style any-

that I expected.

the same Chromos in New

A Reighboy of mine
York, a few

ten dollars for them.
x for them.
:

ana

y.

‘months

Please

bought

accept

ago,

my

Enlargement and Change of Form.
ut After the,

rst of January the paper will be print-

ed on a still larger sheet, folded in twenty -four large
quarto pages, pasted at the back and trimmed at the
ing possessed
lished.

rable contributed and editorial articles discussing all

2

the great topics of the day; fresh information on unhackneyed subjepts ; honk matter of a high and pure
religjous tone; a Domestic Department, choice Po-

by no other religious
.

weekly
-

pub-

Mrs. Harriet Beecher Stowe

.

.

Will write exclusively
for the CHRISTIAN UNION during the year 1872, with
the exception of one short story already engagéd for
another periodical.
:

Chat for the little ones,

ond of the chjef attractions being Mrs. H. B. Stowe’s
fascinating Tales.
y

4,

For

The Ulustrated ‘Holiday Number

The Christian Union

day Number (28 pp.), will be sefit FREE to all who now

:

still

edges,—a decided advantage in convenience for read-

—father, mother, boys and girls, young men and
young women, all find something of interest. Admi-

paver are:

of them

at $10,

without feeling happier and better (3:

paper has been a marvel in the history of journalism,

to this

and

L}

A
WHAT

AWAY

and

America,

entirely excep-

thodsands

ally, they can be given to subscribers.

and the scholarly and eritical New York Nation calls
it “not only the ablest and best, but also the most
popular of American religious periodicals.”
This paper, hereafter, will be printed on a still
larger sheet, folded in twenty-four pages, pasted at
the back and trimmed at the edges, a decided advan-tage possessed by no other religious weekly published. It contains contributions from eminent writers

Household Stories,

furnished at a rate

will be solé at that price by the picture trade

Asto The Christian Union,the great success of that

ems/

are

So that, although

been 860ld in

sectarian, literary, religious and domestic weekly
newspaper, edited by HENRY WARD BEECHER.
‘The pair, by a fortunate arrangement which one of
the Partners of thighouse was able to make in Paris,
L during the late siege, with the proprietors of the pictures, are furnished to Mr. Beecher’s publishers at a
rate entirely exceptional.

art or children,

er it be a new subscription or a Renewal. These Chromos are no cheap colored prints, but are splendid
copies of Oil Paintings, by an eminent English artist, fully equal for their size (10 1-2x12 1-2 ches) to
any chromo éver published. The subjects are LifeSize.” "The pair, by a fortunate arrangement which .
one of the partners of this house was able to make in
Paris during the late siege, with the proprietors of

them have been sold-in America at that high rate,
they are now within the reach of all, for they are

an

love

Are GIVEN AWAY to every subscriber for 1872,wheth-

stores for $10, and the original publisher has never
been able to supply the great demand
for them
even at that price.
And yet, although thousands of

Unio

AWAY!

TWO UHARMING AND POPULAR
.
WORKS OF ART!
Two Exquisite French Oil Chromos,
the subjects of which are Life-Size,
and can not fail te please all

The charming pair of oil chromos, “Wide Awake”
and “Fast Asleep” bf whose real beauty and attractiveness Mrs. Stowe’s graceful sketch can give but an
imperfect idea—so pleasing are they to all who love
art or children—have always sold in the picture

to“every subscriber of The Christian

THE

to

mother, and receiving the almost adoring wonder of
children who have never seen pictures before
God bless the darlings—send the little comforters
fast and far!

GIVEN

AND

SPECIAL

successful painting of a master can be reproduced

The terms of subscription

Nason,

Miss Jeanie

Jan. 11, at

Providence
Dec. 24, Mr.
M. Tyler, both of Smithfield,

AKE & Fast Asleep”

a

(28 pages) will be sent

SRE
To all who now subscribe for the year 1872.
THE

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
are as follows:
i

One Year Only $300.
This will entitle the subscriber to the. paper, by
mail, and to the above pair of beautiful Oil Chromos,
deliverable at the publication office:

Iithe subscrib-

er will add ten cents [$3.10] for expenses of Wrap
ping mailing,
ete., the Chromos will be sent FREE,
y mail; an if the subscriber prefers to send still 20
superb French Oil Chromos—subjects LIFE-SIZE,—
cents more ox [$3.35 altogether |,the copies so mailed
exquisite fac-similes of original Oll Paintings, GIVEN
will be stronkly mounted
on card-board, sized and
varnished, gll ready for framing. . This is the method
AWAY to every subscriber to
pis
pel
we recomniend as most satisfactory, and the one
‘| which nearly all our subscribers order.
A Send méney in postal orders, drafis or registered letters, directto the Publishers, and you will
receive your J hee immediately and regularly. The
Great LITERARY, RELIGIOUS, WEEKLY NEWS.
Chromos will be mailed as rapidly as possible to
names on the sub
PAPER. Agents having great success!’ One took subscribers in the order of the
serippion list.
1000 names in three months ; another 600n six weeks;
another 1'8 1n one week ; one 47 in one day, ‘and)many others equally ‘well, makmg from $5 and $10 to
Tu CHRISTIAN UNION, with the Oil Chromos,,
“Wide Awake” and ‘Fast Asleep,” ($3 00) and PLY~
$40 per day. Takes on sight! An old agent who
MOUTH PU’ PIT ($34 2 a weekly mpblet, oontainv, HENRY WARD °
ing, in clear type, on tine paper,
Enows, says: I think it is is the dest buliness for can.
BEECHER’S current Serinqns, suitable for preserving
vassers ever offered. Sorry 1 did not engage sooner.”
together d
sent
be
will
form,
book
in
and binding
.
rays better than any book agency. A rare chance to ing one year for Five Dollars, thus sav ng $100
y
v
mounting,
the
for
however, being ~dded
0
make money.
9 and postage uf the Chromps). Al subsorily
a
ve
will
it,
“tor
PLYMOUTH Pu pir, who ask

Henry Ward Beecher’s

THE

5

to FIRST COME FIRST SERVED. £1

'¢

8 Local.

Ttdon't pay you |
to'fight the best
* ‘machine. Provg
" our olaims, Gof
tho agency a

8

Forwarded,

BY Malle

the choice is not very

“W

mr reese.

Welsa=8

icularly when one has not the

SUBSCRIBER

Only Three Dollars per year.

innumerable

subscribe for the year 1875.
drafts, or registered
Send money in.postal order
bride’s father, by Rev. J. F. Joy, assisted by Rev. D.
letters direct to the Publishers.
L. * dgerly, Arthur C. ewell, M. 1, of Farmington,
SPECIMEN COPIES of the paper will be mailed free
and Mary
A. Chamberlin, daughter of Samuel F.
Chamberlin, of N. D.
.
| of postage to any address on receipt of six cents, by
In Raymond, Jan.2, by Rev. R.&. Manson, Mr.
J.B. Forp & Co, Publishers,27 Park Place, New
Dana C. Healey and Miss kmma-L. White . Jun:
York. For full particulars, see advertisement in next
Mr. Daniel W. Philbrick and’ Miss Cynthia A. OMone, both of Rye
L
column, headed “ Why?”
In (unbrdge, \t., Dec. 20, by ‘Rev. John Moxley,
Mr. Dennison J. Slack and Miss Mary K. Sanborn,
both of T
In Hillsdjle, Mich., Jan. 4, by Bev. G. T. Iray, Mr.
dolphC. Stich, of kal unnzoo, and Miss 4nna L.
insor, of Hillsdale.
a $10
pair of
In Topsham, Me., Jan. 6, by Rev. E. Manson, Mr.
of Great Falls, N. H.

Fo

Kk

of

:

ong year, ONLY $3.00. This will entitle the subscriber
to the paper and to the above pair of beautiful Oil
Chromos, THE CHRISTIAN UsION Illustrated Holi~

MARRIED.

Clerk:

W E Lewis—W H

feelings

of all denominations, and has matter of mterest for
NN

Torany person sending us three new
subscribers, with a year’s subscription
in advance, $7.50, we will send, post
paid, the “ Crrricar. GREEK AND Ex-

and especially brethren in the ministry, are cordially
invited to be present.
ue W. HOWE.

P Ladd

tenderest

principle,buy those made with the PATENT CABLE
SCREW WIRE. The only reliable covering for the
foot yet found. Try them.

will commence at 10 1-2 o’clock, A.M, and continue
through the afternoon and evening.
Our friends,

Lord -E

the

indefinitely, and can enter thousands of homes with
its educating, quickening, reforming influences!
It is not alone into the dwellings of the great and
wealthy that we follow this pretty pair with antici-

session

Lewters Received,

to

7 on

A superb, WORK OF ART is given
6th.
AWAY TO EVERY
SUBSCRIPTION PRICE 18

Blessings upon chromo-lithography, by which the

4

it is thoughi

that there may be a general and extefisive
of grace here.
Other fields seem to be

“FAMILY

conference

or

of little ones either

tures painted by hand.

pages, free by mail, to any owe.
This book is to
make any one their own doctor.
Remedies are given

Dedication.
The new Free Baptist church wn Harrison Village,
Me., will be dedidated 1hursday, Feb, 1. Services”

H

a

Evangelist

commenced

his

Full attendance so-

I. A. PHILBRICK,

heads.

can distinguish between the copies and originals,
which sold for many hundreds—which is certainly
more than can be said of the best copies of wost pic-

church, on Wednesday

preceding.

many parents

sp

3mi

What are the du-

its next

They will remind

merit in its favor, apart from its superior literary attractious.
vy

fancy

all od Or and arrest the discharge.

What Is the nature

hold

jdea of their being

two exquisite chromos, only a

your Catarrh adits offensive odor
when Child's Catarrh Specific

even-

of

tht forbids the

—

DR. 8. 8S. FITCH,

use

~ Undoubtedly these two pictures are portraits.

trimmed at the edges,’is go convenient for reading,
binding and preservation, as to be a great special

Of course there is a pleasure in possessing an orig-

and annoy all around with

It admits no Medical or other

bth. Its FORM, Twenty-four pages

pations of delight. We see them in the cottages of
Special Notice.
poor, in the log cabin of the backwoodsman,
Why hawk, spit, blow 2d cough the
brightening the toil of the hard-worked wife and

up. vile phlegm

Poems, Household Sto- *

ries, and Chat for the little ones, one of its chief attractions being Mrs, H, B.Stowe’s fascinating Tales.

inal painting; but when the question lies between an
original at five hundred dollars and a chromo which
can scarcely be distinguished from it, at ten dollars

eennes 2.40. P.Moooos. nl 5.48 PM.

subjects;

religious tone ‘a Do-

mestic Department; choice?

4th

hearts.

* Or on their arrival from the East.
t On Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday.

8 Paine—8 J Pitman-M Pulver—C B Peckham-T N©
Partridge —J Patterson W A Potter—A Pratt—John
Roberts Mrs O Root Rodgers C H Richwent to Lincoln to assist Rev. J. W. Burgin in u Quimby—E
Betsey H Reed—W Ricliardson 8 Rodman—R
ardson
protracted effort, where it is hoped that upwards
il ~everance—J T *anborn—HK Snow M W w: neer—
of sixty have been converted and reclaimed, an | DD Sears=Mrs N Spiloger Mrs Edmund Smiith— Wary
Var,
roacue—M H Tarbox— —— Topeka, Kus N
the church greatly. revived.” The
good . work
W b=
- C PWard—H

were

few weeks

AM.

day; fresh information on unhackneyed

panionable amusement and intercourse to the little
people akin to them in age. The pictures that chil.
dren’s eyes rest on as they are dropping off to sleép. |
+ possibly objectionable advertisements, nor
or as they awake in the morning, seem to them like
anything to offend the purest or most fastidious, and
hiving friends. All sorts of childish dreams and fanis therefore a favorite family paper.
.
cies make of the'pictured face a real companion. Not
only in the parlor or the sitting-room would they be
an attractive and fitting embellishment, but they are
+ Large Quarto, pasted at the back an

speaks

& Center Harbor,

It has something for every member

much matter of a high and

who resembled her—so dear, and so early taken!
He who paints one child well, paints thousands, and

5.05 5.46%

Lane—Mrs
Gaffoy—N McDuffee J McKay E Miller BE A Norton 8
H Osborne—J Osgood ~A W Purinton
AJ Owen—

nearly ‘fifty

result,

11.20%

-

» OF THE HousEHOLD—father, mother, boys
and girls, young men and young women, ali find
something of interest. Admirable contributed and
editorial articles discussing all the great topics of the

the farthest regions of the earth speaking of children

R Deering—
Dariing-—Doug ay J
H Darling
—-A Dolloff—Caroline
©
a
Cook—W H Edgar—J Elliot
~JG Eaton
GurEvans T Falkner B Farrer—Mrs H Fisher—B
L Hersey —G
fey Nuammon—S B Goff-M D George
MarriJ
Hodgdon
J
Hussey
AF
Hatch
E
Hateh—~R.
+ A HundredOT Hall
man 8 Hess—M C Hendecssn
H Kimball=Mrs P
mark—8 Hazelton—J Jenness—M

HUNTINGTON, VT.,Q. M.—Held its last session

the

The

Essay.

Limington

afternoon

2

\

ns

3(,

here or in heaven.
Dickens
8 somewhere of his
portraiture of little Nell, that he has had letters from

5, 1871,

Trains leave Dover for Alton Bay,

DJ Appe son—D Alverson - \ Olney—H Brewer—J 8
A Brown—J Brown-D ranch J Berey—
-Berry—MrsM
R Buzzel-A E
M W Burlingahe-B
C H Burnham
A
Bates—N W Bixby -J F Corning—J ‘0 Cunningham
AT
L Christ’ G W Crandall
Cook—wrs Kv Church
M
Qarpenter—J
L
Crandall—J
M
Cook—J
W
Curtis—G

with the Eaton and Newport
DANIEL JONKS) Clerk.

and;

‘Thursday,

————————

at Underhill Center, Dec. 8—10., The churches
were well represented bothby letter and
delegation, Several of the chuwches réported more
was protracted

June

1010 AM cveveee
2.40 P.Mucesl ‘ve sd 4D P.M.

York Co Q. M. will hold its next session with the
church mm Saco, Keb. 7, 8.
P. sMIH, Clerk.

strug@ling

Immediately after its organization, plans

South

Q.

y

create an interest, much less a sympathy,
in the cause of Christ. At this juncture ‘of were made to shake and crumble before the word
oftruth. Our social devotions were of deep
inaffairs was organized the Ohio River Yeariy terest,
and Soletnuiry was felt by all. Appointed |

Meeting,

RAIL ROAD.

ARRANGEMENT.

DOVER & WINNIPISSEOGEE RB. R,
SUMMER ARRANGEMENT June 5, 1871.

of last year are réquested to pay at the next gession.

favor-

QNM.,

voted to Morals, Reform;"Home and Foreign

both of Church matters and the world at large, Literature, Science, Art, Music, Agriculture, Trade, Finance, etc., etc., with contributions from eminesnis
waters,
of all denominations—in all parts of the country.
'

There is a realistic faithfulness and truth about them

Trains leave Dover for Great Falls,
AM. AM. AM. AM. P.M. PM. P.M. P.M. P.M. P.M,
Joes 1010 10.85 .... 9.40. .... 5.45 .... T40 ....

STRAFFORD Q. M will hold its next session ‘at
North iunbridge, commencing Feb. 2, at I o’clock,
P.M.
JOH » MOXLLY, Clerk.

L. Noyes

Wheelock

Golden

licited. * Churches that have not paid the assessment

its Dec, term with the
This gathering was one

of interest and encouragement.

the

Tuesday

Meetings. -

of the believing part of the co mmunity Was
s0 shaken by the internal convulsions in the

2, * Itdependent
is Unsectarian
in Religion, Inin Political Discussion, and de-

is also assisted by 4n able editorial staff.

a charming pair for the adornment of a nursery.

»

PARSONSFIELD

munds; Benediction, by the Pastor.
J. E. DAME, Clerk of Council,

UNION % M.—Held
church at Moes River,

Trean

Trains leave Dover for Portland.
AM, AM. AM. AM, P.M. PM. P.M. P.M. P.M. P.M.
coos 10.10 10.35 Loo. 2.40. .... 5.45 oo. TAO. ....

to the

“Pastor,~Rev. J. Burnham Davis, of Lynn; Welcome to the city,—~Rev. BE. A. Rand,of South
Boston;
Address to the chur:h,—Rev. E. Ed-

Quarterly

00

C.0. ny,

AND MAINE

5.50% 8.00

ties and proper work of an Evangelist?
Rev. L. S. Wells, Essay. The design and im-portance of the gospel mini #ry.
:
As a lesson for the whole Conference,—The
second and third Lecture in Butler’s Theology.
The conference will meet and organize at the
meeting-house at Huntington North Village, Vt.,
at 6 o'clock, P. M., Wednesday, Feb. 21, 1872.
T. A. STEVENS, Clerk.

of the

ter, Ya. ; Sermon,~Rev. J. E. Dame, of Lowell;
Prayer of recognition, and hand of fellow-ship,—

Rev.

5,00
2.0

Trains leave Dover for Lawrehce and Boston,
AM. AM, AM. P.M. P.M. P.M. P.M.

.and object of a benediction? Should we use any
other forms than those found in the Bible?

prejudices

hard 4
their consciences seared through
the influence of skepticism.
Even the faith

extremely

‘Rev. J. Tucker, Esssy.

Freewill Baptist church, in South Boston, Nov.

Men's hearts had become

it was

Pastor

ART

Pierce's

The fact and

miracles.
Rev. T. A. Stevens, Essay.
nature of the being of God

\

installed

a

Rev. L™argent, Essay.

F.
Eunstallation.

Dr.

?

3

The Register for 1872.

it

founders of the Ohio River Yearly Meeting
must have walked by faith and not by sight;

doubtful, if not impossible.

equals

186,52

Treas.

3m2
All have the Patent Stamp.
ing. What are the reasons that J
us in keeping the first day of the week
instead of the
seventh, as the Sabbath?
Rev. J. W. Burgin, Essay. Where or what is
to be the residence of the saints after the resurThis annual which has- become so essential to
rection?
every reader of the Star makes its appearance
Rev. J. F. Buzzell, A sketch of a sermon. J promptly upon the first of October, and is ready
Rev. O. Dyke,
Essay.
What are the duties of 1 to be supplied to any who may” want it at the
a Deacon?
;
i
following rates, viz:
Rev. Z. Elliot, Essay. What dre satisfactory
Single copy 10 cts: one dozen copies,96 cts;
evidences of conversion or regenerstion?
one hundred copies, $7,00. Postage on a single
Rev: D. 8. Frost, Sermon,
Thursday evening.
copy.
2 cts; the same on two copies; on a dozen
The origin and nature of the human soul? Also
copies, 12 cts; on one hundred copies, $1,00,
an exegesis of 1. Tim. 6: 16.
:
which is to be paid by the purchasers.
Orders
Rev.
M. B. Gove, Outline of a sermon.
are solicited, and will be promptly filled.
Rev. R. M. Minard, Essay.
What should be
Address
L. R. BURLINGAME,
the daily life of a minister of the gospel?
Rev.
R . L. D. Preston, A sketch of asermon.
.
- Dover, N. H.
Text, J.
6:37.

of business.

and
repairs have
a convnient and

BOSTON
WINTER

Rev. M. L. Bently, Sermon, Wednesday

almost alone, on a sandy plain, and’ eSpecially
being away from any centér of population or
moved

4.58
Treas.

Special Notices.

HUNTINGTON
Q. M. MINISTERS’
CONFERENCE will hold its next session at Huntington,
Feb. 21—23, 1872. The following are the assignments
made
by the Committee of arrangements :—
Rev. D. H. Adams, Essay.
If the soul enters
a state of happiness or misery immediately after
death, what important design will a general
judgment answer? -

Ebenezer Scales, Nathaniel Harvey and Alexapder Tuttle,~all gone to their heavenly rest,—~
Ephraim Winslow (laid aside), Ezra Tuttle, J.
Burnham Davis and A. L. Gerrish.
" The first meeting-house was built 30 years
ago.
Its
location proved unfortunate, being

business

00
15,33
4,07
4,00

Tract.

‘

sends

been large. The record of ministers raised up
in the place has, .however, been honorable.
Their names are, Elijah Watson,Jesse Burnham,

was

.

Notices
and Appointments, °

N. Hl,

formed

nothing

and

»

including Sunday School Books, can be obtained
at the same prices as at the office of publication,
from our Depository in Cleveland, Ohio, by calling upon or addressing Rev. A. K. Moulton, 783
Woodland Avenue, as above.

whereabouts,

that

;

A good assortment of Freewill Baptist Books,

This notice

friends of his

Bible

Freewill Baptist Books, including Sunday
School Books, may be obtained at Dover prices,
of Rev. L. C. Preston, Hillsdale, Mich.

favora-

home for the final summons to the Better

stages,

:

Rev A H Chase,
Candia, N H, per IP Godfrey,

MUNICIPAL BONDS—TEN 10 TWELVE PER CENT.
INTEREST.—We offer for sale the Bonds of Counties,
Townships, Cities and School Districts at prices that
will yield interest at the rate of ten to twelve per
cent. per annum. Send for a descriptive price list.
Other securities taken in exchange at their highest
marke values.
J
i
.
|
Persons having bonds for -sale are Requested to
communicate with 0s.
W.N. COLER & CO.,
Dealers and Brokers in Municipal Bonds,
13wi6
No. 11, Wall Street, N. Y

Every

that

Llerk.

Beanutifying Agent.

Medical Discovery.

A. M. Torman, Pastor.

Dedication

year 1817, by Stedman and

the

pledge is now'due.

land.”

Thus was formed a new Yearly Meeting,
though small in its ‘beginning, out of the
ruins of the old one, organized about the

J

early

made

May we do it soon?

In other word’s two chromos . hang upon the wall,
bewitching child-heads, in whieh every mother sees
something of her own dear ones, never grown old,
and never lost to her, however time or death may
have dealt with them.
Nothing pleases more at first sight or gives pleas"ure longer than poetical pictures of children. “The
little child”. whom Jesus sets in the midst of every
farily, is a joy that grows not old and fades not.

of

‘Age can not wither, custom can not stale
Its infinite variety.”
.

C. 0. LIBBY,
;

Dover, N. H.

lubrious Bark of the Soap Tree was brought from
the Chilian valleys, to ‘perfect the tragrant SOZODONT, the most delightful article for the teeth that
a brush was ever dipped into.
For coughs, bronchitis and consumption, in its

We would be exceedingly glad to acknowledge
us for this interest.

| on religious themes and the topics of the times,” He

even

brow’s perfect peace.

Mission,

}

|

All Dentifrices had! their drawbacks, until the sa-

church,

pledges

; a

the

o>

J. N. ROBERTSON,

A New

in paying our church

the payment of each and all other

Treas.

SILAS CURTIS,
Foreign

MRS. J. VAN BERGEN, of Rochester, N.Y. purchased her Wheeler’ & Wilson Sewing Machine in
1853. In the first 14 months she made 1305 vests and
pairs of pantaloons, from the coarsest to the finest
material, besides doing her family sewing. She has
not broken a needle for the last seven years.

edge
a New
Year's donation of $85.00 from
friends in Wells, Me,
They especially remem-

by the Ames church to the

to

. FOR THE LADIES.

acknowl-

8. 8., 7.30.

effected, August

y
Concord, N, H,

Next session with Belfust and Swafivilleghurch,

1.00; M. Button, .50; Nelson Kling, .50; P. Button, 1.00; L. Hoke, 3.00; D. A. Jump,2§0; Ames

Ohio River Yearly Mebting.

whereas

hid
resolutions

these

Morning Star for publication,

-debt: J. Merenes, $5.00; Mrs, P. Low, 5.00; H.
and all but three occupied. We could fil) Voorhees, 5.00; J. White, 2.00; L. Winnie,
another by next year.
2.00; George W. Kling, 5.00; Geo, Webster,
N. C. BRACKETT.
5.00; A. Gordon, 5.00; J. Alger, 1.00; C. Button,

Harper's

and

land, disturb the sweet
She is fast asleep.

5,00 | shadows,

10,00
10098
104,

For this reason a happy picture of a child brings
J D Weld, N Providence, R I,
\'0
Greenwich St, Providence, R I, R% J Mariner,
40,00 ‘| an enjoyment more lasting than any other, because
Adam Brown. Esq. Wolfboro,
N H, for support of
it is a subject of which no one ever tires.
>
his possession, purporting to be from the Fir
five boys in Iadia,
:
100,00
5,00
Monroe church; he having obtained it in an un- Adam Brown, for 8 8 library. Vidnapore,
But these pictures, besides their constant charm
Brunswick. Me, per D C Burr,
5,50,
hea!
manner, and contrary
to the usages of 1st
for grown folks, are sueh as children can understand
* 0.” Chesterville,
Me.
1,00
the KF, Baptist denomination, it being signed by | Candia, N H. per IP Godfrey,
26,00
and love. Our little “ Wide Awake” and * Fast
a clerk pro tem; while the standing clerk was
Strafford & Barnstead, N H, per W Rogers,
4,02
Asleep” would give many a pleasant hour of com-

ber those who acted as prompters to the gather‘northern friends has thus far disappointed ing.
8
.
{(
~
us of proved unworthy of confidence.

Weshall this year add eight

Garland,

Rev. W. A. Sargent has become pastor of the | Resolved, 1.
That we asa Q. M. do not fellowship the said Garland as a gospel minister.
F. B. church in Brookfield, Pa., and is preaching
2.
That we deem invalid the
letter now in
to good acceptance.

the expenses of a younger sister at school, |
:

D.

his conduct in reference to the matter has been
such
as to destroy the confidence of Christians
and of the public, therefore,

Denations.
Y
tians, and are engaged as teachers of other
‘The church in ‘Brunswick, Me., will please
free schools of Va. They. are each of. them
making better pay than our lady teachers in accept the thanks of Rev. and Mrs. D. C. Burr
the Normal School, One of them is paying ‘for a recent donation of $65.00.. *

who is also dependent.

Mass,

PROSPECT Q. M.~Held its last session with the JA friend, Mass,
L
First Monroe church, Dec, 22-24, Enjoyed a
CU
You
gE
ng
good season. Business meetings harmonious,
Concord, N. H.
SILAS CURTIS,
and good interest manifest in prayer and preaching meetings. One interesting feature of the
Education Society.
session was the licensingof two brethren, Wurren N, Roberts, of Brooks church, and Alvin Ch In Pawtucket. R I, per I Hyatt, ~
Ayer, of thie Swanville church. As a duty de- Rev I Hyatt, Pawtucket, RI on note, *
boxes, Sabbattus ch, Me, per L, Dexter,
volving on the Q. M., we adopted the followdng Mission
Olneyville, R I.
per J D Hubbard,
preamble and resolutions :—
Ch in Candia, N H, per I P Godfrey,
Whereas, crimes of a serious nature have been

borers are comparatively few at this time.
The Y. M. now numbers 50 churches, 24 or-

Storer Normal Sohool.
have contributed to aid some

active la

the

ministers,

several

moval of

{

|

gellit.

Agents

Wanted

!

_ Intelligent men ‘and women wanted everywher.,
Jf you wish-good territory, send early for eircular

Addres¥®

hambersSt. N: Y.

“DOMESTIQ

.

15t8

and terms. J. I FORD & ( 0. 27 Park Plack, N.Y. ;
11 Bromfield St.; Boston, M: 8s. 3 293 Ww. Madisoy St.
Chicago,

Hl.

:

well-executed

oY

Stéel Engraving of Mr. Beecher

suitable for framing, Therefore £end $685 and get
all we offer.
‘
#9~ SP OIMEN Copies of they CHRI TIAN UNION
any i dress on res
of postagodf
FREE
mailed
be
will
:
;
hE
ceipt0f#ix cents by

J. By FCRD, & CO. Publis ares,
wd"
27 Park Place, N, Y,
i OE

5

Sa

Poet,

« Burnt

‘Where often. in sleép I have lain;

watched,
Till it turned to a tight-clinging bat;

corner two

|’

* Very well.

le bestrided a beam,
(1

Forsyth,

mamma.

And

you

c,

A pile of old bottles dull littered a nook,
With a glare ghastly white from it shed;
And a spider had spun his gray wheel o'er
« hook,

would ; the big girls were

always

'

but

not’ of

earth,
But of fairy-land solemn and deep.

Yes, the garret is crown of the
hues

~

the

cloud

as

it

drifts,
And

the moon-tints like pearls in it lie.

Beranger there lived with

his faithful Lisette,

‘Where with her shawl she blinded the pane;
There Johnson and Rasselas paid off his debt,
And Goldsmith won bread with his brain.
Tt is nearer to heaven than after life knows;
A realm lifted over the din;
And the hopes that illumine its dusky.domain
Are free from the clouding of sin;

For

youth’s

hopes are pure, they

are born

in

the heart,

« Miss Fidelia Waite.

land her sister had

a small place,

4

That its ‘blossoming may praise Thee

3

4
ie

pa
p

the

rather

severe

se-

prevailing.

scolding,

and

most

absurd

of

of criminals—

which, she scarcely kmew.
Then, having
got up, Mrs, Forsyth took the weeping lit-

To be, taught of Thee.

Father, order all my footsteps;
So direct my daily way,

agement, while Lib had a very

That, in following me, the children

May not go astray,

Let, Thy holy counsel lead me,

She

feeling so misetable,

Children.

nee | Fhuned het,

Ci Family Circle,
‘“ Come here, Bell, I want to

tell

you

‘Now

always standing round listening to what we
Nobody

I guess we

can have them of our own as well as you,”
spitefully replied little Kittie Hallam.
« Well, little pitchers, we all know your
ears

out

Forsyth

and

of this

Miss

you won't tell.”
‘
Kittie went Seley

word

and

through

honor,

the

per-

“1

from

into

Granny. Bender!

said

there

were

faded

and

didn't tattle.

T only

told

Alice

Bridal

her

I, “it isn't

Brummell’

to

one

ose

732.

Sold by

She is going “out

new friends and

acquaintances.

Should not the old ones show their tender
regards. and give their keepsakes with their
blessing? Should they not crown her queen
of the festive hour, and bring offerings that
will abide, when the orange - blossoms have
faded? . Those gifts will be prized from.
their

associations,

rathér

than

from their

intrinsic value.
So they be fitting and
worthy of*the giver, they wilpbe cherished,
—not as trophies, but as the tokens of af-

fection, carrying along the precious memories of girlhood into the cares and trials
of her new life. - A little sentiment still, if
you please, O close-fisted eritics, on wedding occasions! Let a bride differ a little
from a heifer that is sold for the shambles !

their

- The other day, a boy asked meif I would
play horse, and let him*drive me,
“Oh,” said I, ** I am too old and clumsy

for a horse.’ -

‘‘ But,” said the boy, *‘ I don’t drive old
horses so hard.”
“ Good !" said I. .
.
I liked that. That is the true principle.
I wish every boy and every man in the nation had to obey it. I suppose a young
horse likes to go. If I were a young horse,
I should wa

ee how fast I could

and I wis dh
stretch
¢ legs.

snap my heels and
If my driver said, ‘‘ Now,

run;

- What Jesus Will Say.

wt

of Dr, Hodge's Theology

done wrong, she knew.

Why,

evils, in divers

ways,

than

its ostentatious

originator ever dreamed of; indeed, ostentation is the least of these
Could that
wide-spread table, groaning under its costly-burden, speak and tell the private history of its precious things, the admiring

she

leisurely

day in

ear-

Edith was silent for a. moment, and then

has given us.

We

have attended many

| —*¢ And the king shall answer and say unto
you, inasmuch as ye ‘have done it unto

one

where the gifts were
the

"Ah ! little readers, never ask what this or
that one will'say, when you are doing what
is right; “but what Jesus, your Kitg, will
say

at "the glorious

resurrection

morning

that will soon dawngipon us.—Child's World.
re

Op
Al

etl

i

or. of intentional

’e

of treating

them,

Sr

great

Everybody knows that Dr. Hodge is the
champion

of what

is known

as

If he be. complatn-

unfairness.

He

has ther-

oughly studied his subject, squarely grappled
with the reilt points, coupled, candor with inci.
siveness,and put his thoughts into such plain and
vigorous English that nobody need mistake his

all those vital fuestions which gather about these

topics.

the Old

School theology. He urges it here with learning meaning, and nobody will be diverted
from his
and logic, frankness and force, persistence and thought by the mere drapery which it wears. kt
pluck, sincerity and skill. We regard many of" 1s a genuine, solid book, with a vital purpose behis views extreme, unscriptural, illogical, and at
hind it, and meant for immediate service in the
war with the deepest intuitions of the mind and living world where men and women deal with
the highest teachings of the gospel. But we con the highest thoughts and things that relate to
fess to the great value of this work. To read it is their welfare.
.
to find a powerful

mental tonic.

contact with one of the most

It is to come in

marked minds and

thorough theologians of the century,

PHYSIOLOGY

pp.

clan, of his
ing, of the

»

eminence as a physi-

large, varied and, accurate learn‘kcientific cast of his mind
and

™

thought and style, and of the calmly vigorous
way in which he manages his discussions, in our
notice of his Institutes of Medicine, * He has
brought

alk those

qualities to

the great fundameéntal
this new and” massive

i ;

1 §

the human

questions

dealt

with in

volume. ' It is a masterly

soul, and its independence of and su-

periority to mere material organisms. The style
lacks point, pith and vivacity, and so the work
will not be widely read by the masses of the peo-

ple.

i

But for thinking minds, that are fondf sci- *

freely dedicated to the department of history.
The ancient and the modern nations are alike the
subjects of this new and higher method of study

suring them that it will#epay a parefil- reading
in spite of its*size and jts

occasional approach

to

field is + literary heaviness,

Ability

and

The same

publishers

issue a

volume entitled,

literary Skill. This new History of Greece will
ROUND THE WORLD, by a Boy. The boy proves
not. fail to stand the sgvere test. Dr. Curtius. | to be the son of Samuel Smiles, author of * Selfhas neither overestimated his own powers, nor
missed his proper sphere and functions, nor chosen a needless or unimportant task. He fully

understands his subject; he is alike

| Help,” &e., who edits the book with a father’s ap
preciation of what a young man of sixteen may
de inthe way of obserfing and making a pleasant and interesting record of observations, expe-

painstaking

in searching out and collecting material and
skillful in arranging it; he evolves his theories
Jrom the facts rather than uses alleged facts to
bolster up a preformed theory; and he has done
not a little to make the wondrous life of the Grecian states and people stand out with new distinctness, and illustrate the principles which en-

riences and reflections. It is a very readable
book, and supplies a good deal ‘of just such nformation respecting the lands that were visited
and the people that were met as young readers
especially will be glad to obtain. It is a well
printed and amply tustrated 12mo. volume of
nearly 300 pages.

MEN

AND

WILD

BEASTS; or, Scenes in

camp and jungle.
By Lt. Col. Gordon Cumming. New York: Charles Scribner & Co.
meeting with marked and deseryed favor both in
1872. 12mo. pp. 372. Sold by E. J. Lane & Co.
Europe and America. These volumes,—after setFrom the
ting forth what is especially significant and in- { THE WONDERS OF VEGETATION.
|.
French of Fulgence Marian.
Edited, with nuteresting in the physical characteristic

s of the’ |
country and the people, dealing with the pre- {|
historic periods, the earliest civil life, the migrations and settlements,—take up the regularthread

merous additions, by Schele de Vere, P. D.,
LL.

D.

With

61

Illustrations.

Same

Pub-

lishers, &e. 1872. 12mo. pp. 283.
The first of these volumesis the second inof the narrative and follow it to the beginning of
stallment of the Library of Travel and Adventurp, of which we have lately spoken in high
the Peloponnesian War. The succeeding volumes
This narrative of Col. Cummingis one
will carry on the story, and the completion of | terms.
the history is looked Jor ut no distant day. | of the most interesting of its class, and has won
Mr. Taylor has done well
It is a work of great interest and value just as it | for itself high favor.
is, though the translator does not bring to his {in giving it a place thus early in the series of
task a rhetorical skill equal-to-his intellectual and ! books which he edits. The style in whieh the
{ Publishers send out this new Library is excel
moral fidelity.
lent and attractive, as the plan itself is admira| ble.

seeming

and surface

The addition made to the

Library of Wonders

by the issue of this translation of Marian’s work,
enriched as itis by the service of the sccomplished editor, is a real one. The facts and illustrations drawn trom the vegetable kingdom are
most admirably selected, arranged and present.
ed.
Instruction and entertainment are combina
ed as only knowledge and genius can bring them

together.

Both

these” Libraries

are sure

wholesome and abiding popularity.
5
i

of «

>
I

TL

e

Pur HOOSIER SCHOOLMASTER.
A Novel.
By
Edward Eggleston,
New York: Orange J udd

& Co. 12mo. pp. 226,
Mr. Eggleston has proved, long beforé now,
that his pen is impelled by a vital und magnetic
brain and guided by a skillfil and artistic hand.
He has alwiys something to say, and is sure of a
hearing,
But he has given us nothing else so

fresh, vivacious, keen and captivating as the
Hoosier Schoolmaster. He conceives instead of
copying, and in his unique execution he is a law
unto himself,
His character painting,~in spite
of frequent exaggeration,~is very admirable;

his humor is sometimes

discrepancies are

resolvable into a deep and majestic harmony.
The work is marked by the German thorough-

broad and obvious

and

then. stbtile and lurking, but always genuine,
wholesome and, irresistible; his ridicule of social and religious cant is merciless and extreme ;
and though the type of piety which he especially

ness .and philosophic habit of thought, and the
style has ngt
the highest and best simplicity; but
exalts in Bud Means smacks very strongly of the
we know of no other work-that makes anything
like so close’ an approach as this to a satisfactory j border and the prize-ring in its audacious speech
and its rough heroism, yet its straightforward
and systematic
presentation of the theology
and practical -earnestness lifts its’ very irreverwhich appears in fragments in the
Yew ‘Pesta

ment,

The author is one of Dr,

ence’into the sublime,

Lange’s prom-

Scriptures-i in the work before us.

Few

——~

readers will failto,

follow Ralpl’s fortunes with a real personal interest, or forget Jack Means, or cease to be

haunted by Mirandy, or refuse a reverent sympathy to Hannah, or think of Dr. Small without
flinging a fresh

malediction

at cold-blooded and

.| successful ‘hypoerisy, or—but

°

" Prof. Moffat’s book is timely, and it proves
that hé has not mistaken his functions. There

specify.

There

is a whole

here, each of which

it

ix useless

to

gallery. of portraits

will make its impression, .

was never before a time when there was 80 muc | | get itself recognized and haunt the reader long
after the book has been reluctantly closed.
It is
genuine interest felt in the study of the great r
a taking story, and it really makes a strong plea
ligious systems of the world as now; never so
ample fucildiics for interpreting them aright; for whatis true, manly and Christisgn:” Hearth
and Home will deserve and win a wide welcome
never such employment. of them to justify skepwhile Mr. Eggleston puts into it such qualities
ticism never such wild and opposing inferences
as are held in solution by this story.
drawn from them; und never such need of learn-

This volume is a real contribution to the results
thut need to be gained, It presents the ancient
religions, not only in their contents, but in

DAY UNTO DAY.
Boston: Am. Unitarian
ciation, 1872, 82mo, pp. 878. -

their

Among all the little manuals meafit

real relations to a pure monotheism and the
wants of the human soul, The author finds evi-

service of the heart, and

"y

Hindustan, Persia, China, &c., are the result of a
lapse from u purer faith which he calls Primitive

Christian Scriptures. The work is fuirly entered
upon, and we suppose itis to be followed up in

other than Orthodox cireles,~hut,
choice and precious and quickening

of men.
The work deserves and will not ful to
wt attention.
»
lo

AND THE Ry

|

the mind
_ |<heart.

oh

Lectures

for the

material

anybody,~albeit many of the selections are from

Fmark in history or still hold sway over the minds

HALF TRUTHS

which supply

J0=

for da#ly-meditation throughout the year, in the
form of a fitting verse. or'more of Beripture,a
stanza or more of real poetry, and a golden
thought from some wise and deep-hearted Chris~
tian author, we have seen nothing of its size
that hus more to be ‘commended and less to call
out hostile criticism than this beautiful snd handy
little book. ‘We find no theology that need scare -

dence that the great religious systems of Egypt,

iu another volume whieh shall deal with the
more recent schemes of fuith which have made a

; none of his steps shall
now 0, , ab God is in his heart

|

entific study, that love logic and énjoy a demon-stration, it will serve high and important purposes.
To such espec tally we commend it, as-

periness of our hearts that causes so many
slips in our lives. Conscience can not be
urged or awed with forgotten truth; but

* The law of his

v

the discussion
of -

protest agaist materialism, and a calm but powerful argument in favor of the spiritual nature of

The finest and best trained minds, and the rich:
est and best styles of literary expression are

proof of judicial

INSTINCT, as

.

We spoke of Dr. Paine’s

rich products in the form of historical literature.

now the’ strongest

AND

Yori: Huper & Brothers, 1872. Royal octavo.

“pp. 509, 675. Soid by E. J, Lane & Co. . This century is almost se to he noted for its

portraiture, so that success in this

THE SOUL

the flood,
y Martyn
Paine, A. M., 'M, D.,
LL. D IR
in the Medical De artment
of the ‘University of New York, &c., &e. New

page.
The strongest meat is constantly offered,
and the mind is never allowed to find mere pas-

and

OF

distinguished from Maertalisth.
With supplementary demonstrationsof the divine communication of the Darraives of the eloutioh and

His discus-

sions. are wonderful their for vigor and compiehensiveness. His reading has been wide and thorough, and the choice fruits of it appear on every

er
en

2

method

absolute religion of Parker,

Theism, and so.he mukes them testify, strongly
and variously, for the “religion taught in the

all; and have had an intimate
personal og- | slide)” Or, if they do, the word will requaintance with many of the c es that cover the straying heart again. ‘‘ Peter resions _ | membered the word of Jesus, and he went
will ou call yours":
It can not be too deeply impressed ‘avon brought their offerings | iy Lhthes
out and wept bitterly.” We never lose our
to learn of $he
“ Il think of it as 1 go slong» And the mind that application is the price to be We have yet
hearts till they have first lost the efficacious
they stated to where the big girls were paid for mental acquisitions, and that it is gave béyond his. mean
‘and powerful impressions of the Word,
as absurd to expect them without it as to seriously inconvenienl
bad
blood
was
stirred]
hope
for
a
harvest
where
we
®
have
not
sown
“i Giese wo have secrets, too, Miss
Our reputation depends on our company.’
~ Hove of friends and’
i | the peed.
. Lib Marvin,” said Kittle, Finny.
Vi
ra

the

ed of at times for lacking breadth of view ands
thorough appreciation of what he criticizes, no
body will accuse him of weakness, of obscurity,

“ Thy Word have I hid in my. heart that
might not sin against Thee.” It is the slip

very nunierous and heart and life upright.

We

and

dealing

infidelity,

of the+least of these, my brethren, ye have | ing the precise
lessons which they have to teach.
done it {into me.”

weddings among the rich and the poor, keep it in the heart and it will keep both

costly, and where

origin

lecture,

of popular

ed by AnthropoJogy and Soteriology, he deals
with the nature and original state of man, with
sin, its nature and consequences;
with the question ‘of free agency, with the plan of salvation,
with Christ’s offices and ‘atonement, and with

raising her soft blue eyes to those of her inent assistants in preparing his great Bibelcompanion, she replied, * Ella, when mam- werk; his name on the title-page of any volume
Js u guarantee of setiolarship and eminent abilima told me to invite Maggie, I asked her ty, and he has done full justice to his powers as
the same question. She told me that it a devout and critical student of thé Christian

made no difference what the girls said, who

introductory

‘Carlyle, the literary subtilty of Emerson, and the

in which

crowd - around it would soon be hushéd by thought Maggie quite beneath them because
she was poor, and her school-bills were paid
its humiliating confessions. It mi ht even
by my papa ; and she asked me if I would
tell of sleepless nights; of dayd' passed in
like to hear what Jesus would say. -So she
contriving how to bring a fit offering there ;
took her Bible and read to me these words:
of screwing and pinching; of cheating

one punished. But this she learned, that
* telling secrets” is just the very ‘worst Play
any child canmhaver—ipihodist, ,

another, and then they laughed. That's
the way Wi sis do, or they wont know
we've had any.”
“ Well, I'll call mine burnt letters; what |

walking

an

various phases

-controversialists for many centuries.
Taking up
the departments of the subject which are cover-

with a common faith, and points out the method

ly autumn, when one thus addressed the
1other:—*¢
Edith Willis, what will the girls
itself. Hear one, a woman, on this topic.
say
when
they
hear you have invited Mag“The modern fashion of displaying ‘at
weddings the bridal gifts, has caused more gie Kelley to your party ?”

“ Yes, you did,-and you've caused me a

She had

Two young girls were

home from school, one pleasant

After

is even more significant than the first, Tn that
he dealt with theology proper; in this he reaches and deals with ‘those - great questions whic hive’ criticism of Strauss
abd Baur, till it comes
have constituted the battle-ground of Christian out in the ‘genius of Goethe, the iconoclasm
of -

ter vitally into the life of all political communities. The work is almost sure to take its place | WILD

Horses.

by all
the sndioncon in
have been delivered, ‘and

the author devotes himself chiefly ,to Pantheism,
tracing it from its development in the philosophy
of Spinoza, down through the German transcendentalism of Kant ahd Hegel, and the destruct.

They love accumulation, nd give with as time. [It is a great and valuable work which he
much reluctance to the poor as they do to is sending out, the chief result of alpng and labrides. They have the same opinion of borious life of study, reflection, debate and prac
soup houses that they have of weddings; tical instruction in the very highest field of
they are conspiracies to rob thenifof thelk thought. No theologian will consent to leave it
hard-earned money.
We do not expect unréad, and a large number of clergymen will
féel that it must sumehow be got into their libgganything bpt croaking and criticism, from ries.
such people. Their professed regard for
the evils wrought by this custom is a con- THE HISTORY OF GREECE. By profusson Dr.
venjent cloak for their own meanness, and.
Ernst Curtius. Translated by *Adolphus WilHam Ward, M. A.. Professor of
ory in
should be estimated accordingly. Giving
Owens College, Manchester. Vols. I and 11.
to the bride! When can there be a fitter |, New York: Charles Scribner & Co. 1872. 12mo.

fashion to decry the usage as a bad thing in

and Bell do. .1 heard them calling one to blame, even though she was the only
and ‘ Beau

The men and wom-

en who make the strongest objections to
the custom, are those who have abundant

Gifts.

must have been dreadful to get so many
when: punishments ;- but where was the wrong?
Miss Kurtz said it, mamma told it, and she
a
told
it, and Lib told on her, out of pure
«¢ That's an awful secrct, Kittie; because
spite.
Then Mrs. Forsyth came to her,
A, mamma Whispered low when she told" it.
then Miss Kurtz knew it, and back it came some creditor of his due, or poverty out of
Now, you tell me.”
Kittie turned her head to one side, to try to mamma Again, and Kittié the only suf- the contents of the household poor-box, and
ferer. =)
what is worse, the soul of that blessing
and think of something awful, too.
“Well, I heard my mamma ‘tell Mrs.
w Well, it was ; true,” she thought. “i which the God of the poor kad ready ‘for
. Morton that Miss Fidelia Waite told her didn't tell any lie; and all the Jother: girls the cheerful giver,” now turned into a purloiner of God's money! Or, of selfish amthat Miss Kurtz said that my mamma Was have secrets.”
iF di
a vulgar woman, and you may ' imagme
I really think there never was so wretch- bition to excel in giving, and be foremost
mamma was angry to be called a vulgar ed a little girl in all the werld as Kittie in the praises of spectators; of pride, envy,
Jealousy, petty strife, extravagance, penuwoman.”
WE
was.” Her m@mma took her out of “school ;
“ Oh! oh! I should think so.”
‘she had nobody to play with; so, day in riousness:in secret, for hard-earned public
“ But you must cross your heart, too, and day out, she thought about her troubles, commendation.”
Alice,” said Kittie, suddenly thinking what and tried to smooth them fut.in her mind ;
All this is very eloquent, but not very
she had forgotten.
.
Just.
The custom is no. doubt liable" to
but to this day—and
Kittie is a grown
“ Now, we'll have to name our secrets, as woman-—she can’t think she was’ the only
abuse, #8 is every good thing that lied.
‘ Targev

membering
the bride.

objection to re-

AS

I'll keep my letters, and read them
I'm an old woman, like grandma.”

Lib

cases, is the only

“Second

octavo, pp.

tion,

with the

at once among first class historical literature,and is |

The expression

Rl

a

good deal of «trouble, and I shall punish
you, so you will never do it again.”
“ Well, I heard mamma tell Mrs, HopThen Kittie was led to a little room and
kins that Uncle Joe was going. to marry
given
a switching. Then
her mamma
Miss Kate Clark, but he got mad at her. ,
knelt
down,
and
she
prayed
with
her.
and sent to her for his letters, and she said
Poor Ritfes mind was all in a whirl.
she'd burnt them.”
me!” said Kittie, ‘1 wonder
When I get to be a young lady,

in most

About

tears of thankfulness upon her
withered face.

These

are only the apology for * stinginess, which,

to make

her knees, and was

a piéce of bread

“Seribuer & Co, 873

commended
he arigg they

theit* appearance in this permanent and attractive form will be hailed with high satisfac~

SYSTEMATIC THEOLOGY." “By Chale.
Hodes.
« D., Professor in the Theological
Seminary,
_ Princeton, N. J. Vol. 11. New York: Charles

how she had
may be, they

secret, and all the girls tell them.”

formance.
¢* There, now.”

“ Dear
what for!

the communication we have quoted.

occasion for giving?

first, Kittie, you must cross your heart, and ing is so disagreeable as a tattliag child.” ., Shall we bestow them? They are quite
the fashion; ard it is almost as much the:
sacred

against the usage, are not those named in

from the home of her youth to a new home,

dim light of the feeble fire, I could see that

quarter. Come, Bell.”
“ You are a hateful girl, Lib Marvin. I
guess we can tell secrets as well as you.
Come on, Alice,I have a splendid one.”
And away they :went into a corner behing
the door.
LY
“ Now, you tell me one, and I'll tell pistory.
you one,” said Kittie, confidingly.
“ You are a very bad child to repeat any* Let me think a minute—oh! yes. But thing you hear grown people say. Nothpromise, on your

in the criticism made upon this
The real points in the indictment

highly
whose

of that face did not in the least change,
your best,” I would take a long THE THEOLOGY OF THE NEw TESTAMENT.
A {
though there was a deep rebuke in the
Handbook for Bible Students.
By the Rev. J. |
1,
and
then
show
him
what
1
could
do;
tones of her voice, as well as in the wordg|
"J. Van Qosterzee, D. D., Professor of theolo- |
would find her all covered up with leaves,
and I would make the road spin.
gy in, the University of "Utrecht,
Translated | |
she uttered, as she said—
from. the Dutch, by MauriceJ, Evans, B. A.
jike the Babes in the W&bd, and be so glad.
1-have
seen
a
colt
swoop
over.
a
five-rail
“The Lord sent’ it, if the devil brought
New York: Dodd & Mead. 1872. 12mo. pp. |
Then, , When they brought her back, every- it! "n
fence, just like a bird. That is the way 1
|
446.
Sold by D. Lothrop & Co.
$1.75.
|
botly Wweuld be so good to. her.
You may be sure that I vanished instant- should hke to do it. But an old horse does A COMPARATIVE HISTORY OF RELIGIONS ¢{ By
One day, on going home from school, her
JamesC. Moffatt, D. D., Professor in the The- |
not
feel
so
spry;
and
I
know
how.
an
old
er, while Tom clappgNslpis hands, and shoutological Seminary a Princeton.
Part I. An- |
mother met her at the door with a very sohorse feels, He feels young inside—just as
cient Seriplures, Same Publishers, &ec. 12mo. |
ed,
ber face. Kittie kney i in 2 moment some250. BLT
|
‘Good! good! too good! oh dear! but young as ever; but his’ legs are stiff, andy pp.
These ‘two volumes are important: contribu. |
thing was the matter, and rather guessed
don’t
go
as
easily
as
they
used
to,
and
somethe old lady was too much for you that
tions to our higher religious literature. The first |
what it was.
;
time! “with sundr y other expressions of times they ache. I have seen an old horse occupies ground where it has really no rival. |
* « Kittie,” she began, ‘‘ you've been a like tenor.
that forgot he was old, and he began to The author seeks to bring out in definite and sys- |
very naughty child. You overheard me
jump
and frisk like a colt; and Svorsioly tematic form the real Christian faith of the Ist
I tried to laugh with him as I went home,
speaking of Miss Kurtz, and have told it
century us indicated in the New Testumerf MH
laughed
at him.
and did laugh, perhaps, as loud as he did,
in school.”
Bat if T were a horse, I would never run deals thoroughly with the question of t alos
but somehow or other, the laugh didn’t
¢ Yes'm,” and Kittie drooped her head.
on a race-course. That is one thing/ they cal differences between the synoptical gospels
appear to do me any good.
and that of John, and examines the alleged dis« What did you do it for?”
After that I left Granny Bender alone,— would have to understand. I don't believe crepancies between the teaching of Paul and
in gambling, or betting for money, anyhow. that of Peter. - He notes the progress of doctrine
©“ It was my seeret,” she faitered.
Phila. Saturday Coui'ier.
— Little Corporal.
“ Now; tell me the whole story.”
which Bernard has 80 happily exhibited, shows
how strong individual qualities are consistent
And with many tears she gave the whole

{ how good she had been, and
Then,
a Jounal her lessons!

* big girls say.”

\

possible that you believe that bread came
from heaven! Why, you old sinner-you,
threw it down the chimney.’
By this time the old woman's countenance
was turned fully toward me, aud by the

girls

gave her a smile. She really thought of
killing herself—then how badly they would
all feel! Or she would run away—then
"they would bunt her and remember only

secret,” said
a tall girl _of fifteen to her
friend during the noon-hour at school.
* ¢ Go away, you little plagues,” turning to
two little girls standing near; * you're

Marvin,

Mrs.

risen

putting

We approve of soup houses,

means, and do not love to give to anything.

mouth.

Kurtz scarcely ever spoke to her, and never

——

Telling Secrets.

and

She fancied the

had

about.

5 “wanted to play with a child so disgraced. She went on from day to day

Word or deed of mine.
— Hymns for Mothers and

missions, and shall keep giving, and

pocrisy

the room,

ndered off alone, with a feeling that no-

That they may not stumble over

datives?

and

| custom,

“ Halloo, Granny! and I threw open the
window, afd pushed my laughing face into

triumphant

puts a big roll

the

mistake ; no, never in the world,’ said I.

air. Kittie hated them all. What had she
done that was so wicked that every girl in
Ze school hadn't done? Ai recess she

Shall

tighten our purse strings because Bul-

where personal friends need them. There
is a good deal of twaddle and more hy-

“¢It won't do to let her labor under this

tle girl back into the large school-room.
The ginis all looked very grave at Kittie,
Even little Alice hadn't a word of encour-

Tt is good and pleasant service

Let Thy light before me shine,

SRE

to

”

£

i

4

A

i

RR

er

Sr

ae

‘Wheresoe’er they go.

take your

a

little girls or the greatest

Give to me a cheerful spirit, ~
That my little flock may see

failing, so just

commented

| felt that she was either the

Guide my hand good sced to sow,

Lib

come

then knelt and prayed with her ‘until Kittie

In their young hearts, soft and tender,

thing,

had

Bo she gave Kittie

wants to hear your old secrets.

lately

verely on the want of etiquette

For sweet childhoods sake.

“ No such

but

| town and naturally felt sensitive regarding
| everything said, and never having lived in

—eB —

own age, and

bled my two loaves down.
When I reached the window again, in order to see what effect this mode of supply
would have upon Granny Bender, I found
the good old creature on her knees, piously
thanking God for having unswered her
prayers,
¢ That's cool,’ said I te Tom, * now isn't
it?
* I rather think it is, offs Tom.
¢ And is the old woman
Yeally such a fool
as to think that the Lord answered her
prayer, and sent her well-baked loaves of
bread down the chimney?
‘ No doubt of it.’

to have a secret like the "big girls,” crying
hacder than ever.
Mrs. Forsyth was a stern woman.
She

Up to me sweet childhood looketh,
Heart and mind and soul awake;

Teach me of Thy ways, O Father!

T only told Alice,

in print, and to

leave Bullion and other ostentatious people
to square their own accounts with their
Maker, We approve the custom of bridal
gifts, and shall continue to make them,

- And turning from the window, clambeting up noiselessly to the top of her chim:
ney—a feat of no great difficulfy—I tum-

artz—said—

~~ Literary Beier,

schools, | E. J. Lane &

of greenbacks on to the plate, to astonish’

always ready for sport.
We had not fully decided upon what we
would do when we came up to the cottage,
and paused to settle our mode of annoy-

that—she—was—a—vulgar—woman.”

For hope when it perishes turns to a spear,

A Mother’s Morning Prayer.

my

have to be accommodated.’

could scarcely speak.
*¢ She heard —tha@Miss—K
‘ Who told her go ?”

—Alfred B. Street.

chimney, and

Now, Kittie was heedless, bat perfectly
truthful, and had no idea of attempting” to
deny or evade.
ance. The only light within was the dim
| flickering of a few small sticks burning
“ It's true,” she finally sobbed.
on the hearth. As we stood, near the win‘ What's true p”
a
y
dow, listening to what was going on inside,
*¢ She did hear it.”
we found that Granny was praying, and a
‘* Who heard it #”
little to our surprise, asked for food,
‘ My mamma.”
“As she expects to'get food from heaven,’
' ¢¢ What did she hear?”
4
said
I,. irrev erently, ‘I suppose she will
Kittie was now crying so convulsively she

And know not life’s soul-staining blight,
Which we grasp with revengeful delight.

about

dollars for these

lion, sitting in the next slip,

¢ Agreed,’ was Tom's answer, for he was

Kittie grew pale, and burst into tears.
it lifts

fellow,

Pharisee gives a thousand

we

had to go by old Granny Bender's cottage.

|“ Don't fry to get out of it; speak!"

dwelling,

from

amerry

ragged

help his chances at the next election?

One night, soon after dark, it happened
that I was returning home in company with

< Never mind your name ; tell me.”

the

Its brow to the breeze of the sky!
It is brindled with

are

But

shall we abolish mi<¢ions,

objects, to see his name

I had been in the town, and was bringing
Mrs. | home a couple of * baker's loaves,’ of which
Kittie, some of our folks were fond, as city people
to the are of getting now and then a good taste of
fright- country ‘ home made.’
‘ Tom,’ said I, as the old woman's cottage
you've came in sight of a turn of the rqad, *suppose we have a little fun with Granny
Bender?’

|

as little danger]

and soup houses, because some ostentatiotist™* 1

such like doings, thdt we thought rare sport,
but for which we deserved a little wholesome chastisement, if there had been any
one authorized to administer it.

teasing

a | and fooling them)

But after schobl had commenced,
‘Whose pages with grime were o’erspread.
| Forsyth walked very gravely up to
How oft have [ lain with the rain on thy roof
took her by the hand, and led her
Smiting loud like the tréad of a host;
recitation-room. Poor Kittie was so
Or the rumble i,
of waves as they roll
toned she didn’t know whatto do.
Oh the low soun
line of a coast,
‘ Now, Catherine, tell me what
Oh, the dreams that the tread of that rain called)
been
saying about my sister?”
to birth,
Asl lay in the twilight asleep!
pl
“ My name isn’t Catherine.”
It was music. that charmed me,

the top of her low mud-built

‘“ Go tell her, if you want to—it's true,”
retofted Kittie, never dreaming that she

And the bridle-bit sent out a gleam.

Tam

her almost to death by putting a board over

you

and Alice

passed.

I joined some wild young chaps in playing
off tricks upon her, such as making unusual
noises about the house at night, smoking

I'm going straightto Mrs,

and tell her

There is probably

2d, 1872.

this kind of peril ‘ay _yery low'rates.

; ashamed to say,that on one or two oocasions

I know

secret

bride.

Sent I.

mpst of her lonely time was

:

of! having awful secrets about Miss Kurtz.”

in ‘loopings

yi

my

Lord

ceedingly limited,
Between nursing for
rheumatism, and spinning and knitting,

too.”

it's more important than any
| have,” said inconsiderate Kittie.

1

dangled

awful

;

* Yes, and

: A fiddie-bow stood by a rusty-keyed flute ;

y

and ‘it's an

“ About Miss Kurtz, is it om

stars blazing

out,
The twin geminy eyes of a cat,

down

one,

The

ARY
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| of giving from wrong motives on these ocCr ——
casions as there isin bestowing our religThere resided in my neighborhood a poor ious charities in church. If we were in the
widow, whose means of support were ex-. insurarice business we would take risks on.

Now, Miss Kurtz was the dignified assistI ant principal, and sister of the°, Pripcipal,
Mrs. Forsyth.

In the waspy dark roof a large kn8f have

And its] stirrups

got

crouched ¢ squat || one, and its
about Miss Kurtz,

' like a toad,”
And stared on the barn in the lane.

A

.

tried

“ Don’t tell fibs, little girls; it's wicked,”
said the provoking Lib.
‘* Haven't I one, Alice ? ‘A sure enough

——

‘Where 8 small dormer window

Ive

one.”

In the days that are gone, an old garret I knew |

And Ive seen in the

And ‘they

to laugh very heartily.

Garretet.

ro

Alice.”

* Burnt letters; Kittie.”
“ And

The Old

letters,
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the origin und developments of prevailing forms
of unbelief, considered in relation to the nature aad claims of the Christian system. 'B y |
Rev. J. M. Manning, D. D., Lec.urer at Ando-

~ ver Theologeial Seminary, &c, Boston: lee
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and sacred
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Expliihing ‘Marey’s

New Magic Lantern and Light, including Magi¢ Lantern Optics. Bxnerimonts, Photographing
and coloring slides, &ec,
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Russia from the Norman tribe who furnished

the

three

sovereigns, Ultimately

Solar Eruptions.

Following

him

came the

were

Feudal

Lords.

Then

Grand Prinoes’or*Kiev, Novgorod,

Viandemer, Moscow, &c.,

who

ruled

inde-

We find in alate London journal a no-, | pendently of each other. - .
:
tice of certain observations on the sun,
Finally, in 1505, Basel Ivanovitch ebtain-

which seem
to throw unexpected light on
the origin of meteors,’ Whether the infer-

ed the power and assumed

the title of Sam-

oclerzhetz,or Autocrat

Forty years

later

ence is safe or not, the observed facts areof his son, Ivan the Terrible, succeeded him
and took the title of Czar, or Autocrat of
great interest in themselves, and may well all the Russias. Passing over the = adminisexcite

** our

very

special

wonder.”

The

original report of these observations did not

tration of Peter ‘the Great, ‘the Empress
Catherine, and other intervening rulers, we

happen to come under our notice, which
must account for our borrowing from Lon-

the wisest and best

in the

stems was

looking cloud, not very dense or

ant,

miles

1,350

miles—mere’

ip

lengbh,

‘with

a

pL
id

in

see one

Concluding

a

which

peace with

necessitated

pionage

; established

competitive

examina-

tions for obvit service ; annulled the impediments which
prevented Russians from visiting other lands ; gFinted a general amnesty
for political offenders; recalled the exiles

use

breadth

(scarcely, worth mentioning) of from 900 to
shreds,

Looking from the

he could not

his enemies, the Allies,

“the expression; was filled with flying debris
—a mass of detached fragments.”
These
fragments were,
fagt, sé insignificant
as to measure
My
from
4,500
to
13,500

armies were held at bay.

sunk, his

the loss of a small piece of land in Bessarabia, he reorganized the army ; freed ’the people for four years from military recruitment ;
relaxed the press censorship ; prohibited es-

quiet cloud I

had left"he says, ** the aif, if I may

Allies were upon his soil, his

ts ‘were closed, his ships were

determination.

what was his surprise to find that *¢ the
whole thing had been literally blownto
* In place of the

prosperous

he went to work with a remarkable will and

quiet

nor in any way
remarkable except for its
size,” At half-past twelve this rather remarkably. large cloud was seemingly
as
quiescent as at first, though one of the
. stems had bécome much brighter antl was
singularly bent,
But
when Professor
Young returned, in less than half an hour,
shreds.”

so

friend on whom, in his. trouble; he could call

The cloud-bed was about 100,000 miles
long
(some 13 times the earth's diameter ),
,000 miles deep, ** a long, low,

re-

for help. . The isolation was complete.”
Instead, however, of being discouraged,

estimated by Young at about 15,000 miles,
al

. Thé

| 8 wrec

Neva to the Thames

main, of glowing

The hight of the

youth he displayed

and himselfso famous.
hen he received
the scepter from his dying father Nicholas,
(1860, ) + his
mplre. says Dixon, ¢ was

a few stems of the red prominence-matter.
formed,

When a mere

have since made his country

yer toa banyan grove—a. long lsyer of
cloud-like masses, seemingly supported by
Iwas

sovereign Russia ever

markable self-cont
rbearance, firmness,
and other noble traits of character, which

Professor Young was studying on September 7th last a lage coors 1 prominence,
or rather a bed of solar
clouds.
It was an
object of the kind compared by Mr. Lock-

hydrogen.

find Alexander Second, the present Czar,
had.

don a statement of American astronemical
+ discoveries :

For two hundréd anid sixty years

these serfs had been indifferent to life and
least having a surface scarcely
exeeedin
that of Africa. They were rapidly
ascend- death. ‘‘ What were the first effects of
ing. Already nearly 100,000 miles above emancipation in your presence?” asked Hepthe sun's surface when Professor Youn
worth
Dixon of a Russian lady. ¢ Rather
first saw them, they moved higher an
droll,” replied the Princess B.
‘‘ In the
, higher under his very eyes, ‘ with a motion morning the poor fellows could not believe
“almost perceptible to the eye,” until in ten ‘their senses; in the afternoon they got tipsy ;
minutes some of them were upwards of next day they wanted to be married.”
200,000 miles above the surface of the sun.
The whole legislative, executive and judiChis motion, ** almost perceptible to the cial power are united in Alexander, and his
eye,” must in reality have amounted to the will is law.
The administration of affairs
utterly inconceivable velocity of 167 miles is-entrusted to four great boards or councils
per second—this, too, only as an average
possessing separate functions, but centering:
. velocity.
\
At this enormous rate these in the ¢ Private Cabinet of the Emperor.”
fragments, these strips of glowing hydrogen The Empire itself is divided into general.
‘(a _score of which perhaps would have governments or vice-royalties, governments
sufficed to cover the whole surface of our and districts. There are, at present, fourearth ), were flung upwards by some tre- teen of the first,
-one of the second, and
mendous outburst, having
its origin far about three hundred and twenty of the last.
down below the visible surface of the sun. In addition there are extensive
districts
They seemed to dissolve away when they which, from the thinness ofthe population,
had reached the vast hight of 200,000 are not organized into regular governments,
miles; At a quarter past one—less than and are called provinces or *¢ oblasts,” The
half an hour from the commencement of established religion of”the Empire is the
the outburst—* only a few filmy wisps, with (Greco-Russian, officially called the Orthosome brighter streamers low down, remain- dox-Catholic Faith.
The nominal strength
¢1to mark the place,”
of the Russian army on the peace footing is
_ Here, then, was

one of'those

tions of which- much

during the

last

few

has

been

months,

812, 096, and on the war footing 1, 135,975

solar erup-

The Russian Navy consists of two great divisions—the fleet of the Baltic and that of
Black Sea. The vast majority of the population are devoted to agricultural pursuits.
—Moore’s Rural.
;

imagined

but hitherto

very little certainly determined.
Astronomers had begun to believe that those long
wadiant beams which give to the solar corona
so striking an aspect, arendiie to an outrush
of matter from the deptlis
which lie concoaled beneath the resplendent light-surface of the sun.
No other ex
tion
seemed available, indeed,

when all

‘Washington
Washington’s

observed during recent eclipses were taken
nto account. . And yet the explanation
was 80 startling,

that

even those

headquarters at old Tappan

Town, about half a mile from the ““Seventy-

six House.” The ancient edifice
than a hundred and twenty years
although built of stone, seemed
tering to its fall.” It had had four

who ad-

vocated if.Jwere fain to apologize, so to
speak, for urSThg views which seemed at a
first

view altogether fanciful. For the solar
orb to vomit forth matter to ‘distances corresponding to the vast extension of the coronal rays, required a degree of eruptive
energy falling little short of that which
would be needed to project missiles clean

away from the sun, to visit other suns,

and Andre.

Many years ago I made my first visit to

the facts

was more
old, and,
almost totroofs, one

on the top of the other, and from the first low-

er layer of cedar shingles I selected powdering specimens which pulled out easily, and
have them. now among my Revolutionary

relics.
I entered with my friend, whose
guest I
was at the time, and who was a resident of
the immediate
neighborhood. ‘We were

per-

chance, but never to return to the i
hl
hood of the solar system. = But here we
have evidence of precisely
such eruptions.
Compared with the heavier erupted matter,
the filmy wisps of hydrogen were but as the
smoke from a cannon’s mouth compared
with the cannon-ball.
We may be sure

courteously welcomed by its then occupants,
two elderly ladies, who were born in the
house.

3

Nothing could be in more perfect keeping with the mansion than these two venerable women.
Their name was Ver
Bruyck; and I was the more interested in
them because I had recently become acudiuted in New York witha relative of

that the heavier matter réally belched forth

wag propelled with far greater velocity, and
was carried very much turther from
the sun
than the light hydrogen wisps. Yet even to
romising
reach a ght of 200,000 miles matter must |- theirs of the same name, a
pass the sun's visible surface at the rate of hyoung painter, who was fast increasin
is reputation as a very natural artist and a
about 210 niles per second. If the steam and
smoke, 80 to express ourselves, of the great keen observer of the picturesque. One of
Solr geyser rushed to so vast a hight, how his most admired sketches, 1 soon saw,
nach Fouts r, mitsf have been the hight. was a most life-like picture of this same old
Aweacho
by the heavier matter propelled ‘house,
One of the two ladies was over cighty
_ alohg with them! x
Another question seems to be answered | years old, and her sister was seyenty-five.
hey were very lively for persons so aged,
by the phenomena of this strange outburst.
It was pertinently asked by Sir John Her- an were obligingly communicative.
“Did you exer see General Washington?”
‘schel, why—if the red prominences are
erupiions—the
eruptive force does mot I inquired of the oldest lady.
“Oh, yes—many and many a time,” she
. scatter upwards and outwards those bright
answered, ‘inthis very room.
He often
objects resembling flakes ‘or scales, which
can be seen over the whole surface of the used to hold me in his lap. I remember it
just as well as if it was yesterday; he was a
~ un, and have been called the solar willow
leaves, But the wisps watched by Prof. lovely man, General Washington was.
Young corresponded in [ippeiande very And here,” she continued, going to and
i closely to what we should. . BXxpect to see if opening a wide cupboard ‘‘he used to keep
his ‘things.’ These blue-and-white chaney
a number of the solar flakes were flun
cups and sassers- he used to drink out of;
upwards by some mighty eruption. ’ An
and here's the very bow! he used to make
we observe, too, that as the “flakes,
were
his wine sangavee into; nnd they used to
not |
wonder that the phenomenon has not oft- pass it a round from one officer to another
ener been witnessed.
It is interesting to when they'd come to’ see him; and they

only visible for a few minutes, we need

notice, that on

the

evening of

helped themselves. He seen a good deal
of company, General Washington, did.”
“Did you ever see Major Andre?” I ask-

the day on

which Prof. Young saw this strange sight,

there, was a fine aurora
borealis—** the
oarth's response, perhaps,” he says, ‘“ to the

ed.

The Russian Empire.
The

Russian

Empire

comprises

“Oh,

yes—more'n

fifty times,

He

was a beautiful man.
He kissed me twice.
Iwas a little
girl then. I seen him the
very morning they took him on to the top

“magnificent solar outburst.”

of the hill to hang him, . The day before, in

the morning, I took him up some handsome
ripe peaches. He thanked me so kind, and
broke one of ‘em wou and’ put it in his
mouth, and tasted o it; but somehow or
‘nother, he didn’t* seem to have no appetite.”
hn

7, 770,-

882 Knglish square miles, being one-seventh
“of the terrestrial part of the globe, and about
one twenty-sixth of the entire surface. The
population is computed in round “numbers
at 87, 000, 000, divided.as follows :—European Rassia, 67, 000,000 ; Caucasian Russia ;

JANUARY

do

nant. © Wherever one- of athis class was
found, he wasa marked man.
He was as

#

tasked how General Washington seemed

to feel on the occasion.

;

6, 000, 000; Poland, 6, 00, 00); Finland,
27500, 000, Asiatic Russia, 6,000,000, . Five | walked back’ards and for'ards all the mornhundred years before Christ the Greeks sing in this very room, and I've hear'n Pop
Planted Coloniss along the shores of the Blauvelt say that he never see him feel so
bad afore. He kept looking at. his watch
sphprus.
Then came Sdythians, Goths,
Huns and Sclavonians who contended with every now and then, and was oneasy till the
one another for the possession of the land. time had come.and Major Andre was hung.
I seen Mujor Andre myself, when he was a
Little
“Oh,

he

must

have

felt

dreadful!

He

more than thisis known of the origin
of Russia up to the middle of the Ninth En

swinging in the nir; and I seen when he was
tury, ‘when ‘these various warlike tribes, 1duggup and took away: so did you, Polly,
seeing how well the Normans prospered in too, didn't youP” —Lippincoll's Magazine.
Clit
othr coantries, dispatshs] a powerful embassy $0 them in quest of a ruler. ‘Our
Oh! if men were wise, they would see

country,” they said, ** is grand and . fertile, that all earth's joys are just like bubbles
but under the reign of disorder, Come and: which our children blow with soap; tbey
govern us-and reign over us,”
"glitter and they shin, and then they are
“Taree brothers nam 1 Rarik, Lincous and “gonad, and there is not even a wreck left be-

is the

| Rev, Dr. A. A. Willits, in a recent lec-

bigoted,

ture delivered

narrow-minded, - of which class he had one

in Brooklyn,

described

in his church once, ‘that you had to take model wife of ancient times,

traits of her character which he

for the

for this age and for all ages to come.

querulous
with the

was her industry,

geacen, who fought his pastor
e fervor with which he pra ed

the

Among other

hold and look at sidewise, to see that he had
any.. mind
all.” There, too, was the

referred to

He said:

”,

_ She was the model woman of that period,

heathen; the. heresy-hunting

Cos--

con, who watched the pulpit as a terrier tume and customs had changed, but all the
did a rat hole, in order to pounce upon essential features of womanly character are
as fitting now as then,

some unfortunate séntence or quotation,and

The

er then

went trotting down the center aisle after read the description of her in the book of
Proverbs, and remarked that all that human
the benediction, his Byes fairly snappi
with suppressed satisfaction, that he ha Seninadiad labored for centuries to embody
es of
scented out one more proof that his pastor n warble, on canvas, or in ‘the
was “unsoundin the Faith ;” the timid dea- poetry, for conception ’ of that ‘which was

con, ower worrying lest his minister will true ‘and beautiful and
do

‘something

to hurt his influence;

there was the old fogy

con who
than the

led the
pastor how

and last,

we

and

might

with this.

was lighted 4

to select the hymns;

gra¥eful in woman,

challenge the whole world to
picture of woman worthy to he

deacon and the dea- bring a
choir, and knew better com

The whole picture

with

the

glow of a most

cheerful, healthful activity.

but not least, the deacon who stud-

She not only

su-

perintended the duties of her household, but
worked with her own hands. - “The daughtermof modern society might here find a

ied two termsin the Theological Seminary,

and whom the sewing sociéty of his native

village was educating tp send as a missionThe idea prevailed, now-aary to the beathern, but who did not go for useful hiwt.
two reasons, first, the sewing society got days, toa great extent, among young lainto a fight and broke up ‘and the funds dies, that work was degrading; that it beThe modfailed ; and second, he failed to pass his ex- longed to ¢ common’ paople.
amination at the end of the second term, all ern idea of womanly beauty was an ethereal creature, with S fair

of which was ordered by Providence in mer-

cy to the

heathen.

The first was

Slowup, senior Deacon of the First Congre-

the emblem

and a

frail

of beauty,

but iL

is now

the

lily, even though lily white be made accessory to such aresult. [t might be truly
said of them, ¢ They tol not, neither do
they spin, yet Solomon in all his glory was
not arrayed like one of these.” The idea
of domestic industry being
* vulgar is one of

the conceits of a

days.

either rich

nor poor’ were exempt from the divine law
that industry was healthful and proper.

preceding the pic-nic a meeting was held in

the cofiference room.

features

body, . supported . by whalebone.
The
hearty, yigorous, blushing rose used to be

Deacon

It was opened by

You, ladies, to become model wives, should

~
Deacon Slowup .with the same prayer that be industrious. .
‘had served him upon all occasions for thirty-five years. In the course of the meeting,
The Great Lakes.
a discussion arose as to whether they shoul
at
j
have ‘“‘beef” or ‘‘ham” sandwiches. ‘This
The
following
statistics
in
regard
to
the
ave discussion was prolonged until a late
our, when Deacon Slowup made a speech five great lakes in North America, are not
in favor of ‘“‘ham” sandwiches, because the generally known:
‘Lake Superior is the largest body of fresh
church had always believed in them, and
because ‘‘Ham” “was a scriptural word, water in the world. Its greatest length is
while “beef” was’ a secular word. This 3565 miles, its greatest breadth 160 miles,
speech clinched the matter, and the pastor and its area is given as 32,000 square miles,
given at 688
dismissed the meeting and resigned his Its average depth is variously
and 1,000 feet.
It is 600 feet above the
charge.—W. H. H. Murray's Lecture.
level of the sea, 22 feet higher than Lake
Michigan, and 50 feet higher than Erie.
Jefferson’s Early Home.
Lake Michigan is 320 miles long, 108
—

miles in

O——

the widest

part,

and

the

details of farm

and

barn

during

the

day,

mean

depth 600 feet, and

the

area 20,000

and in the evening giving his boy ( his only square miles.
son for many years) lessons in book-keep- - Lake Erie's greatest length is 250 miles,
ing and arithmetic; two elder sisters, per- its greatest width 50 miles, the mean depth
haps, taking their turn at slate and pencil, ‘of its waters 84 feet, making it by far the
or sitting with their mother plying the nee most shallow of all the five lakes, and it has
dle; the father, not unfrequently, tieating a superficial area of about 9,000 square
the group to a favorite paper from the miles.
J
Spectator. ‘The morning scene, too, with
Thé greatest length of Lake Ontario is
the mother and her servants, we can infer 180 miles, the greatest breadth 65 miles,
with much probability from descriptions of the mean depth 260 feet, and the area
similar interiors preserved from
that peri- 9,000 square miles.
od.
The length of all the lakes is moye than
Deeply

as Jefferson came to hate slavery,

clearly as he forétold

the ruin

‘the system, he saw it only in

pects at its own home.
patiently

enclosed

in

better

as-

its

1,500 miles.

He saw his father

drilling negroes, not

long:

from

.

their native Africa, into carpenters, millers, |
wheelwrights, shoemakers,
and farmers.

He saw his mother

of a morning

in her

sitting-room, which was well furnished with
contrivances for facilitating labor, seated
with her daughters and her servants, like

Andromache surrounded by her maidens,
all’ busy with household tasks.:

:

%

[LPP

#

he nearly always assisted in si
ng in church,
and the last Sabbath he attended
meetin
(two
weeks previous to his death) he led the singing.

Endowed with one of the best
8 in the
church, but few ministers could 1
the social
meeting with better success. In the Sabbath
#chool he wou the affections of the young, often
serving
as superintendent and teacher of one of
the Bible classes at the same time, In him [the
cause of temperance, and also_every other good

cause, found

a firm

friend.

house

was

a

CArONuL10 amiertamhs sions By ton) nsadons
ed

care
0 en
n
rs.
Byt
tion, his wife and nine ps edly brothers,

and a
e circle of more distant relatives,
with the church, S8abbath-school and community;

moyrn their

loss.

May. this ‘bereavement be

sanctifiéd fo the building up of God’s cause,

bn

.

Shoes alone know if stockings have holes.
Work is no evil; it is the eyes which are
cowards. Words must die that men may
live. Fat does n't feel. Talk is the ears
Behind dog, it’s “ dog;” before dog,

it's ¢“ Mr. Dog.” ‘fhey indicate a shrewd,
observant, deep-thinking race; but also
bear the ineffacable trace of slave days.
The cockroach is the well-known symbol
of thenegro, who could never be right behood.
He was singularly happy in his fore his master.
The profound saying,
eldest sister, Jane, whose mind
was akin “Words must die that men may live,”brings
to his own. She was his confidant and up at once that terrible slave-world in which
companion,and shared his taste for the arts, silence was too often the only safety for the
articularly his early love of music. The slave, anl almost his first duty towards his
mily were all reared and baptized in the fellows.
Church of England, and this sister greatly
excelled in singing the few fine old psalmtunes which then constituted the whole
psalmody of the Protestant worf, Kor a
century, it is said, there were but five tunes
sung in the colonial churches. By the fire-

Obituaries.

side .in

the

winter

evenings,

and

twilight, there were family

on the

summer

singings; Jane

Jefferson's melodious voice
leading the
choir; to whiclifjwas. added, as the years
went on, the accompaniment of her brother’s violin.—Allantic.
+

A

World

In an article

the

world,

New

the

York

railroa

Evening

says:

A careful computation shows that there
are now 124,115 miles of railroads in the

world;

at the

118,559 miles.

close

of

1860

there

were

Of the increase, 5,556 miles,

about one-half, or 2,746 miles, were in the
United States, while in the previous year
we had built 5,000 miles

of new

road.

At

the present moment the lines actually
built in this country greatly exceeded
50,000 miles

seen,

in

is about

credited

to

all

length.

four-fifths
the

This,

of

it will

be

the amount

European

nations.

Our railroads about ‘equal in length the
roads of Great Brituin, Germany, France,

Persons

wishing obit

Star,

who do

Bro. Dearborn was

one

of ten brothers, four of whom came with hin
n early manhood.

He was one

to

of the

number

in

Corinth,

and its organization was greatly attributable to
his influence. He was ordained Deacon over

forty years ago, which office he filled with

any single

Verses areinadmissible.

i)
JonN P. HOWE died of heart disease in Tunbridge, Dec. 10th, 1871, aged 32 Jears,
May his
companion and numerous friends heed the admonition, * Be, ye also ready.”
The
funeral
was attended by a large and uttentive audience.
Services by the writer, assisted by Rev. A. J.

Dutton.

JOHN MOXLEY.

MARTHA J, PHILPOT
Nov. 80, aged 44 years,

died in Limerick,
Her

sickness

Me.,

was. long

and distressing, which she bore with much resignation. A child of many prayers,“a dutiful
aughter, an accomplished woman, a true friend,
a regular and, interested attendant at the sanctuary; yet, like too many others, she neglected an
open
profession of religion, till within a few
Weeks of death, when she set about preparation

in earnest.

When

death

came

it found

her

ready, anxious to go home, and on Thanksgiving
morning, she sweetly fell asleep in Jesus,
Sermon by the writer.
E. P. LADD,

®
Bro. 8. H, RANDALL, of Meredith, N..J., died

Russia, Austria and Spain combined, and
are more than, six times as long ,as those

June 20th, 1871, aged 56 years,

our States, railroads are

descending i hill a few miles from his home,
some part of the harness gave way, the horse became restive, and in making a sharp turn in the
road, himself, horse and carriage, were thrown

of all other

countries

in Europe.
now

In all

constructed,

as well as in the Territories’ of Wyoming

and Utah.

In all the

other

territories, ex-

cept Arizona and Alaska, lines are projected. The New England States have 2
miles of railroad in operation on every 15
1-8 square miles;

were the

whole

country

from injuries

ceived by being thrown from his wagon,

re-

While

upon the rocks by the way and his head so brok-

en that he died in a few hours; wholly insensible
from the futal moment.
He experienced religion
several years
ago and was baptized by Eid. 1. D.
Stewart, and
became a member of the F. B.

church at Meredith village, of which he remained

covered with a pet of railways at this rate, a member till his death. Truly theve is but a
we should ‘possess about five ° times as step between us and death.
J. ERSKINE.
many as we have now, or about 250,000
*
MEHITABLE
Josie
EATON
died
in Limerick,
miles, The proportion. of railroads and
Dec. 27, 1871, aged 88 years. The deceused was
area in the Middle States would, if uniferm born
in Boston, and wus the last survivor of a
over the entire country,

ive

$90,000

of road ; and the proporion in Ohio

miles

would

give more than 350,000 miles. * In"1869 the
entire vost of railroads in the world, with
theirgequipments, was estimated at eleven

thousand, four hundredgpd forty-five million dollars '($11,445,000,000,) averaging
$96,619 per mile. Of this: amount we rep-

fumily of 8 children. She movedto Limerick at
marriage, where she resided till d2ath.
she lived

with her husbund

63 years,

and survived . him

12 years. Sister Eaton and husband usited with
the F'. B. ¢urch at Lim rick at-its organization,
42 yeurs azo, aud both continued exemplary
mambars till calied to the church above.
Of her

10. ciildren, onfy

main.

Sister

one son and one

diughter re-

KE. possessed an excellent mind, n

Rweet disposition, was “ one of the lovely Chrisresented twenty-two hundred and sixty-sev- | tiuns.”
Precious in the sight of phe Lord
18 the
en millions ($2,267,000,000),
averaging | de th of his vats,
E. P. Lapp, .

PERMONT HILL died in Waterville, Me., Aug.

19, 1-74, aged Tk years and d montns.
Bio. Hill
wus converted waen 19 ysars of aze, and wus
baptiz:d-by Rev, Klfah Shaw in Exeter, N. H.

About 1824 he united: with the

Free

Baptists

in

i}

!

ng,
;
No deduction for less thon half a term, except
on
account of sickness. Half
terms commence at the

and middle
the term,
he price of Bogrd. inof clubs,
varies from : $1.60
$340 pox Weg + Ladies’ clubs as well as gentlemen’sto

SRoogs and board fn private families at reasonable

Send for Catalogue to the Principal.

|

4

. C.A. FARWELL, Secretary.

NICHOLS

LVTIN

SCHOOL.

PRING TERM begins Monday, Jan, 1

9

Em,
begins
290yy
dam. 3, My
aml
closes
F'
SUMMER TERM begins Monday, April 1, and closes
onday, June 24,
Tuition $25.00 a year.
4
1.6. JORDAN, A. B., Principal, with three Assistants.

The special work of this school 1s to fit

students for

and it is open for both sexes. The school
bein,
osed
of only one depa
nt, a
ness,
g their work
is secu
m
teachor and pupils, whieh, is not ordinarily
unt fn
8
8 where so
work are
py
ts are fithfully a on
the via
Greek
4, also im
glish Grammar, A
ic,
Ancien Ge ofTH
and Ancient History,
Geomet:
raphy attention is a
to re!
.

,

honor

Bro.

Dearborn was

Common English

and then by reason of ill health.

Thus

.

High English
anguages

highly esteem-

ed in the Corinth-Q. M., being a wise
and safe
counselor.
He
not absent\from a communion in his church for forty years, and only
a
few times absent from the Monthiyfconference

Music

:
22

? $4.00
$5.00
$6.00 -

a]
fie

Penmanship
.
Suitable rooms ean be obtainod by

a good

to board themselves.

leaves this world without an enemy.”
He leaves
a wife in feebleness, and five children, four ‘of
whom were present at the funeral.
A. SHEPHERD.

WILTON

goad

:

Use of Instrument

Board at the Boarding

in

Aug.

’

works;

man has gone, full of faith, ripe

SEMINARY

:
M. K. MABREY, Principal,
who will spend his entire time and energies in and
for the school. He will be assisted by teachers who
have had experience in the Dep
ent assigned
shem. A course of lectures of general interest wil
be given by Clergymen, besides a course on fanatomy and Physiology by P. W. McIntyre, M. D.
Terms : Primary
/ $3.00

up
his children in the fear of the Lord, as their
value and influence in the church and .community testify.’ #iFe was one of the most influential in
Srectinziir present house of worship, and he
organized
the first Sabbath-school in that vicinity.
He was a firm supporter of all our benevolent

institutions.

PARSONSFIELD

The Fall term will commence on Tuesday,
and continue eleven .weeks.

and éfliciency, being qualified according
to the
Scriptures, ruling his own house wel, oo
ng

00

$2.

$1.50.
those who wish

s

house and in, good

families

kind as a neighbor, sympathetic, a kind husband; . for $3 00. Wood and lights extra. Any further information furnished on-application to the Principal.
an affectionate father, and at his funeral several
.
M. E. SWEAT, Sec.
of his neighbors said to the writer that * Bro. D.
N. Parsomsfeld,
June 26, 1871.

_ Académies. &ec.
GREEN MOUNTAIN SEMINARY.
WATERBURY CENTER,

VT.

BOWDOIN COLLEGE.

Medical Department.
The next Annual Course of Lectures at this Institution, will commence FEBRUARY 13, 1872, and confull particulars,

may be had

nished at low rates.

The

LAPHAM
SPRING TERM

NEW

Jan. 29, 1872.
;
om
Complete courses of sfudy for both sexes.

HAMPTON

A.-P. Shattuck,

Miss L. D. Moore,

H. M. Willward.
Miss E. L. Gordon.
EXPENSES. Board, including room and washing
from $2.75 to $3 50 per week. In welllated clubs,
of which there are several in successful operation,
the expense varies from $1.75 to $2.25. Students de.
sirous of boarding themselves will find convenient

opportunity. Students will provide their own sheets,
pillow-gases and towels. ;
TUITION from $5.00 to $6.50
per term.
Several
years ago the Trustees introduced a Commercial Department, which has been very successful.
It is
now proposed to add a Scientific and Agricultural
Course, of two
years each, which opened for the
admission
fall term.

of students at the

G. H. RICKZR,

WEST

Prin.
“

LEBANON

Fafl Term

LYNDON

CENTER,

VT.

2

TUIriov, from

$4.00

to

$6.00

per

Music and Penmanship extra.
°
ExpeNsks.—Board, including room
from

term.

French,

and

washing,

$2.50 to $3,50 per week, in families.

In club or

self-boarding, at lowet rates.
The Institution will afford to both sexes a complete
course of study; and no p:
will be spared by the
Trustees te make the scheol
eminently worthy the
confidence and patronage of all friends to a thorough
and liberal education.

9

ery of the valley of the Passumpsic.
I. W. SANBORN,
Lyndonville, Vt., 1871.

Sec, and

scen-

Treas.
51

and

Nat. Philosophy.

a

GEORGE MCMILLAN, A. M., Prof. Ancient
guages,
HIRAM COLLIER;A. M., Prof. Nat. Science.-

GEO.

B. +ARDNKR,

©
Painting
MELVILLE W,
and Voeal
VRS. OLIVE C.
F. WAYLAND

Instructor

in

Drawing

Belles Lettres.

|

Farther and ample arrangements will be

made

instruction in all the departments of the College,

for

L.

P.

:
°

“THE

WINTER

TeRrM of Pike

board of

Per order,

M. E. SHEPARD,

.
Pres,

Academical

year

this

.

«+

«

{

Aug. 28
=
=ihec dl
« March?27, 18%

The Lidies’ English and collegiate courses are spe-

Whiteatown,

N.

Sand for eircular,

J. 8. GAR
IVER,
Y:, July 25, 1871.

+

Use of Imstrument, An excellent opportunity

-

.

-

4.50
5.60
6.00

-

1.50

-

a

will

be

«800

given those de-

Bass, Secular or Sacred Music.
Special attention given to those preparing for
College.
3
BOARD:
Good board may be obtained in
private families at
$3,00 per week or pleasant rooms
hed to those
wishing to board themselves.
j
JOHN H.SHAPLEIGH.

AUSTIN ACADEMY,
*

Center Strafford,
N. H:

Fo

le

The Fall Term of 10 weeks will commence Tuesday,
August 29, under
the
instruction of C.

McCLEAN,

a graduate of Yale College.

Tuition and board as usual.

hl

Rooms can be had for those who wish to board
themselves.
GEO. C. PEAVEY, President.
¥
WARREN FOSS, Sec’y.
August

17, 1871.

RIDGEVILLE
FALL
weeks.

COLLEGE.

TERM begins August 22d and continues 12
Tuition, $6.00; Incidentals, $100; Penman-

ship, $1.50 for twenty

lessons; Instrumental

Music,

with
use of instrument, $11.00;
Board, $3.00 per
week; Board in clubs, $2.00 or less ; Rooms for self-

boarding at reasonable rates.
N.

Special instruction

during this term to stu-

dents preparing for teaching.

WM.

4

Ridgeville, Ind., Jaly 8, 1871.

D®:

S.8. FITCH'S

REED, See:

Et

Family Physician, 96

pages, sent by mail, free.

Teaches how to cure

all diseases of the person, skin, hair, eyes,
ion. Write to 714 Broadway, New York.

compiex1y4.

CHURCH CUSHIONS.
We arg now making a Specialty of ** Church Cushions,
stuffed with PATENT ELASTIC SPONGE.
It is cheaper than Hair, will hold its elasticity double the length ot
time, and is proof against MOTHS.
?
Cushions.”

that

We invite in~

HALEY, MORSE & CO,,
.
411 Washington Street, Boston,
Sole Agents for New England

| $37

for

the

SPONGE.

of PATENT
Wwid

A MONTH-—Horse and outfit furnished.
Address, NOveLTY Co., Baco, Me.

13wib

\

After the Chicago

Fire.

GRAHAM, PERRY & (0,

REAL ESTATE'AND LOAN AGENTS.
not lost

a SINGLE

DOLLAR,

on loan, we have

even

in those

cases

in which the buildings were consumed and the Fire
Insurance companies have failed.
”
.
NOWHIS THE TIME TO INVEST
here, and to place on loan.
-

OFFICE

AT PRESENT,

hx

468 Wabash Avenue Room, 5.
45tf

© #
Principal,

sale

¢

A

Of all the. money ‘we had placed
of

First clnss facilities are farnished students preparing for collage, teaching, or business, in six complete departinonts.

Torms no .lorate

Music (20 lessons)

:

Board of Trustees.

[hstitution is as follows: ;

clally recommended:

Instrumental

"| ELASTIC

;

SEMINARY.

FALL TERM,
WINERTBM,
«
+
SeRiN TERM, =
.

-

$4.00

siring a complete course of music, either upon the
Pianoforte or Organ, by a teacher of large effulietica
from Massachusetts,
qualified to teach
orough

competent

A

"The calendar of the 31st

=.

-

-

vestigation, ee
pleased to send circular referring
to Churclfes th
msing our Cushions, ©
°°

NORTHWOOD SEMANARY.
The Wi Ter TERY of this Instiution“will commence
DEC. 4th, 1871, and continue thirteen weeks.
Thorough instruction given in both Classical and
Boglish Cour«es, by the usual board of Teachers.
Classes in Vocal and Instrumental Music and Crayoning, formed if desired.
For further particulars, addbess
)
::
ALBERT R. SAVAGE, Principal. *
Northwood, N. H., Nov.8, 1871. Pd :
46

WHITESTOWN

-

-

ale
.°

-

Languages,

Seminary, N. Y., will

under a

.

we
-

are using the ** Elastic Sponge

g

PIKE SEMINARY,
commence Dec. 6, 1871,
instruction.

wile

-

We can yefer to more than ong hundred churches

REYNOLDS, Sec. § Treas.

Mich., 1871.

and

of Wax Work.

"TUITION:

" Penmanship, {12.Jessons)

Catalogues sent on application.
Hillsdale,

eleven

of Penmanship

L
Teacher

Common English,
Higher English,

and

- HASE, Instructor in Instrumental
Music.
CHASE, Cultivation of Voice.
DUNN, A. M,, Prof, of Rhetoric an

Teacher

Primary Course,

Lan-

H. LAUR A ROWE, A.M, Prin. Ladies’ Departinent.
JENN E de la MONTAIGNE, Teacher of French.
ALEX. C. RIDKOU I, Prin. Com. Department.
W. A. DRAKE, Instructor in Penmanship.

will com -

Principal.

HA YES,

Strafford Center,

HI LLSDALE
COLLEGE.
The Winter Term of Hillsdale College will open on
the 6th of December, 1871, and c¢ontinue%o March 2,
1872.
:
FACULTY :
J
Rev. DANIEL M. GR\HAM, D, D.; President.
®
RANSOM DUNN, A, M., PdfaBib. Theology.
“
SPKNCERJ.FOWLKR, A. M., Prof. Mathematics

A.V.

WREEIRS

landscape

Academy

Miss. H. L.. STEVENS, Preceptress and Teacher,
of Instrumental Music.
MRS. K. J,
COWELL, Teacher of French & Music.

.

Faculty :
J.C. Hopkins, A. B., Principal, Latin and Greek.
A. 8. Denison, PH., Natural Science.
Miss Mary C. Bradford, Preceptress, Mathematics
and Rhetoric.
Miss Sarah E. Mason, French.
J. C. Hopkins, Music, Drawing and Painting.
| Mrs:
Miss Ellen A. Perkins, Penmanship.
:
.
Calendar :
Spring term, of 10 weeks, begins Feb. 20, 1872.
Summer term, of 10 weeks, begins May 7.
Fall Term begins Aug. 27.

See,

mence on Tuesday, August 29, and continue
weeks under the following instructors:
>

Music.
Miss

INSTITUTION,

of the -

ACADEMY.

of Lebanon

MR. T. A.STACY,

LITERARY

commencement

Send for catalogue to the Prijeipal or to
LEWIS,

A. N. MARSTON, A.B.

North Scituate, R. I., Jan. 1, 1872,

LYNDON

INSTITUTION.

begins Jan. 29, 1872, and con
.

A.B. MESERVEY, A. M., Principal,
J. N. Rand, A. M.
Miss T.-A, R. Dow,
W. E. C. Rich,
AfB., Miss Alice I. Libby,

The
Monday,

* REV. O, E. BAKER.

The SPRING TERM
tinues ten weeks.

6wl.

INSTITUTE.
will commence on

Moderate terms throughout.

Address.

C. F. BRACKETT, M. D., Sec’y.
.

SEMINARY.

ed, it is expected, by the commencement of next
term. A Commercial department has been opened
in connection with this institution and will commence at the same date. Inst uction will be given
in music, instrumental and vocal.
- Boarding and rooms for self-boarding, will be fur-

Board may be obtained in private families at $3.50
er week. or rooms may be obtained for self-boarding, at reasonable rates.
omplete courses of study for both sexes. Special
attention
given to those desiring to take a thorough
course in
Music.
:
For further particulars, address the Principal.
2

Lyndonville, and some of the finest

to

.

»

D. M. WAITT, Teacher of Writing and Book-Keep-

NORTH

Corinth,

Brevity is specially important.

single square can well be afforded

Teachor of Drawing, Paint-

ing, Wax-work and
Wood Carving.
Mgs. J. ¥'. STEERE, Teaeher of Music.

that constituted the Second Church

Dec. 12, aged 79 years.

died in

not patronize it, must accompany them with cash
equal to five cents a line, to insure an insertion.
Not more than'a

:

declamation, composition, Greek and: Latif

Di A. MADDOX.

DEARBORN

The new Institution building’is a fine brick and
granite structure, ot beautiful architecture, affording
ample accommodations; and is located on an emi
nence overlooking the villages of Lyndon Center and

obituary.

of Railroads)

reviewing

the

PARTICULAR NOTICE!

uaries published in the Morning

A: B., Preceptor.

WLTON, Preceptress.
M.
8, Associate.

Mis ADDIE SAWYER

—

In such a busy, healthy home as this,
with
father,
mother, two elder sisters,
four
younger sisters and a little brother, Thomas Jefferson lived
in his boy-

banks of their river in the soft,

GEORGY. B. FILES,

Corinth, from Weare, N. H., some fifty br sixty
ears ago. Bro. D. gave his heart'to the Saviour

SAMUEL

Bowdoin College, Nov., 1871

the fowl.

’

scanning, &c: The loc
of the school 86 near
‘the College and Theoldgical School, affords advantages of association'with
students of a higher rank
and culture. The public lectures of these institutions -.,
are invaluable.
.
A. M. JONES, Sec.
Lewiston, July 2, 1871.
3

DEA.

The following are Creole proverbs:

food.

Spring term commences Feb. 7, 187.

DEA. MosiS TARBOX died in the triumphs of
E
Ei
E. EUGENE WADE, A. B., Pru. of Normal Dep't.
Miss L. MARIA SIMONS, Associate.

;

Cockroach is never right before

CENTRAL INSTATUTE

Summer Term commences April 25, 1873.

on application to the Secretary.

Proyerbs.

a

PITTSFIELD, Mi.
Furnishes Colle
Preparatory, Normal Academial Jud Ladies’
Fall pi deri of stud pgllierms, Mo.

faith in Christ, “in Hollis, Me., Dec. 4, 1871, aged
68 years and 1 month. Those who were present
during his last illness could mot but adopt the
declaration made
to Paul, * My
grace is sufficient for thee,” Bro. 7. experienced religion
when about 14 years of ae was bgptized soon
after by Eld. Hamphrey
Goodwin and united with
the F. Baptist church in Hollis. He was elected
Deacon when about 25 Joars of age, in which capacity he served hisbrethren the term of 43 years,
when death released him from his duties to the
church below and united him to the churoh |
above. His whole Jife seemed devoted to the
good cause of God. He loved all the meetings
of the church, and they were his special delight.
Possessing
a sweet voice
and a love for music

Circulars, containing

A]

MAINE

He afterwards joined the West
Waterville Free Baptist sl
of which
was
a worthy member at the time of his death, he Bro.
_H: died trusting in the Lord, and has ‘gone to his
reward. He leaves a wife and seven children,
But while they mourn the loss of a faithful
band and a kind and loving father, they may. husre-:
Joice in hope
of au everlasting reunion with him
** beyond
the river,”
RE,

tinue sixteen weeks.

;

|

Waterville.

mean
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en

Ra

Faculty:
All the important circumstances of his depth of itis 900 feet.
In its greatest |
home come to mind as we brood over scat- length it is longer than Lake Superior, be- C. A. Mooers, A. B., Principal.
Mrs. E. C. Smith, G. A. Stockwell, Miss
‘tered indications in old and new Virginia ing 890 miles.
It has an area of 23,000 E. C. Smith,
Lizzie Maxfield, L. H. Butterfield.
books. We see that giant of a father, square miles, +
:
Calendar:
steadfast, reserved, even austere, but not
The greatest length of Lake Huron is
SPRING TERM, opens Feb. 13, 1872.
:
ungentle, busy with official labors and the 200 miles; the greatest width 100 miles, the\
SUMMER TERM opens April 36, 1872,

$45,623 per mle. The average cost per
‘Travor, wara dispatcied’hy the Normans in
mile (equipped) in Burope, is $135,189.
ind,
4
;
_ response to this appeal,
In England it is $176,269. The average
wa agreed to co~
. oparaty and uphold one another. ~It was | Faith in to-morrow instead of Chnst. is cost of construction only in the Unite
then th® thus region Noqalrel thy name of Satan's nurse for man’s perdition,
+ Sates is as follows: Jn New
Englani,

oN

. The Model Wife.

different from the mass o
ristians as a
Arab was from a fish or a zebra from cattle.

deacons, there

Southern
$44,000;

Pacific States, $50,000." On our cheaper
lines, we however, find a greater annual
outlay for reconstruction and repairs.”

. Although the “Esquire” and the *‘Parson”
have passed away, the ‘‘Deacon” still lives.
Not as a class but here and there as a rem-

Among

24, 1872.

$40,000; Middle States, $566,000;
States, $30,000; Western States,

gational Church in Fossilville. The-church
from Siberia ; divorced education from the had, voted seventeen to four to have a pie:
Court; put down flogging, beating and nic. It had taken three sewing bees, four
striking in the ranks; transferred the trial sociables, two sermons, thirty-nine pastorof offenders from the police office to the al visitations and one church meeting to accourts of law ; established districtand
pro- complish this, and all Fossilvile was ina
vincial assemblies ;granted religious freedom .commotion. The little folks were hilarious,
people excited, and the conservaand performed the crowning act of a noble the elder
life by emancipating twenty-two millions of tives doubting and gloomy. The evening

slaves!

fine—the

Deacons.

thé

| power of the threé became vested in’ one,
and he materially extended his possssions.
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Job

CHICAGO,

Work, of ull kinds, dene st is

“ate

-

N

Suinmanry.

CWS

CONG

of

Tr

|

x
in Ghlford, Eng., on Tue sday the 16th,the roof |
a schoolhouse tell in while the sghodl was in |

seston and many of the children

RESSIONAL.

were

injured,

| some
of them seriously,

Mr,

that Earl Spencer, lord lieutenant of

general amnesty bill unamended, and denounced Mr, Sumner’s measure as unconstitutional.
"In the House, a resolution was adopted

of 170

in

to 81,

is

_ But while this is the magnificence of his work-

|.

for

wool,

and

“On Wednesday, in the Senate, a bill was reof a labor

An

commis-

ty-three

sion, the salaries to be $16,400 in the aggregate, Mr. Sumner read resolutions and petitions
of colored people, in support

made an eloquent speech, announgfhyg ‘his -inten-

tion to tote

promised

for the bill;

an

and

Mr.

Carpenter

anti-civil-séFvice* reform

speech

Tharsday. In the House, a bill was passed fixing the date of pensions at the time of the death
or. discharge of the soldier, and extending the
time for applications to July 1,1874. The legisla-

« -tive appropriation bill,amounting to $17,000,000,
was reported.

On Thursday,in the Senate, the judiciary committeejreported adversely upon the memorial asking fpr" a hearing before the Senate in support of
woman suffrage.
A bill was passed’ extending
to officers above the rank of captain, the provis
ions of the bill providing artificial limbs to soldiers and sailors.
Mr. Sumner accepted Mr.

\

dren,

of his amendment

to the amnesty bill for two hours, and then made
a finaljappeal for its adoption. Mr. Frelinghuysen

years

old,

healthy child.

recently

guve

birth

to

a

She is the mother of several chil

the youngest

““ shove” afl but a few of their best

cows.

old lady of Columbiana, ‘Alabama, sevenbefore this one being thirty-

two years old..

Veterans

of the

have, season after

milk

pail,~cows

netted

season,

their

on

that

owuers

from $50 to $76, and under other circumstances
still had years of usefulness before them, have
been sold for anything they would bring in the

the murket..

When

the warfare

man who pays for a sound animal.

So the necescan

of a work

that

be

Bleeding at the Nose.

way, New York, blood
my nose quite freely.
plied my handkerchief,
nearest-hotel, when a

be-

commenced running from
I stepped aside. and apintending to repair to the
gefftleman accosted \me,

saying; “Just put a piece of paper in your
the pa 1st year. Her receipts of grain, which | tween those who make the milk and ? those who
mouth and chew it rapidly, and it will stop.
were, in round numbers, 49,000,000 bushels in | sell ity in our cities, which has been waged with
. Frelinghuysen’s amendmentsto his civil rights 1870, advanced to 78,000, 000 while:her shipinents \muc h zeal for some time past, results, as it in- your tose bleeding.” Thanking him doubtfully,
by canal increased from 29,000,000 to 48,000,000 || evita ably must, in securing to the producer his. 1 did as he suggested, and the flow of blood censamendment, but no action was taken upon the
Ihave seen the remedy
The lumber trade was in the main lar- | full share of the price which the seonsumer pays| .éd.almost immediately.
bushels.
amnesty bill. A bill to establish a mail steamship
tried since quite frequently-and always with sucger,
while
the
cattle
trade
showed
a
marked
|
for
his
milk,
then
it
may
confidently
be
expected
service between the United States and AustraThe manufacturing industry of | that a very much larger’ “proportion of all the
cess.
Doubtless almost any substance
would
lia was reported.
Senator Carpenter made a improvement.
answer the same purpose as paper, the stoppage
city ‘made gratifying progress, and prom: | dairy products of New England will be sold in
long speech upon the resolution declaring the
of the flow of blood being caused, no doubt, by
i‘
its natural state, and the market for the manu. civil service reform now in operation unconsti- be to be a leiding source of prosperity.
| factured articles left open to those dairymen
sit- the rapid motion’ of the jaws, and the counter
tutional, and he was replied to by Mr. Trumbull.
Of late years the whalemen have been making | tated further from the great: manufacturing and
action of the muscles and arteries connecting the
Several other
ators took part in the debate,
a wholesale slaughter of the walyus in the are- commercial centers.
;
jaws and nose.
Physicians say that placing a
which was at times sharp and spirited. No ac- tic regions for their oil and ivory. It is estimatDuring the past season, the subject of setting small roll of paper or muslin above the front
The Senate
ion was taken upon the resolution.
Se
ed that in 1870 upwards of 50,000 female walrus
teeth, under the upper lip, and pressing hard on
milk for butter-making in deep or shallow vesadjourned until Monday.
Inthe House, owing
were killed, and they are now so shy that the
:
| sels has been
much
experi
J
ise the same, will arrest bleeding at the nese—checkto illness in the family of Mr. Blaine, Mr. Dawes
natives on the aretic shores, from Cape Thadde- | atl
uch experimented Spon and dis
The results
have, with hardly an ex- ihg the passage of the blood through the arteofficiated as Speaker pro tem. The post-office | us to the Anadyir Sea, who depend upon them
ception, been favorable to the theory of setting ries leading through the nose,— Country Genand pension appropriation bills were reported
almost wholly for food, clothing, boats and
tlemnan.
in deep
vesseis. Mr. E. W. Stewart, a welland made special orders for next Wednesday and
dwellings. are unable to supply the necessities of
known writer and correspondent of agricultural
- Thursday, respectively.
The former approprilife. The Arctic walrus are nearly {I females; |"
papers, has, however, reached a different result,
ates $28,225,750 and the latter $30,480,000.
Mr.
J . T. SMITH & SONS
who go into the Arctic in the summer months to
and controverts the theory, The conditions npBraxton was admitted to the contested seat from
bring forth and purse their young,
ILLUSTRATED
on
which
succbss
in
this
matter
depends,
are
Virginia.
2
.
The number of tin cans used in Baltimore is plenty of cold water and vessels so narrow that
On Friday, in the House, the greater part of estimated at twenty millions per annum. Tin
the milk may be cooied in one or two hours at
the time was occupied in the Arkansas contested
Do not fail to send for our new ILLUSTRATED
cans are made at shops where nothing else is the furthest, and without any considerable agitaSATALOGUR of FLOWER and YEGETABLE SEEDS
election case. Mr. Edwards, the sitting member,
done.
Some packers (and nearly all the large tion by stirring or otherwi ise, which conditions
for 1822, before purchasing
Seeds elsewhere;
was refused more time to take testimony, which ones) employ can makers for the accommodation were practically wanting 1a Mr. S.’s case. Not- ii will be for your interest to doyour
80; as our prices are
low,
our
8
we
warrant
fresh
and
true to name
practically gives the seat to Mr. Boles. A_ bill of their own business. Can making has assum- withstanding the formidable appearance of his’
and of the finest quality.
was passed to fund the debt of the city of Washed the importance of a regular trade there, and
experiments and objections, we consider the + With an experience of twenty years, we believe we
ington, and the House adjourned till Monday.
are enabled to furnish Seeds that cannot fail to give
the operators are now conducting an organized question practically settled in favor of the deep
entire satisfaction.
Et
a
Seis
A
strike for higher wages,
setting.

CATALOGUE OF SEEDS.

MISCELLANEOUS.
An Albany letterstates that Tweed
fied his friends

there,

that

he

has

is not

The total number of deaths from small pox in
London during the last year was" 8,000.
The av-

noti-

going

erage of 31 years preceding is 600. The medical
journgls call attentionto the alarming increase
of the disease. They warn the public to take all

to

claim his seat in the Senate.
Published statistics show that 90,000 emigrants

preeautions, and appeal to the government to interpose rigid sanitary regulations, establish special hospitals, and carefully quarantine infected

left Germany last year, and that Beaty all came
to the United States.
a
A state temperance convention was held in
Augusta, Wednesday.
Governor Perham presided and the convention was well attended.

districts,
-. There isy#ince the - 1st of May, a new volcano
in the Phillippine Islands.
It burst-out near the
gea, in a valley of Camiguin, a small island north
of Mipllinao, about seven miles from the coast.
The eruption of stones, sand and ashes, brought
death to 80 or 90 persons engaged in manilla
hemp culture, whose escape was cut off during
their endeavors to save their property.

Stokes’s friends say that the Fisk and® Mansfield letters will establish the connection of
Fisk with a murderous assadlt upon Dorman B.

Eaton.
of
or

A bill to establish negro testimony in the courts
Ogio, has been introduced in the legislature
By state.

A curate writes to the

ited States District-Attorney Bates is charged by the grand jury at Salt Lake City with collusion with the Mormons to defeat the ends of
justice.

him -on his Norfolk estate; his affability and
kindness and really good nature displayed in his
dealings with .his tenantry and: dépendents is
such as is not often met with,even amongst. those,
whose position is not so exalted as his is.”
|,
Sandringham, the country seat of His Roya Highness the Prince of Wales, is in Norfolk, oue

‘Russian minister to our government.
President White has purchased the library of
the late ex-President Sparks, comprising about
6000 volumes, principally relating to early American history, for Cornell University.
The delegation

of the

New

York

Society

Standard:

near Sandringham,
that the Prince of Wales is
simply beloved by all who come in contact with

Baron von Offenberg, the present political
agent and consul-general of Russia at Bucharest,
is mamed- as the successor of M, Catacazy as

*

London

“ We hear so much now to the discredit of royalty that I think we ought to make known what
we hear good of it. I heard yesterday from some
people in my parish, who have relations living

of

Friends, who visited the President Thursday, of the eastern counties of England, and at least
were informed that the administration will al- + 120 miles from the . metropolis. The Prince
ways be devotedto the intérests of peace consist- bought the estate soon after his marriage, and
ent with the national honor.
it has continued to be his favorite resort ever
The annual

Printers

meeting

and

of the New

Editors’

Wednesday at Concord.
guished

guests

since.

Hampshire

Associa‘ion

was

A number of distin-

participated

in the banquet

splendor.

A skeleton was

*

also found in

Captgin Phelps of the Lnifed. States

rocks

lake, and

February

monumental

had

become

over-

19, 1873," to

celebrate

the

album, as also to strike

an appro-_

priate medal. A prize of 500 thalers is offered
for the best biography that can be prepared before January 1, 1875, to be
thentic documents.

The North German (Gazette denies the statement, first published in the London Standard,

based only upon au-

produced in the process, which

disap-

ing

proval, in a military paint of view, of the famous

diseases

of the

lungs,

causes

distress-

a Commission

have

been making a series of experiments on the efmarch to the sea of General Sherman’s army.
fects of ventilation, and the most satisfactory reThe upper house of the Netherlands has rati sults are obtained.” By means of a fire and 4 tall
fied the treaty: with' England.for the cessionof
of | chimney, a current is produced in the dressingShe Duleh possessions in Guinea,
despatch says
by

"ge

an)
and) fice

a contract

the
rs

essrs. Bischqffsheim

71a,

th ¢ men, and it is found:

‘all the dust is removed.

i
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or Wales,
ssh

Baget
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Tor th
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0f the. Ath instant,

released

all

by this simple ‘migfhiod

"There are many radoy

for «| requiring the application of this ‘system,
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recovery o

shop, having a'vate of 10 feet per second, from
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TUNE

ing to the large demand and the eclat with which
every thing went off in the market, all grades

Beautiful

Association will be held in Rutland on Weduesday, Tharsday and Friday of the third week in
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have this superb gem, EQUAL TO AN OIL PAINTING,
and the “Banner” a whole year, for only<75 CENTS.

completely to our satisfuction. In selecting a
stock, take, hens from one to two yeavs old,
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8, Secrets,
Wit, Humor,and has TWENTY separate departments,
including the celebrated ¢ Rogue’s Corner,” wherein
are exposed ALL swindles and humbugs. It is a
FIRST CLASS family paper, suitable for ¥ VERYBODY,
and every
household young or old, rich or poor,
saint or signer. will find it sure to please them. Ten
years established; immense circulation all ovr
America.
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year; and also, FREE GRATIS, our superb Prang
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colored lithograph, and no humbug. It is a genuine
“Prang Chromo,” matle expressly for a preminm to
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This semi-monthly, published by the Freewill Baptist Printing Establishment, for the
use of Sunday School scholars, was enlarged’
and much improved gbout the first of April,
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rior quality, and its mechanical excellence is
equal to that of any other paper of its class.
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have commanded very nearly the same prices,
but we trust that the day of better things has
dawned, spd’ its influence is already seen in the
improved appliances and products of those dairymen who have heretofore produced only an inferior quality of goods. ,
The season has beenwso unusually cool that
many of our dairymen drew out their milk from
the cheese factories earlier than usual and the
cheese product is soméw hat less than last year,
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and unless a brook runs through, or 4 pond is
located on the land, water should be brought by
We are glad to learn that a scientific society in a ram or pumped bya wind-mill from a well.
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the figure of the serpent was excavated

It

Buranac, ordered to Magdalena Bay to investigate the expulsion of American colonists, reported by Drake DeKay, states that after a full

A revolt among the Hookahs
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teresting contribution to the relics of the supposed serpent worshipin Scotland. In the vicinity of the shores of Lock Fell; mesr Oban,
the form of a monstrous serpent, 300 feet in
length, has been disipterred. From the accounts
which have been published, it would appear that

old Mansiohi“H6use, burned a fortnight since
a cavity between old-fashioned fire-places.
is believedto be that of a Revolutionary
as an'old British flint-lock musket and two
_ knives were found with it.
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A Rainy Day at School,
Birthday Present,
New Year, Fireside Angel,
Rainy Day at Home,

only by daylight, call the farmer with the sun in

priate inscription,“Key to the cemetery within.” | quantity of the manufacturéd grticles to be foreupon

top,
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summer and the morning star in winter, send
him to bed early and teach him regularity. Then

open market, in some cases that have come unHorace Greely wrote: * Women now manage | der our own observation as low as from $12.50 to
most of the public librariess in Massachusetts,” | $16.
Unlike many who always make haste to swell
and the compositor read it: “ Women now worany downward current, we do not see any reary most of their public babies by mastication.”
(son for despondency among our dairymen, but
On the public road between Meriden add Harton the other hand we look upon their prospects
ford, in Connecticut, stands a low. dingy hovel,
as quite as goodyif not better, than these of any
within whieh, over,a rickety bar, concentrated | other class of farmers in New England. ,
(death is dealt out in decoctions of benzine at the | The production and sale of milk for city use
moderate price of five cents a glass, "Directly |{ is constantly on the increase, and the shipments
opposite is the town burying-ground, and the from V ermontto New York and Boston during
thirsty wayfarer smiles grimly as he reads, OVer | the past season for the first time, have been conthe door of the saloon, the cheerful. and appro| siderable, of course lessening by so much the
|»

Buffalo gives a good account of herself during | ed

|

shop, see also the direct moral influence of his
toil, <The earth in whigh'he works is just and
honest. If the farmer sows wheat, the ground
does not return to him sugar-cane. If he transplant carelessly, the tree, like a neglected child
will pine and die. If he plant potatoes and shirk
hoeing, the weeds will shirk dying and the potatoes will shirk growing. If he be stingy of
manure, his fields will he equally stingyof crops.
Thus the eterna] sincerity of nature, giving him
peas for peas, and beans for beans, fair crops for
patient industry, and weeds for idleness, passes
into his character, and he does not send his bar«
rels of apples to market with all the large fruit

this did not materially affect the aggregate numfere with the. freedom of speech. The frigate ber of cows or their product this season, but it
mitted. The amnesty bill was taken up, but Mr, Numancia, now on her way to Cuba, bears,it is opened the way for a very considerable reduc
Sumner was not ready to proceed with his said, important instructions of an official mature. tion this full. The hayierop was not short with
_| us; indeed it is believed, notwithstanding the
speech.
In the House, a bill was passed freeing
from duties all contributions from foreign couneverlasting crodking
“of many, that we have
tries for the relief of Chicago, and allowing drawmore than an average crop,
but the early pros
Paragraphs.
back duties on all merchandise used in the regonpectof an active demand upon us to make up
Although
Georgia
was
settled
half
a
century
striction of the burned district. A good deal of
the deficit elsewhere at high prices, and the aptime was spent in discussing shipbuilding and the | earlier than Ohio, the “population of the latter prehensions before alluded to, induced many
to the square mile is more than three times as dairymen to
. pay of consuls.
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ways scent a danger afar off, began early last

The governors of the Spanish provinces have
been instructed to suppress all organizations connected with the internationals, but'not to inter-
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a revision of the treatise,
first £0 to Washington, and then to London, Ber- | by a somewhat active demand

On Tuesday, in the Senate, a bill repealing the
duties on salt and iron was reported but recom-
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The good husbandman, ssays George William
Curtis, learns by experience what science con-

have been just fairly remunerative, but not such | stantly

lin, St. Petersburg, Vienna and Versailles.
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superfluous in, mature.

It

excepts members of Congress sgl officers of the
army and navy who took part in the rebellion.
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an Irish peer, is to be his successor.
The Fapanese embassy now ih San Francisco
will visit all the foreign powers and arrange for

bifls were introduced and rejected, and a’ third—
the same passed by the House during the last

session—was, passed by a vote

The last season was one of depression and almost despondence among our dairymen. Prices

as to
afford the broad murgin for profit realized
in ‘thie. past, and there are apprehensions in many
minds that the eid of the decline 1s not yet
reached. As soon as it became apparent there
It is stated thatit will | must be a decline in dairy products, stimulated
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get better and more arkolibio chickens” than
would any other breed, ''his, however, is for
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